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Preface

Over the course of a long and varied career I have engaged in many kinds of schol-
arly and social activities and written about them for a variety of audiences. As I
finished each project, I felt both a sense of accomplishment and a sense that I had
not completely answered the questions with which I was concerned. Several years
ago I wrote a comprehensive book in which I sought to interrelate individual and
social aspects of human conduct. It answered many questions for me but still left
me unsatisfied. What was left was the hardest task we face in our lives; namely,
translating our ideas, or theories as we call them in academia, into some directives
for applying them so that they can make a difference in our own and other people’s
lives. What I have tried to do here is focus on communities as the vital link in my
theories about the process between people and their environments.

In fact, it is that translation task that has been the central challenge in my life
personally as well as professionally. I grew up in poverty in a small rural town dur-
ing the economic depression of the 1930s in the United States. I came of age in the
U. S. infantry in World War II. During that time I was taught by the adults around
me that the answer to my questions and the world’s injustices lay in believing what
I was told and overcoming my own shortcomings. In college, as I turned to psy-
chology for better guidance, I was told that the answer was to learn the theories I
was being taught. I was faced with the unspoken assumption that applying my the-
oretical knowledge would solve everything, including my shortcomings.

During all of that time I was interacting with people who were members of dif-
ferent kinds of communities and societies. We were all trying to formulate mean-
ingful conceptions of our selves, our lives, our experiences, and our social
contexts. We were shaping and being shaped by our interactions and other social
and ecological forces in our lives. But I did not know that then, so as I chose to
become a clinical psychologist I continued to believe that the road to improving
my own life and those of others individually and socially lay in developing and
applying theories of individual change.

Instead, what I began to discover was a history of incomplete successes and
failures in my own personal and professional experiences and in the world around
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me. I found that in most psychology and related projects, the change agents
involved remained detached from the situation, seeking only to solve the
problems they had isolated. They often did not evaluate their work or follow
through to be sure that projects were continued. For example, community pro-
grams were developed without a clear formulation of what the developers were
trying to accomplish or how their approaches and results might be relevant to the
people (or groups) involved or the conditions of their lives.

I gradually became increasingly dissatisfied with this status quo and began to
think that I needed to understand the specific characteristics of people, their con-
texts, and how the two interact. That was the only way I was going to be able to
apply any of my psychological or personal knowledge to helping myself or oth-
ers improve my/their lives or situations. Further, I began to realize that there is
and cannot be any theoretically prescribed way to apply theoretical knowledge to
solve human problems. What we have to do is learn how to become engaged with
people and then to work together to understand their lives and situations and how
to improve them.

Otherwise stated, people’s problems are basically humanitarian, not psycho-
logical. What I have been trying to learn is how to base our psychological under-
standings on that humanitarian perspective. It is the most difficult challenge I
have ever faced. This book is an account of my struggle and that of many others
who have joined with me in facing that challenge.

In this book, I have tried to show why a prosocial community focus is essen-
tial to the accomplishment of the goals of community psychology and related
fields and to describe how to create such communities. The book incorporates a
multicultural, multiethnic approach with documentary research and program-
matic support for its efficacy. It identifies and demonstrates the nature of the links
between community and individual functioning in ways that aid readers in under-
standing them. It also provides examples to enable people seeking community
changes to know how to effectively translate these ideas into practice.

Our communities are the basic vital social units that provide the contexts in
which we learn to live together to our mutual benefit. I have focused on them here
as being crucial to providing a richer and more fulfilling framework than we cur-
rently have for understanding and improving the quality of our individual and col-
lective lives. It is my hope that readers will find this material useful as a guide for
building their own prosocial communities and enriching the quality of their per-
sonal and professional lives and of those with whom they interact. This book is
to use, not just to provide an intellectual exercise.

I begin the book by defining what a prosocial community is, identify its ele-
ments and relevant interrelationships, and then provide the available evidence in
support of those conclusions. I have used my conceptual frameworks for encom-
passing and integrating these psychological and social considerations to account
for how people can form prosocial communities, function within them, and
change them when desired. For example, before you can begin to construct proso-
cial communities, you need to understand the specific characteristics of the peo-
ple involved, their situations, and how the two interact. The same is true of the
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groups in those communities. The book establishes that only when those factors
are integrated does it becomes possible to accomplish the long range task of
forming prosocial communities.

In this book I think I have expressed as best I can my answer to my question
about how to use our capabilities and our knowledge to improve on the quality of
our individual and collective lives. The answer is that we live together as well as
apart and have to engage ourselves together or we will, perhaps, destroy ourselves
individually and together. I am deeply indebted to those who have enriched my
life and helped me arrive at this point. Whatever errors and shortcomings are
found in this text are a product of my limitations, not those of others. I hope that
any such errors do not detract from the larger message I have tried to convey and
that you, my readers, will find helpful ideas and suggestions as you work to build
prosocial lives and communities.
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1
Definitions and Background Issues

1.1. Background

In 1987 I was in residence for a month at the Universidad del Norte in Barranquilla
while I was in Colombia on a Fulbright award and focusing on community devel-
opment. I learned from them about a fascinating community development program
in which their psychology department was participating. The industries in
Barranquilla’s harbor district, who were plagued with labor difficulties and theft,
came to the University for help and offered to support and subsidize attempts to
help stabilize that situation. The department formed a cooperative partnership with
the industries and the surrounding, poverty stricken community where their
employees lived. The partnership focused first on establishing a day care program.
The university students involved the mothers in working to upgrade one of their
homes each semester for use as the day care center so that she and the other
mothers could attend child care classes while their children were in day care. The
university and the parents of students in child development who were participating
in the program feared for the students’ safety. The community leaders met with the
gangs in that barrio and enlisted them in protecting the students while they were
in the community. The community built on these initiatives as its residents and
leaders learned how to work together and push for other benefits for their commu-
nity and their schools. The university participated with the community in cleaning
its streets and getting the city to make other improvements. Labor stability grew
and crime decreased. The program proved so attractive that nearby barrios asked
to become part of it, and the program continued to spread throughout several other
nearby, poor neighborhoods.

I call such communities prosocial. Much of my life’s work has been directed at
discovering what such communities that function together to provide for the well-
being of their members are like and how to create and sustain them. The central
thesis of this book is that these kinds of communities are essential to the survival
and well-being of individuals and the societies in which they live. Although
prosocial communities will not solve all of the world’s problems nor those of
individuals, they will go a long way to help correct many of the problems we and
the world’s communities are facing today. Further, prosocial communities that



value and support a benign and nurturing quality of life for their members are
essential to the alleviation and resolution of psychosocial problems.

My concerns and experiences with similar programs have led me to focus my
projects, my research, and my writing on prosocial communities. The path to my
present views has never been a straight line, and I don’t precisely know which
specific events have led me to them. However, I can describe two more of the
vignettes that have provided insights for me and have led me on this journey.

In 1982, even earlier than my sojourn in Barranquilla, I was a Fulbright lecturer
teaching and learning about community development at several universities
in Colombia, South America. My wife and colleague had left her position as a
nursing professor to accompany me. While we were there, she volunteered with a
non-profit organization that worked with street youth, providing basic health care
to them. The director of that group suggested that we could help even more by
documenting how the street youth viewed their lives and their world. We agreed to
try. As we explored the literature, we found to our surprise that, while numerous
experts from several disciplines had written about the character and world view of
such youth, no one had ever asked the youth for their perspective. The experts’
viewpoints reflected only their own, discipline-limited outlooks about the nature
and capabilities of these children. We took on the challenge of learning from the
youth and found that they survived by their own resilience and by banding together
in groups to find food and shelter. They were harassed and exploited by the adults
around them including the police, other authorities, and even people offering to
help them. However, many of the children had healthy personal characteristics,
prosocial ambitions, and formed constructive relationships with other children.
Unfortunately, they also felt that part of their struggle was against society’s stereo-
types of them. We fed that information back to people and agencies working with
the youth in constructive ways. As a result, they and the children were able to cre-
ate collaborative programs to improve the youths’ lives, reintegrate them into soci-
ety, reduce their unacceptable behaviors, and improve their communities in
general (Tyler, F. B., Tyler, S. L., Echeverry, & Zea, 1991).

A somewhat comparable example arose in 1991. I was at a university in India
on a Fulbright research fellowship. By then, my wife had obtained a graduate
degree in anthropology and was doing research on domestic violence. We met with
the female professors in the psychology department where I was in residence to
explore the possibility of collaborating to study this sensitive topic. As members
of the upper caste, the professors argued vehemently that women from lower caste
families would never discuss such issues because of fear of retaliation from their
husbands and mothers-in-law. My wife persisted, and we suggested that they
accompany us on a visit to a fertility control clinic. Much to the professors’ sur-
prise, the village women spoke quite freely about their lives, including domestic
violence. Further, they had firm ideas about their own roles in that violence and
how they handle it. These female faculty changed their minds and decided to
collaborate with my wife on that study. It provided very informative results
about the strengths and active roles of Indian women in managing their lives and
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families (Tyler, S. L., Tyler, F. B., Dhawan, Punetha, & Sinha, 1996). The limita-
tion of these high caste women’s definition of other community women had kept
them from seeing the full humanity of lower caste women, despite being psychol-
ogy professors interested in women’s issues.

These two vignettes are representative of any number of situations I have
encountered. Both anecdotes show how our efforts to understand and interact with
others in constructive ways are often hindered by our inability and/or our unwill-
ingness to acknowledge our own biases and limitations. Unfortunately, although
the failure to be open to the perspectives of others often stems from a narrowness
of outlook rather than conscious intent, it makes us incapable of crediting others
with strengths and resourcefulness. Over the years, these kinds of experiences
have broadened my disciplinary perspectives and fed my interest in understanding
how we can put together our lives and communities in ways that will enable us to
live peaceably and join in providing for the well-being of everyone.

I have spent over a half-century as a psychologist, community activist, and
government official engaged with individuals, disadvantaged groups, privileged
groups, and communities. In some ways this book is a summary of my beliefs
that have grown out of these experiences. That is, I believe that we need to
consider ourselves and the individuals with whom we work as being responsive
to our social environment (the community) and also consider the environment
as being responsive to each of us. These individual/environment interactions
generate essential dynamics either for nurturing human potential (i.e., a pro-
social community that generates prosocial individuals) or for diminishing human
potential (i.e., an anti-social community that generates antisocial individuals).
To focus only on the individual or the community is to miss the transformation
process of individuals and communities impacting each other as they create the
experience of life.

When focusing on individuals it is of value to remember that we each develop
a form of psychosocial competence that is appropriate for our situation, i.e., it
is ethnically valid. When our situation changes either because of our actions
or independently of us, we need to develop a new, psychosocial competence
configuration that is ethnically valid for the new context. Reciprocally, when we
focus on the contexts of our lives including our communities, we need to focus
on understanding how they are organized. I have found that the structure and
functioning of communities can be conceptualized as having a three-aspect form.
Social action refers to the activities of civic leaders who formulate community
policies. Social planning refers to the activities of professionals and intermediate
level managers who contribute their specific expertise in carrying out social
policies. Locality development refers to the individual and combined activities of
residents to conduct their lives and resolve common problems. For a community
or a larger society to function prosocially, the people in them must evolve ways
of coordinating these three factors so that they serve their individual and collec-
tive interests. This three-level framework is a central theme in my work and
throughout this book. It is presented in detail in Chapter 2.

1.1. Background 3



To function effectively, societies must include a network of prosocial commu-
nities that maintain its coherence and constructively resist the divisive forces
found among individual members and within each community. Societies must
also manage relationships with outsiders, and embrace the community’s commit-
ment to the ongoing process of success, failure, and growth. In summarizing the
past half-century of research on intercultural relations and nation building, Segall,
Dasen, Berry, and Poortinga (1999) noted that in-groups tend to become ethno-
centric over time. However, they stressed that available data also support that
such an outcome is not inevitable. Overarching identities can be formed and
ethnocentric-based conflict can be reduced when people’s cultural similarities are
emphasized and their proximity and opportunities for equal status contact are
increased. Further, “when individuals locate themselves in a relatively small
collectivity that has meaning as an in-group they can probably also identify
comfortably with a larger collectivity that includes the smaller one” (Segall et al.,
1999, p. 295).

That is, when people can maintain a personal identity in a small community,
they seem to have also developed the base they need for forming a secure identity
within a larger and more complex community. However, whether small communi-
ties can integrate with and be accepted by larger communities rests on whether
doing so is seen to serve prosocial purposes for both. For example, in the United
States today, the large culture-defining Anglo population of adults is being faced
with the influx of a large contingent of immigrants from nearby Latin American
countries. The survival of communities and the country itself rests on whether this
decreasingly dominant majority can see personal and societal benefits in joining in
overarching prosocial allegiances with this growing minority.

To undertake the task of broad, comprehensive change needed to create
the prosocial communities that are such an essential element in our survival as
individuals and societies, we have to formulate a definition of community that
will be adequate for our purposes. That is not an easy or self-evident task. For
example, in their dedication of The Handbook of Community Psychology, the
editors, Rappaport and Seidman (1999) say “For our children and grandchildren
May you always live in a loving community where justice matters, where fair-
ness and authenticity abounds and where the streets are filled with the joys of
life, of learning, and of laughing” (1999, p. v). Yet ironically, in the Handbook
they did not define a “loving community”. They have left us wondering what
such a community is and how to create or sustain one.

1.2. Defining a Prosocial Community

To answer this basic question about the definition of prosocial communities we
have to understand the different natures and roles of the communities in our lives.
We have to start by examining how we understand communities, beginning with
our everyday sense of them as recorded in our dictionaries. The common mean-
ings of community, social, and well-being used here are from the Random House
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Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (1999). Even though these definitions are
derived from and embedded in Western cultural concepts, they describe general
patterns of relationships rather than any particular details of those relationships.
Therefore, they give useful parameters for understanding what these terms mean
in other cultures as well. Further, the adapted psychological definitions of these
and other relevant terms will also be discussed as they become relevant through-
out this text. The definition of prosocial community is mine and has grown out of
my research and experiences. I have not been able to find either a dictionary or
professional definition.

A community is defined as “a group of people who reside in a specific locality,
share government, and often have a common cultural and historical heritage”
(Random House, 1999). This definition focuses on the ties that provide a basis
for community members to define themselves as a group. Their ties include the
sharing of some set of rules (i.e., government) for living in close proximity as
well as other social relationships. In a broad sense, Singer (2002) noted that due
to globalization, the entire world has become a community. Thus we use the
term community to refer to all kinds of groups starting with our families and
extending out globally.

One problem with the dictionary’s definition is that it does not address whether
a community’s members at any level share any common concerns for each other.
We are left with incomplete information for making decisions about others in
other communities, even though we know that differences exist. Unfortunately,
the dictionary definition’s omission also is characteristic of how communities
are discussed in much of the professional and scientific literature. Dr. Rhodes
(personal communication, October 13, 2006) indicated that in parts of the Arabic
world, one’s community is identifiable sociologically by observing those who can
intermarry, the nature of their funeral ceremonies, and the places where people
are buried. Knowing this, we can understand that in the Middle East eligibility to
share life in this world and the hereafter imply a common concern, not just shared
government and proximity. His definition also tells us that people’s common
concerns become a part of their identity - they give a reference of belongingness.

Based on experience, I have added these elements to my definition of commu-
nity. To begin to address the role of social relationships in a community we have
to add that dimension to our definition. Social is defined as “pertaining to,
devoted to, or characterized by friendly companionship or relations” (Random
House, 1999). Adding social to the concept of community adds the element of
amicable, interpersonal relationships among the community’s members. Even so,
it only partially specifies the nature of the relationships involved. That is, we
know that community relationships are not always or only amicable. Thus, this
dictionary definition still lacks some major components needed for specifying the
characteristics of effective, prosocially oriented community work.

Well-being is a psychosocial concept with a distinctive meaning when used
in a prosocial community context. It involves both individual and social
concerns. The dictionary’s definition is silent about whether well-being is an
individual or a psychosocial characteristic. It states only that well-being is
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“a good or satisfactory condition of existence; a state characterized by health,
happiness, and prosperity; welfare” (Random House, 1999). In my work, I have
expanded that definition so that well-being includes good or satisfactory inter-
nal relationships with oneself, external relationships with other individuals
inside and outside of the community, and relationships with other relevant
communities. It means feeling good about one’s self, one’s life, one’s neighbors
and neighborhoods, one’s community, and about the world beyond. That same
description of well-being can be applied to a community. A community can be
thought of as providing a sense of well-being when it maintains the conditions
and institutions that support people who thrive and who invest in others to
help them thrive as they sustain and enrich the quality of life and relationships
in the community.

With these ideas in mind, I define a prosocial community as one in which
everyone is committed to working together for their own well-being, each other’s
well-being, and that of the community, the society, and ultimately the world. It is
a community in which the people have a sense of collective responsibility for
each other and for the community itself. This definition does not imply that there
are no self interests, disagreements, or conflicts among community members.
Instead, it stresses the primacy of everyone’s felt need to preserve the community
over more self-centered or even destructive forces.

Some community members try to exclude others; other members try to excuse
themselves from carrying out their common responsibilities. Self-focused
behaviors are core factors that create the dissensions and conflicts that arise
within and between communities. A prosocial community is organized and func-
tions so that no one becomes totally dominant and no one is ultimately defeated,
excluded, or destroyed because of such conflicts. Rather, such communities
survive and thrive by their investment in ongoing self-renewal. A particularly
vital example of efforts to create a prosocial world is seen in the heightening
social and political struggles over the world-wide threats of atmospheric pollu-
tion and global warming. Those threats not only transcend the scope of concern
for existing communities and countries, they necessarily focus on and require a
worldwide, coordinated prosocial response.

These definitions give us a starting place from which to explore the nature of
prosocial communities. They lead to two of the basic sets of questions about the
roles and relationships of individuals in such communities. First, how and to what
extent are individual well-being and the well-being of the community interre-
lated? For example: To what extent should poverty bother me when no one whom
I know is affected by it? After all, the more resourceful and affluent I am, the less
I need community supports. Why should I get involved? How do I realize that the
community needs my support? The second set of questions relate to how agree-
ments, differences, and conflicts between individuals are to be understood and
managed in each of their interests, their relationship with outsiders, individually
and collectively, and the community as a whole. Answers to both types of
questions are central in determining whether and how prosocial communities can
be developed and sustained.

6 1. Definitions and Background Issues



1.3. Characteristics of a Prosocial Community

If we want to create prosocial communities, having a definition is only the start-
ing place. If we are to understand how prosocial communities function, we need
to know their major characteristics and how they affect people’s individual and
collective behaviors. Those crucial components include: Freedom, Unifying
Functions, Complexity, The Community’s Requirements, Human Dignity, and
Individual Prosocial Morality (conscience).

1.3.1. Freedom

In an earlier text (Tyler, F. B., 2001), I discussed how people’s self-conceptions
changed as the European world emerged from feudalism. In particular, as house-
holds and traditional community structures grew less deterministic of the individ-
ual’s role, it became increasingly possible for people to behave autonomously and
form a self-contained identity. The related concepts of autonomy and freedom
continued to evolve, and individual rights have assumed a huge significance in
today’s world. Questions about the limits of freedom in relation to reciprocal
relationships have also emerged and become focal concerns.

Particularly in Western countries, individual freedom is considered to have
primacy over people’s commitments to others and society. Consequently, we have
lost the potential for public acceptance of the idea that everyone has a collective
co-responsibility for the maintenance and development of their communities and
societies. We seem to forget that people are necessarily psychosocial. Since
everyone’s identity and autonomy are formed in a social context, it is impossible
for individuals to assume an autonomous status. Every individual needs a
minimum of biopsychosocial support and socialization by adult caretakers–
usually a family–and a broader social context, involving at least some form of
community. For example, societies place limits on and teach new members what
are considered acceptable public and private behaviors such as those related to
gender, sexuality, violence, and the uses of the physical world.

To counter the societal emphasis on freedom and provide a balance that incor-
porates people’s commitments to each other and society, the political philosopher,
Selbourne (2001), argued for the primacy of the civic order as maintained by a
civic bond. That bond is defined as:

The ethic, voluntarily assumed but sustained by law and shared by the individual members
of the civic order – to whatever community they may belong – which, governing the rela-
tions between individuals qua [as] citizens, dictates to and teaches such citizens that they
compose a single civic order, whether of nation or city, to which they are affiliated and
bound by the principle of duty, and for whose well-being they are responsible in their
common interest. (Selbourne, 2001, pp. 19–20)

His underlying point is that we are born into this civic order, this set of rules,
whose aim is to provide for individual and community survival and well-being.
We are not born with “dutiless rights” (Selbourne, p. 59). Our continued survival
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and well-being require that we take as our primary duty the maintaining and
enhancing of that civic order. It is also our primary duty to act to correct the civic
order when it is corrupted and no longer serves its original purposes.

Selbourne (2001) presented his position as a necessary challenge to the more
widely expressed assumption that each of us is born free, that is, entitled to our
rights with no reciprocal responsibilities to contribute to the survival and well-
being of the community’s civic order. In his view, no society can flourish if its
citizens consistently seek maximal individual freedoms and contribute to their
community’s survival only what is necessary to provide for their individual
desires. Any community thus based on the primacy of individual freedom will
inevitably end in civic disaggregation and fail as a society. There is no freedom
without limits. For example, if no one in the community contributes to public
education except to advance his/her personal interests, the society will not have
an adequate educational system nor will it have educated people committed to
sustaining it. Therefore, it is essential for any community’s survival that its
citizens continue to define how and to what extent individual freedom will be
both guaranteed and contained.

1.3.2. Unifying Functions

Prosocial communities include intrinsic and extrinsic arrangements for people’s
individual and collective responsibilities and commitments to respect and provide
for their own and each other’s well-being along with that of the community in
general. Their citizens bear a responsibility to address the need for social changes
such as providing for adequate housing needed to restore, maintain, or advance
the community’s prosocial nature. That responsibility is embodied in civic obli-
gations such as paying taxes, participating in the public dialogue, and obeying
laws and other sanctions established to foster public welfare. A prosocial commu-
nity also fosters an intrinsic sense of shared identity, worth, and caring among its
members. It is often evidenced in our collective expressions of affection, honor,
and grief or voluntary expressions of respect and affection for cherished people
within a neighborhood community, an entire country, or even occasionally
throughout the world. These celebratory actions acknowledge people’s dignity as
well as their autonomy, prosocial sense of relatedness, and duty to others.
Community members also signify their commitment for both intrinsic and extrin-
sic reasons as active participants in the ongoing, prosocial process of creating,
sustaining, and enhancing their community. They do so by participating in
formally sanctioned rituals honoring their community as well as in the way they
conduct their lives.

I previously (Tyler, F. B., 2001) identified and have reiterated here that a
central characteristic of prosocial communities is people’s concern and involve-
ment with the well-being of others, the community, and themselves. This idea
seems simple enough, but even existing societal institutions that are thought to
be prosocial often tend to fall short of meeting that standard. For example, com-
munities contain educational, economic, and social organizations to serve specific
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societal purposes. Educational institutions provide needed perspectives and skills
to members of the community. However, they also filter out citizens who do not
fulfill the expected requirements for becoming community members, or, once
admitted, do not meet the performance criteria.

Some individuals may not be acceptable to any of the society’s organizations,
so they become marginalized, socially invisible, and/or face discrimination from
the community. They are left to choose whether to remain as outsiders, act in non-
socially sanctioned ways to change society so they can be included, or act against
the community to maintain themselves and their identities (Tyler, F. B., 1973).
Prosocial communities are designed to minimize these negative kinds of possibil-
ities and behaviors. They provide guidelines for people to determine whether
their ways of conducting themselves, forming relationships, and building their
communities are acceptable. They also specify how to redress unjustifiable
inequities once they have been identified. For example, it is not prosocial to focus
exclusively on helping a disempowered group to become empowered, or help a
privileged group to maintain their privileges without regard to the consequences
for others.

Creating and maintaining prosocial communities requires substantial balancing
of the complex considerations that arise for individuals and their contexts. For
example, there is substantial evidence to support that integrating culture-defining
(CDG) and non culture-defining (NCDG) students is beneficial to both and to the
community at large. However, major problems exist in the United States because
many, particularly among the CDG, have argued that providing relief from
unequal educational opportunities for non-White students does not protect the
assumed rights of the White students as based on past practices. There has been
much less attention paid to emphasizing the advantages that integrated schools
could have for both groups. This problem is not unique to the United States.
Similar conflicts have arisen and persist in India and other countries over integrat-
ing lower caste or other ethnically devalued students into the educational system,
the public civil service, and full participation in their societies.

In the field of community psychology, some have advocated for addressing the
needs of disadvantaged individuals and groups, at times in ways that seem adver-
sarial in relation to more advantaged individuals or segments of society. Nelson,
Prilleltensky, and MacGillivary (2001) proposed that community psychologists
should join with oppressed group members to address their needs. Such an
approach by itself is not congruent with the goal of creating a prosocial commu-
nity. The needs of the oppressed should be addressed, but not by acting against
oppressors without regard to their justifiable needs. Emphasis is better placed on
the potential benefits to both and the community if the oppressors become part of
creating a prosocial community rather than remaining exclusionary. Both advan-
taged and disadvantaged people need to be informed that when they include
everyone, it will also be to their benefit. By definition, a prosocial community’s
members are concerned about justice for everyone, not just the oppressed or the
oppressors. Selbourne (2001) specifically argued that favoring any individuals or
groups, such as the advantaged or disadvantaged, begins to disaggregate society,



thus failing to meet this core objective. A prosocial community necessarily works
toward the unification of its disparate groups and perspectives.

1.3.3. Complexity

The remains of historic and even prehistoric human habitations have characteris-
tics of communities similar to ours of today. The first and most intimate of those
communities is the family. It nurtures us from the beginning of our lives. In turn,
the family is nested in an increasingly complex network of additional types of
organized communities that transcend the roles of the individuals within them.
Examples of such organizations include institutionally sanctioned structures such
as schools, religious institutions, and governments. Their respective characteris-
tics both enlarge and restrict the scope of our lives as each one influences the
development of our characteristics and possibilities. We learn to negotiate the
demands of each group we are involved with and thus often become as complex
as the situations we respond to and the environments where we live.

1.3.4. The Community’s Requirements

Any discussion of prosocially and antisocially oriented individuals and commu-
nities must begin with values. Values are the individual standards that we have
chosen out of our personal, philosophical, religious, or other belief systems.
Consequently, both the empirical evidence that characterizes scientific facts and
the intuitive or faith-based values of non-scientific belief systems come, to some
extent, from unverifiable propositions. The best that anyone can do is make
his/her values and justifications as explicit as possible. The following sections
highlight some major requirements whose resolutions are crucial in determining
whether our communities will be prosocial.

1.3.4.1. Primacy (Civic Order and Co-responsibility)

Selbourne (2001), writing from the perspective of political philosophy, argued
that without duty we do not have a civilized society. That is, unless people make
a primary commitment to maintain a civic order (an organized social unit with
shared obligations), they have no basis established for claiming privileges or
rights. The rights of the community as a holistic unit must be supported and pro-
tected just as rights of individuals are. By collectively fulfilling our obligations
to sustain the community, we also provide the context for exercising freedom
and claiming personal rights. To fulfill our obligations requires that we defer or
sacrifice some of our individual interests. Otherwise stated, unless individuals
choose to honor their obligations, they cannot exercise their rights. The commu-
nity will not include a means to honor their claims. In particular, those who are
privileged or have otherwise been especially benefitted must honor their obliga-
tions to the community and to its disadvantaged residents. Unless they do, they
have no grounds for expecting the community and the disadvantaged to honor
them or respect their rights.

10 1. Definitions and Background Issues



1.3.4.2. Scope

As noted earlier in this chapter, the term community refers to relationally inte-
grated groups. Those groups range from families to ethnic, occupational, and
ideological (religious, etc.) groupings to cultures and nation states. However, no
matter how small or large or how the people in it are related, no community group
is automatically prosocial. Segall et al., (1999) indicated that building prosocial
communities at the level of small units is important, if not essential, for forming
the conditions necessary to create larger prosocial units. Further, in any context,
communities of different sizes and complexities are internested. Their natures
and relationships to each other contribute to the issues they confront or create
and to their level and quality of functioning. Communities also have a range of
autonomy; they can function in distinctive ways without changing their relation-
ships to other communities. For that reason if no other, it is important to consider
communities and individuals as separate entities who are simultaneously in a
symbiotic relationship to each other.

1.3.4.3. Context

No matter what its scope, a community and its people are influenced by their
external environment. That external environment along with the community’s
internal environment (how it is organized and functions) provides the context
that, in part, defines its possibilities and limits. All communities must respond to
the limits of their resources for addressing the individual and collective needs and
desires of their members. They must also respond to how those needs and desires
interact with those of other communities.

Individual and group tensions have often been depicted in Western-based
cultural dialogues as being pitted against each other (Christopher, Nelson, &
Nelson, 2003). An overused but very relevant metaphor is that of a community
with a Commons, an area owned collectively by members of that community for
grazing animals. A tension arises from the fact that it is to the short term benefit
of each community member to use that grazing area for as many animals as pos-
sible. However, if everyone takes that approach the commons will be destroyed,
and everyone will lose access to that resource. This model assumes that people
are motivated only by their own self-interest, have the unlimited right to behave
accordingly, and that their individual and social concerns are independent of each
other. The basic assumption is that people’s freedom to use a common resource
is independent of their commitment to their prosocial society’s need to preserve
the commons for the long term benefit of everyone.

Reasoning from this indefensible premise and from its logical conclusion
that two goals or values cannot be maximized at the same time, leads to another
incorrect conclusion, i.e., that either freedom or justice must be compromised to
prevent the destruction of the commons. But, individual and social concerns are
not independent of each other. People have discretionary choice capabilities; they
can act like active agents and free themselves from the limiting effects of their
histories and the self-destructive aspects of their natures (such as self-interest,
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narrowly defined). Reason and desire (facts and values) are not independent; they
are contingent on each other and change with time and circumstances. Overall,
individual and community resources are not independent over time; consequently,
solving the Commons problem to the mutual benefit of both is possible. There are
ways to reconceptualize these individual/community relationships so that they
can be resolved prosocially.

1.3.4.4. Prosocial Justice

A pervasive concern in human affairs is the need to mediate conflicts in ways
that preserve and satisfy the interests of the individuals and the community.
Within the formal and informal social justice frameworks in most of the civi-
lized world, resolutions of issues are considered to be “just” only when they
meet the prosocial fairness and equatability criteria of both the community
and the individuals involved. Tyler, T. R., Boeckman, Smith, and Huo (1997)
formulated a social justice perspective on the basis of a United States-based
experimental, social psychology paradigm and empirical data. They docu-
mented that individual and societal justice outcomes are intricately intercon-
nected by showing the social consequences of individual decisions. They added
that because of the individualistic focus of United States society and its social
and behavioral sciences, the impact of its formal justice processes on the
community’s well-being has been largely ignored in favor of social justice for
individuals. Specifically, conceptions of social justice are based on whether an
involved person’s outcome is considered fair or unfair by community standards,
not by whether the outcome serves justice for the community (see Table 1.1 for
justice standards and procedures). If we want to strengthen our communities,
we must also ensure that outcomes are fair to them, thereby also strengthening
the community.

Injustices emerge because of the inherent tensions that are part of social life,
and justice is guided by social rules. However, justice is also based on the
assumption and demonstrated fact that people have some choice about how they
behave. Attaining justice requires balancing considerations among equality (each
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TABLE 1.1. Justice standards and processes.
Concept Term Definition

Justice Standard Relative deprivation Is situation different from what it would be 
if standards of justice were applied?

Justice Processes Procedural justice Were fair procedures used to determine what 
is just in a situation?

Distributive justice Is each person provided what is deserved in 
contentious situations of unfairness?

Retributive justice Is a measure equal to the harm they did being 
done to violators of social standards?

Note: From “Social Justice in a Diverse Society”, by T. R. Tyler, R. J. Boeckman, H. J. Smith, and
Y. J. Huo, 1997, by Westview Press



receiving the same), need (relative needfulness for finite resources), and equity
(reward for merit). A prosocial community imposes the limitation that no one is
granted complete domination or assigned complete rejection; justice for the com-
munity is also included in that equation. How to strike such a balance and
whether existing approaches even envision doing so are crucial issues to the
development and perpetuation of prosocial communities. Addressing these issues
also involves identifying each community’s concept of prosocial justice and
considering that it may not be the same in all other communities or societies. As
always, the issue of diversity arises as does the issue of freedom, i.e., how much
any one person has a right or obligation to unilaterally define the reality of others
and impose their perspectives on others.

1.3.5. Human Dignity

Dignity is a concept that is not always acknowledged as relevant in psychological
accounts. When used as part of the term “human dignity” it denotes the idea of
human worthiness apart from any specifiable utilitarian criterion. That is, it
means that individuals have an intrinsic value, and in some irreducible sense, each
is equally worthy of respect and consideration. Dignity is not something that
children earn or can be granted or withheld by adults. Rather, it is an inherent part
of being a human. Individuals or groups in power such as authority figures,
culture-defining group members, or parents may use their power to try to deny
or suppress children’s senses of dignity, but they cannot ultimately destroy it.
Ennew underscored that the key concept in human rights is “human dignity”
(2002, p. 13). She stressed that honoring the belief that children have human
rights requires that we acknowledge their dignity and consequent entitlement to
participate in discussions about their lives.

Once children are allowed to participate in relevant decision making, adults
will learn how much those children can contribute to their wider society. Stark
(1992) reported on a project in Munich, Germany, in which adults and children
worked together to plan and increase safe play opportunities. This approach led
to significant improvement in the status of children and their sense that their
dignity was acknowledged, even though problems arose when leading politi-
cians opposed some of their suggestions and rejected their contribution.

Not only are children often denied their human dignity and their right to
participate in issues that affect them, but that denial is also often directed at adult
members of devalued groups. Although people vary in their capabilities, every-
one can assume some level of responsibility for their own conduct and their
contribution to their communities. We give credence to the evidence that people
have discretionary capabilities of judgment and choice only when we honor their
sense of dignity and respect their choices. Only when we have granted dignity to
all community members can we create and maintain a sense of justice within a
community. Finally, the community itself needs to have a sense of dignity and
respect and be treated accordingly; otherwise, the community’s role as provider
and nourisher of its citizens will be undermined.
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1.3.6. Individual Prosocial Morality (Conscience)

Each individual’s internalized conception of his/her responsibilities is usually
referred to as conscience. That inner sense is an essential component of any
human agency. Consequently, it is important to consider how one’s inner sense
is formed and what determines whether it will include constructive prosocial
characteristics or be limited to self-centered and other destructive characteristics.

Kochanska (2002) reported on the concept of a mutually responsive orientation
(MRO) between mothers and children as having a positive impact on the develop-
ment of prosocial consciences in children (although he does not use those words).
His work and that of his colleagues focused on the mother-child relationship from
early in life into the school age years. They defined MRO as “a positive, close,
mutually binding, and cooperative relationship, which encompasses two compo-
nents: responsiveness and shared positive affect” (p. 192).

Their extensive correlational and longitudinal studies found a direct relationship
between the presence of an MRO initiated by the mothers between themselves and
their children and the development of a strong prosocial conscience in their
children and themselves across a wide range of contexts. Kochanska’s (2002)
analyses indicated that this effect was a product of at least two mechanisms. An
MRO promoted a more positive, happy mood in the children and, in turn, an eager,
responsive stance toward following their mother’s lead. These positive relation-
ships were thought to influence the mothers and their children to form internal
representations described as a “working model of a cooperative, reciprocal, mutu-
ally accommodating relationship in which partners naturally do things for one
another without abrogating their autonomy” (Kochanska, p. 104). Kochanska
emphasized that not just mothers, but other members of the family and the broader
environment influence the child’s development, although much remains to be
learned about their effect. These findings provide a solid indication of the kinds 
of psychosocial dynamics that are relevant to whether and how people and
communities develop prosocial orientations.

At present the idea that a mutually responsive orientation is or results in a
prosocial conscience is tentative and needs far more validation. Even so, it
encapsulates the sense of a basic integration of the autonomy and relatedness
aspects of our relationships to ourselves, others, and society. It asserts that we
need not consider that our sense of loyalty to our own integrity and to that of
our relationships with others is separate and/or in opposition. We can be true
both to ourselves and to others. The two can be fused with benefits going to us
and to our relationships. That is at least a tentative formation of what having a
prosocial conscience can mean.

Each person’s conscience is established within and is a vital element in our
agency. To make choices is to be an active agent and includes making choices about
the nature and content of our consciences. As Koshanska (2002) demonstrated,
conscience is a product of our milieu including our interpersonal relationships
as well as our individual experiences. People are not necessarily self-centered in a
narcissistic way; they may be self-centered in a shared prosocial way. A sense of
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prosocial integrity can extend to our family and beyond to our neighborhood, our
country, and even to humanity.

1.4. Studying and Intervening in Communities

Throughout history, self-appointed as well as professionally appointed change
agents have assumed their right to study or intervene in communities to accom-
plish particular objectives. They frequently do not consider that their sojourn will
be influenced by the resident community’s understanding of its own interests and
possibilities. Change agents will not be successful unless they consider or attempt
to understand the complexity of the community and of their own roles in it
whether they impose themselves by force and military conquest or seek entry
with presumed benevolent intent and a sense of superior knowledge and values.

It is difficult to create a relationship between community members and inves-
tigators or change agents that is mutually acceptable and worthwhile for every-
one. The participants must identify each other’s interests, and in particular, the
role that the outsiders want to assume within the community. A central issue
needing clarification is the nature of the ways the outsiders are–and in what
ways they are not–members of the community. The community and the change
agents must then establish which types of mutually beneficial relationships can
be formed.

Changing any community also brings changes to at least some aspects of its
environment and its relationships to other communities. Consequently, questions
arise about the responsibilities of the outside agents and those in the community
about their impact on the surrounding environment and neighboring communities.
For example, how will damming a stream to create a lake in a park impact on
downstream areas? Unfortunately, such questions can be extended into an infinite
regress, so practical limits must be established or nothing can be accomplished.
However, such concerns and their relationship to other criteria need to be consid-
ered by anyone who wishes to intervene in communities.

In the long run, constructing a prosocial society is impossible unless each
segment of the society will be better served. Pickren and Tomes (2002) quoted
from the first meeting of the Board of Social and Ethnic Responsibility for
Psychology (about the consequences of getting the American Psychological
Association involved in social justice issues) “to turn one’s social and ethical
questions on oneself will necessarily create conflict” (Pickren & Tomes, p. 51);
that is, those committed to change must first consider the implications for them-
selves. They must also be willing to change themselves before they can establish
a framework needed to create prosocial communities. For example, there are
towns in the United States that were built around a labor source such as a factory.
In subsequent years, the factory may have been sold to a large corporation
which subsequently decided to close it because the profit margin was too low. In a
number of those towns, the local residents, businesses, and institutions banded
together to buy the factory and manage it themselves. A major factor in the
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success of those efforts has been whether the factory workers and factory
manager become active, collaborative participants in managing this enterprise. In
contrast, if the workers had simply hired a factory manager and continued in their
roles as workers doing their daily job and then going home, the factories were
likely to fail. In these so-called employee owned companies, success was likely
only if the workers and the town reformed themselves as a kind of prosocial
community (Quarrey & Rosen, 1994).

The most seminal figure in psychology’s struggle is Kenneth B. Clark. He and
his wife conducted research that showed how racism impacted on the psychoso-
cial development of what were then called Negro and White children. Those
findings became an integral part of the U. S. Supreme Court’s 1954 decision to
outlaw segregation in public schools. Clark was the first (and still the only)
African-American president of the American Psychological Association. He
contributed to changes in the APA, its policies, and its members through his
contributions as a scholar and as a public policy figure. He was also a participant
in the community of psychology faced with cleaning itself up internally and in
its relationship to the broader community. In his own life, he was an exemplar of
the struggle in his role as an “involved observer” and “participant-symbol”
(Keppel, 2002). He used the colonialist metaphor to define the impact of context
by writing that “the dark ghetto is institutionalized pathology [my italics]”
(Clark, 1965, p. 34).

Creating prosocial communities requires broad integrated changes at levels
ranging from societal structures and social policies to assumptions about the
rights of individuals and their responsibilities to others and to the societies in
which they live. Joining prosocial ideas and practices is essential for us if we are
to experience the insights that foster our paradigmatic shifts. More specifically,
creating prosocial communities rests on eliminating conceptions and mechanisms
that exclude groups or individuals. It then builds by creating other conceptions
and mechanisms that include all groups and individuals. Finally, it depends on
each of us in our complex individual and organizational identifications, affilia-
tions, and actions to apply these same requirements to ourselves and participate
as part of that process, not separate from it. I have intentionally avoided saying
that creating a prosocial community requires these attributes and activities.
Prosocial communities can not rest solely on requirements. In the final analysis,
they are created by and sustain their existence only through the voluntary
commitments of their members to an overarching goal.

Stating these broad requirements and objectives is relatively easy in compari-
son to the task of actually spelling out the steps required to accomplish them. The
rest of this text is focused on that task. Its goal is to present a comprehensive
conceptually integrated Transcultural Ethnic Validity Model to guide efforts to
understand and implement the kinds of reciprocal changes in communities and
the people living within them to facilitate their movement toward becoming a
prosocial community.
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2
Psychosocial Integration: 
The Theoretical Framework

Each of us plays an active role in creating our communities and deciding what
kinds of communities will best serve our interests. We are also shaped by our
experiences in those communities along with our other unique personal experi-
ences. My colleagues and I (Tyler, F. B., 2001) have developed a two-faceted,
interlocking framework for studying these ideas. The two facets are, respectively,
(1) ourselves behaving as active agents, and (2) the environments within which
we function. The empirical evidence supporting them is presented in detail in my
earlier text (2001). My objective in this chapter is to describe this conceptually
integrated account of each of those facets, the individual and the environment,
and of how they are interrelated.

The aspect of that framework concerned with how we function as individuals is
called a Transcultural Ethnic Validity Model (TEVM). We act within our personal
life spaces as individuals, and we also act with others to organize the communities
where we live (Tyler, F. B., 2001). Those two types of actions are often thought of
as separate, although they affect each other in profound psychological as well as
other ways. The basic thesis of this book is that there is a way to organize ourselves
and our communities that will provide us with an individual and collective sup-
portive and nurturing quality of life. This chapter provides an integrated frame-
work for understanding ourselves, our communities, and the influence each has on
the other so that we can bring about prosocial changes. This second model is called
the Prosocial Community Model.

2.1. Transcultural Ethnic Validity Model

The core idea of the Transcultural Ethnic Validity Model (TEVM) is that individ-
uals are socialized and develop their characteristic styles of living and functioning
within a sociocultural milieu. Relying on that model can help us better organize
and influence our own conduct so that we can promote our well-being and that of
others inside and outside of our social units. The model involves three, interrelated
components, namely: (a) a Psychosocial Competence Model for describing how
people organize their lives in view of their context and situations, (b) the Ethnic



Validity patterns that describe how individuals acquire the ways to live that are
appropriate within their context, and (c) the Nested Framework nature of people’s
environments. The TEVM gives us a way to understand these processes, i.e., it is
a model that, to a major extent, represents the societal organization within which
people are born and live out their lives. The TEV model incorporates the shared
patterns of an entire ethnic group or society as well as the unique variant of that
pattern which each of us personally constructs. Further, if we keep our own
patterns and the shared patterns of our social group in mind as we work to under-
stand and change ourselves along with our social units, we will be better able to
provide supportive contexts for everyone else’s constructive prosocial develop-
ment. Representative aspects of all of the components of this model and how they
interrelate are described in the following sections.

2.1.1. A Hypothetical Example

In the following paragraphs, you will meet two hypothetical, young United States
citizens, Alan and Beth. They will illustrate how the TEV model helps us explore
the ways we all relate to each other’s backgrounds, personal characteristics, and
common situations. Alan and Beth also provide a way for us to understand how
the TEV framework of their early experiences influence their later life roles in
shaping the communities in which they will live and work. As we consider how
they fit into various situations, we can gain a better understanding of how differ-
ent situations incorporate Alan and Beth and whether they do so in a prosocial
way. We can also see how the complex psychosocial individuality that each
brings to these situations can have an impact on the situation or, in contrast, be
suppressed or distorted by it.

Alan is a white male who attended a parochial grade school and public high
school. He is a first-generation graduate of his large, urban, state university. His
parents were born to poor families in a village in France. They met, married, and
immigrated to the United States when they were young adults. They settled in
Toledo, Ohio, and found work in blue collar service jobs to support their family
and provide their children better opportunities in life than had been available for
them. They taught their children the importance of working hard, supporting
themselves, remaining faithful to their Roman Catholic religion, and getting
ahead through their own efforts. Alan has worked for as long as he can remem-
ber, including during high school and college, and he still has a large student debt
to repay. After his recent graduation, he applied for a publicly supported teaching
position in an under served school in order to have part of his educational debt
forgiven.

Beth is a black female graduate from an elite, private high school and an elite
college for black students in Atlanta, Georgia. Her family has a history that
includes slavery but has, for several generations, been part of the black, higher
income, professional class. Beth’s parents live in an affluent suburb of Atlanta, and
both have professional careers. They taught her to be proud of her ancestry, strive
to uphold their family traditions, follow the tenets of their African Methodist
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beliefs, and contribute to the well-being of her people. They paid for her education
and provided her with enriched cultural experiences throughout her life. She
applied for a publicly supported teaching position in an under served school to
become better acquainted with youth, particularly black youth, who have had few
advantages and to contribute to them before making any further decisions about
her own future directions.

Alan’s and Beth’s lives cross paths when they are both assigned to the same
inner-city high school in Washington, D.C. It has a majority of black students
with a minority of white and Latino students. Some of the students are immi-
grants or first generation children of immigrants from a variety of countries. The
faculty and staff reflect the student body in that the majority are black with vary-
ing numbers of Latino and white members from a range of social classes.

Alan and Beth have each formed psychosocially based ways of facing their
lives that they bring to this new community. They both have been socialized in
individualistic, United States society. We can expect that both should have
acquired a sense of themselves as autonomous and in control of their life, as trust-
ing of others and expecting benevolence in their world, and as having an active,
organized way of solving their life issues. However, each of them has faced expe-
riences which have made them question themselves in relation to that ideal–Alan
because of his immigrant heritage, Beth because of her heritage as an African
American. As colleagues in their new jobs, they will share the common task of
learning how to be effective teachers in a dysfunctional and often hostile school
community. It does not occur to them that when they meet and begin to interact
with each other as teachers or as individuals, they will be faced with forming a
shared (what I call transcultural) sense of ethnic validity. In a sense, they each
need to participate in the formation of a new “community of two” if they are to
have a basis for interacting. Further, they must each invest in their community for
it to take on a prosocial character.

Transcultural exchanges are most evidently transcultural to us in such
instances as a marriage between two people from different countries or as in the
arrival of immigrant refugees who find a way to fit into their new country with its
already formed community groups. In Alan and Beth’s situation, even though
they have both grown up in the United States, their exchanges will likewise have
many of the same transcultural features as those between immigrants facing a
new life situation. As they begin to work together, they will have to face the
challenges and changes that accompany the formation of any new relationship or
they cannot become friends or even develop a work relationship.

Alan and Beth understand and approach their teaching tasks with quite differ-
ent expectations. Alan shares the experience of economic struggles that his
new students are dealing with, particularly the experiences of the minority white
students in the school. He had previously interacted minimally with some black
students in school and college, although he did not seek to get acquainted with
them. Alan was socialized to believe that it is ethnically valid for him to achieve
beyond what his family and ancestors accomplished and to distance himself from
the limits of their past. His choice to serve the less fortunate is to some extent,
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if not entirely, based on his strategy for self-advancement. In contrast, Beth and
the black students share the common experience of facing racism, but she does
not share their history of economic struggles. She has been socialized to know
that an ethnically valid way of life includes honoring and building on the accom-
plishments of her ancestors while also serving the less fortunate in society, par-
ticularly African American people. The students are not likely to share her sense
of advancement possibilities or her sense of past family accomplishments on
which to build their futures. In fact, because of her privileges, they may resent her.

In terms of relating to each other, Alan has had limited experience with privi-
leged members of society, no experience with an elitist college, and only minimal
acquaintance with people from black communities. Beth has had at least limited
experience with white professional colleagues or friends of her parents, but
very little with poor, working class, black or white families. To form any kind of
personal or collegial relationship, Beth and Alan have to build on shared, personal
characteristics such as friendliness, or even the experience of participating in a
shared training program. For their friendship to continue developing, they must
begin to address their preconceived biases about each other and the inevitable
misunderstandings that will arise during their various interactions due to their
different heritages.

2.1.2. Individual Psychosocial Competence

We each form our own Individual Psychosocial Competence Configuration
(PSC). It is the model within the TEV configuration that we use to represent our
“selves”. I use it to describe the integrated character of our conduct, that is, how
we behave as individuals. Whether we refer to PSC as personality or identity
or assign to it some other name, it is the unique and distinct center of our individ-
uality and the perspective from which we view ourselves and the world. This
term conveys my view that the core of individuality is each person’s integrated
ongoing way of organizing and conducting their lives. It is both a product of our
natures and histories and a somewhat open-ended, discretionary outgrowth of our
capacities to abstract, create meaning, and make choices. Our choices include
how we define our sense of self-awareness and organize our approaches to plan-
ning and decision making.

At a common sense level, it is self-evident that people have agentic properties.
However, psychologists often have trouble accepting the idea that people make
judgments, that is, discretionary choices that are not totally predictable by what
they know about themselves or others know about them. In my view, this decision
making characteristic is as important to take into account as the social or bilingual
determination of our thoughts and behaviors. For example, when individuals such
as marginalized youth experience their community’s rejection of them, they can
respond by fighting main stream society or becoming part of it. Consequently,
their capacity to choose becomes a factor in whether their community can become
prosocial. However, the rest of us also make choices that can influence their deci-
sions. Specifically, we can influence their thoughts and interest in participating
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in prosocial behaviors by providing them with experiences from which benefits
come in response to cooperation.

Individual psychosocial competence refers to the broad, holistic formulation
that we create to give ourselves an integrated viewpoint for organizing and test-
ing our personal hypotheses about our own conduct and that of others. We also
use it to guide how we conduct ourselves and interact with people. It includes the
belief that we are part of the natural world and as such are products of our natures,
circumstances, and experiences. We are also self-aware knowers who have some
discretionary control over our own lives. We use our individual experiences to
construct our lives, identities, and relationships to our contexts. However, since
our private experiences occur in contexts whose meanings are somewhat socially
constituted, we have a social as well as an individual character; that is, our expe-
riences are psychosocial. Our individual experiences and their social contexts are
not the same thing but we cannot describe either without reference to the other.
Further, over time, we and our contexts continue to influence each other even as
they continue to change in different ways.

People have capabilities for shaping both their personal destinies and their life
contexts. We function as somewhat autonomous individuals and also as members of
collectives and groups which are constrained by the natures, histories, and choices
of all the members. The ways in which we evolve our psychosocial characteristics
guide our participation in our own lives and in our communities. We are not fixed,
unchanging entities; rather, we are all engaged in an ongoing process of both main-
taining and changing our lives and our contexts. Because of this process, we need to
conceptualize how we make those changes to understand ourselves, others, and our
influences on each other.

The ways in which we organize our experiences and direct or change our lives can
be conceptualized as involving three major, interrelated aspects. Specifically, we
guide ourselves in relation to our understanding of our (a) self attributes, i.e., our
sense of efficacy or control of the events in our lives, (b) self-world attributes, i.e.,
our relationships to our world and the others in it (that is, how much we feel others
are trustworthy and to what extent we consider the world to be predictable and
benign), and (c) behavioral attributes, i.e., how we organize our approach to manag-
ing the events in our lives. We frame these internal aspects of ourselves in relation to
our external interactions in enormously complex ways. Since this text is focused
primarily on forming prosocial communities, that complexity will be explored only
briefly here to show how these aspects interrelate and influence the choices we make,
including when we are creating communities.

2.1.2.1. Self Attributes

Within psychology’s realm of personality theories and research, the major focus
is and has been on people’s presumed senses of discretionary choice and capac-
ity for mastery over themselves and the events in their lives. These characteristics
have variously been conceptualized as self-efficacy, personal control (of events
and their outcomes), and assumption of responsibility for the events in one’s life.
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Self efficacy is usually accompanied by some degree of favorable to unfavorable
self-evaluation. A belief in our own self efficacy is central to our conception of
ourselves as knowers because it is based on the presumption that we have some
discretionary capabilities for guiding our lives.

The conceptualization and study of this core attribute has produced an enor-
mous body of psychological literature, most of it from a universalistic perspective
(for summaries, see Lefcourt, 1984; Tyler, F. B., 2001). In general, the findings
suggest that people with a more internal sense of control and/or stronger sense of
self-efficacy learn more from their experiences. This result is particularly true
when the outcomes of the events surrounding those experiences are thought to
be amenable to skill rather than to chance and external control. However, some
cross-culturally oriented studies have shown that psychosocial factors have an
influence on a sense of self efficacy. They include gender, family and community
composition, ethnicity (including racial attributions), social status, and biological
makeup. Both the general effect of a person’s self-efficacy and the particular
contextual factors underlying it are important considerations that must be taken
into account in the development of prosocial communities. Beth’s social status
has given her a strong sense of self-efficacy. If her teaching experience goes well,
her sense of self-efficacy will probably grow. Alan has faced a more difficult
struggle in building a solid sense of self-efficacy because of his marginal status
as the child of immigrants and his childhood in a blue collar community. His
sense of self-efficacy will also be strengthened if he becomes an effective teacher
for these students, particularly the black students with whom he has previously
had minimal experiences and little reason to believe in their capabilities.

2.1.2.2. Self-World Attributes

Most of us legitimately assume that the events in our lives and their outcomes
are influenced by circumstances outside of ourselves. Out of our direct and
vicarious experiences, we formulate expectations about how our world is likely
to respond to our actions. We behave accordingly and experience varying
degrees of success. As I have documented (Tyler, F. B., 2001), people who are
at least moderately trusting and somewhat hopeful tend to behave more confi-
dently and constructively and have more rewarding outcomes, particularly if
they have lived in and continue to be in environments that are somewhat benign
and predictable. In contrast, people who have lived in and may continue to live
in threatening and unpredictable environments form distinctively different self-
world attributes. They may develop hostile and/or other self-protective patterns
which to them seem more appropriate to their circumstances. Unfortunately,
such behaviors also often have destructive consequences as they increase stress
levels and reduce opportunities for everyone to build prosocial relationships both
within and outside of their immediate social units.

Beth probably grew up in a more benign and predictable environment than has
been the case for the boys and girls who will be in her classes in the inner city
school. They probably have considerably less reason to trust her than she has to
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trust them. Alan also probably had more support than the youth he is encounter-
ing or he would not have gone as far as he has in becoming their teacher. He has
probably had more positive experiences with trust than they and so is in a better
position to trust them than they are to trust him. In fact, these students may feel
that neither Alan nor Beth really cares about them, but are there to teach in the
high school as a step in the pursuit of their own long term goals. Alan and Beth
will have to demonstrate that they do care about their students before they can
successfully teach them anything, including teaching them how to be trusting.

When Alan and Beth meet their marginalized and suspicious students, they
are all entering a new environment because they all bring their self-world
expectations to that meeting. However, by organizing that environment and
their interactions so that they are more benign and prosocially oriented, all of
them can begin a spiral of prosocial behaviors. Alternatively, if they structure
their interactions in hostile and threatening ways, they can start a downward
spiral toward distrust and conflict.

2.1.2.3. Behavioral Attributes

Whatever our senses of our own efficacy and of the nature of our environment,
we have to choose ways to handle our ongoing lives, even if we do so passively.
That is, circumstances force us to respond in some way to the events that occur
in our lives, whether caused by our own actions or by something outside of us.
On the basis of our experiences over time, we construct a characteristic approach
to engaging with life by initiating and responding to events. From my point of
view, the origins, nature, and consequences of our behavioral attributes has
received considerably less attention from professionals than it deserves. Much of
the relevant research has been conducted under the rubric of coping with stress;
those studies have shown that proactive approaches are crucial to dealing with
stress effectively (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004; Tyler, F. B., 2001).

Research over the past thirty years has demonstrated that a constructive, planful
approach is necessary for people to effectively adapt to their life circumstances and
their potential triumphs over difficulties under all circumstances. My own work
has focused on the role of active, planful engagement with events during ordinary
life as well as in relation to stressful events. I have found that active planful
engagement may be even more important to constructive coping than is a sense
of self-efficacy or trust for those who live in hostile and otherwise difficult cir-
cumstances. That is, actively addressing life’s challenges is a more productive
strategy than avoiding them or refusing to face them, even when in a hostile and
unpredictable environment. Alan and Beth have learned the value of this kind of
active organized approach in their own lives. They are now able to teach it to their
students even though, or perhaps particularly because, those students face limited
opportunities and live in environments that are both physically dangerous and
psychologically destructive. How to use an organized approach to their lives as
well as their studies is potentially the most important message Alan and Beth have
to teach as well as model for these youth.
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2.1.3. Ethnic Validity

We all have identities as individuals and as members of particular ethnic groups.
In this sense, ethnicity has two meanings. The more general meaning describes
ethnicity as membership in a specific group which shares a distinctive culture,
religion, language, or other such characteristic. At this level, ethnicity describes
the characteristics common to members of a culture or nation, and also of other
groups of a more limited scope such as a community. Even the citizens of major
civilizations have a shared sense of their ethnic validity, of what is a valid way of
being a member of their civilization. Alan and Beth share a United States based
ethnic validity and so will assume that many of the customs and traditions that
they both follow are expected behaviors. Consequently, they expect to see them
in each other.

A more limited meaning of ethnicity is that of membership in a minority or
other societally designated and often devalued group which shares a distinctive
culture or belief system and way of life within a larger society with a different
ethnicity. This sub group may not be allowed equal status with the larger group
nor may it wish to conform to the larger group’s ethnic way of living. For exam-
ple, it is ethnically valid for Beth to believe in and behave in accordance with
the norms of her family and its African Americans customs and traditions.
Similarly, it is ethnically valid for Alan as part of his family’s background to
behave according to their French norms as well as those of the United States. That
is, for each of us, our reality and way of life has integrity and personal validity
from the perspective of our particular nested framework’s coherence and validity.

A more graphic example of a blended ethnic validity was related to me by
an Italian American community worker. His large extended family had gathered
at his parent’s home for Thanksgiving dinner which, for most U.S. residents, is
traditionally roast turkey. He and his brother got into an argument about whether
their predominantly Italian American neighborhood should emphasize segregat-
ing itself within their multiethnic city or assimilating with other groups. Their
mother eventually became exasperated, and closed the argument by saying,
“We’re all Americans. Sit down and eat your spaghetti.”

At all levels, our ethnic validity is shaped by both the internal and external
coherence of our contexts. Consequently, our prosocial ethnic validity within our
own culture is also influenced by the ethnic validity and cultural coherence of the
other subcultures around us. Thus, we define personal ethnic validity in relation
to any number of overarching, transcultural ethnic validity conceptions. In its
totality, this ethnic validity formulation is the nested framework within which we
define and judge ourselves, others, and our reality. We construct and revise it out
of our capabilities and our changing understanding of our experiences. This idea
is highlighted in the following paragraphs.

Destiny refers to the many aspects of our lives and contexts over which we have
little or no control. For example, our genetic makeup, life cycle, and the era and
geographic social context in which we live are beyond our control. We may pine
for our lost youth or wish we had been born in a different time and place, but
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these wishes can never become choices. Alan may eventually escape being an
individual outside of the dominant culture because he can become completely
assimilated to the white Culture Defining Group (CDG); Beth cannot escape her
“outsider” heritage in the United States because her skin color clearly identifies
her background, and she cannot change it. Her destiny would be quite different if
she lived in a predominantly African culture. In either case, destiny must always
be a consideration in any attempt we make to understand ourselves or others.

Our histories consist of the events of our accumulated personal and collective
pasts. In the United States they are influenced, to a great extent, by the dominant
white culture. Even though our personal experiences and those of the people with
whom we directly and indirectly share our lives are separate from that dominant
group, they are influenced by it. Our histories contribute to our dreams and fears
as well as to many of the ways we approach each day and our overall lives.
Some of Alan’s fears may involve the threat of being denigrated as the son of
immigrants. His dreams may focus on becoming assimilated to his new American
context and achieving to a level above that which his parents accomplished. Beth
seems likely to dream of finding a way to live that transcends, or at least avoids,
racism while she also fears that her life will be diminished by it.

Continuity speaks to the ongoing consequences of our heritage as part of social
groups and life contexts. As noted above, we are influenced by the varied histo-
ries of our ancestors. Their dislocations and transitions have changed the
quality of their lives and/or their culture-defining status from generations past to
the dreams of future generations. Thus, our heritages bring complex personal,
community, and cultural meanings to our past, present, and projected futures.
When Alan’s parents immigrated to the U. S., their emphasis on breaking with the
past created discontinuity in their family. Beth is marked by her socialization to
be proud of the continuity embedded in her ancestors’ ability to overcome their
heritage of bondage and to build on that tradition. For the Maori of New Zealand,
the answer to the question, “Who are you?”, is a recitation of oneself plus all of
one’s ancestors and all of one’s potential descendants (Nikora, Personal commu-
nication, October, 1994). For them, continuity defines identity. In contrast, for an
individual in the United States, the answer to the question, “Who are you?”, is a
recitation of that person’s unique qualities as separate from everyone else’s. That
is, for residents of the United States identity is defined as autonomy, the attribute
mentioned below.

Autonomy focuses on that component of our thoughts, feelings, and actions
that is often celebrated as freedom and mastery of one’s fate. It, too, is socially,
developmentally, and individually shaped. The personal meaning of freedom is
constrained or expanded by our experiences and societal contexts and helps us
understand that freedom has boundaries of all kinds. Perhaps necessarily, we
occasionally think about whether and how freedom exists, what its true nature is,
and to what extent and in what ways we are free. We also explore the relationship
of our freedom in comparison to that of others, including whether we have any
obligation to respect their freedom. Thus, being free and autonomous entails the
ways and extent to which we assume discretionary choice in our lives. Both Beth



and Alan have made particular kinds of choices in the way they want to live.
Although these decisions will continue to have an impact and influence on their
future choices, they can reinterpret and use their sense of freedom as an ongoing
guide. Further, as applied to our societies, communities, or ethnic groupings,
being free refers to the extent to which the context sets broad or narrow limits in
individual or group behavior. Thus, we may speak of a free society in contrast to
a closed society.

All of these ethnic validity factors interact to influence our societies and our
lives at all levels. For example, the life experiences and meaning assigned to
being a male or a female have certain basic commonalities across humanity.
However, there are also very distinctive meanings created by each social group.
A woman from the secular Western World forms an ethnically valid way of defin-
ing herself that is quite at odds with what is an ethnically valid way for a Muslim
woman, particularly in the Middle East or Asia, to define herself. If at some later
time, Beth were to travel to the Middle East to continue broadening her world
view, but behaves and interprets others’ behavior just as she would at home, noth-
ing that she does will be ethnically valid to the people in this ethnically different
setting. Her conduct will seem inappropriate to the women (and the men) in this
new context due to its different ethnic validity rules, codes, and expectations. To
function effectively and maintain a sense of ethnic validity, Beth will have to
expand her framework and learn to manage both sets of expectations. That is, she
will need to broaden her sense of transcultural ethnic validity so that it becomes
more comprehensive. She will have to grasp that appropriate dress standards for
work are context dependent. She can then understand and manage her familiar,
Western ethnic validity conception of herself as going to work bareheaded and
her new, Middle Eastern ethnic validity self-conception as wearing a head scarf to
work. Conversely, if she continues to persist in her customary dress, the members
of her new host group will be faced with choosing either a prosocial welcoming
stance toward this diversifying experience for them or accept that she “doesn’t
understand” and let her be marginalized and ignorant of what she has missed.

The complexity of our lives and contexts is one of the major influences on how
we construct our senses of ethnic validity. Large overarching groupings such as
nations and cultures are made up of heterogeneous subgroups. The large groups
are primarily defined by one of the prominent ethnic subgroups referred to as the
culture-defining group (CDG). The CDG in the United States is the non-Latin
European heritage white subgroup. Those who are socialized as part of the CDG
generally live in a relatively benign and supportive context. In contrast, the peo-
ple in the other subgroups of that culture are embedded in non culture-defining
groups (NCDGs) and required to define themselves, conduct their lives, and
evolve a life direction in a context where their primary identity is more or less
devalued. Because they have to adapt to the larger CDG context, they live in a less
benign and supportive world where their NCDG ethnic validity has to be adjusted
to fit within the demands of the CDG model. Both Alan and Beth, though for
quite different reasons, have had to form their senses of ethnic validity within
their NCDG status. Alan’s NCDG heritage as the child of recent immigrants has
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marginalized him; to an even greater extent, Beth’s NCDG black heritage has
marginalized her even more and in different ways from Alan’s. The context of
their new jobs will challenge both, and they will have to make further changes in
their senses of ethnic validity.

2.1.4. Nested Frameworks

Mountains and oceans would presumably exist even if people did not. However,
our concepts of mountains and oceans cannot exist separately from our symbolic
labeling of them. That is, we individually and collectively identify a set of
characteristics and use them to recognize, interpret, and understand particular
ideas or objects. We then assign labels or names such as “culture”, “ethnicity”,
“race”, and “religion” to refer to those characteristics. Each term becomes a
concept for framing how its members organize their society. Such terms and their
meanings are constructed by people who individually and collectively incorporate
them into their personal psychosocial frameworks for describing and explaining
their experiences. The set of characteristics or concepts called a nested framework
is crucial in enabling us to understand and explain the relationships that exist
between ourselves and our social context and heritage.

When we use the term, nested framework, we are referring to the characteris-
tics that we attribute to ourselves to explain how we organize and live our own
distinctive lives. For example, in characterizing Alan and Beth I described their
different sociocultural frameworks. The generalized nested framework of Black
United States society is not exactly the same as Beth’s personal one, but the two
influence each other. The same is true for Alan in relation to White United States
culture. Both their personal and social sets of frameworks will be influenced
when they interact and even further when they interact with their students. Each
has chosen to move beyond their historical contexts and explore new ways to
live. They will continue to define and use their sense of freedom to guide their
future lives. They will also continue to be influenced by the social networks of
their pasts.

Our human capacity to abstract and construct meaning is a product of our
natures as creatures with advanced, sophisticated, perceptive and cognitive capa-
bilities. The process by which any of us abstracts meaning is to some extent unique
and is referred to as the personal equation. This term comes from a long-ago ver-
ified finding that no two people can make exactly the same observation because no
two individuals are exactly alike and no pattern of sensory input compels any par-
ticular formulation of meaning (Boring, 1929). We continuously construct and
adapt our unique psychosocial realities. However, people with similar socialization
experiences often report similar observations because they have learned to assign
meaning to their experiences, in part through direct and vicarious tutelage from
others. Further, people interact with those around them so that, over time, they
modify their abstractions for many purposes in order to establish shared meanings.
In sum, it is not possible for the patterns or levels of abstraction made by different
people to be either identical or unrelated. For example, while Beth and Alan agree
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to a great extent with their respective parents about the nature of inner city schools,
their teaching experiences will result in both of them modifying their original
negative beliefs about such schools and their students. While they may change
their beliefs in a more positive direction, they may or may not be able to convince
their parents’ to change their beliefs about either the schools or the students.

The most basic societal nested framework within which each person functions
is that of the family which provides for essential nurturing and protection. That
nurturing may be provided by the mother, the father, and/or other immediate
family members, or all members may share or supplement each other’s efforts.
The family lives within the next more general framework of the nested configu-
ration–that of a community, tribe, or other psychosociocultural unit made up of
personal (biological, psychological, or other relatedness) and social ties. Those
ties link the relationships of people in the unit to other units and their members.
These linkages are formed in increasingly comprehensive ethnic, cultural, or
other societally identified relationships to form an internested matrix. Within that
matrix, people create and maintain their own somewhat distinctive psychosocial
identities and guidelines for relating to others and their social units. For these
reasons, Beth and Alan have quite distinct and different understandings and
approaches to their new jobs. This teaching experience will add another set of
frameworks to those they have already established.

There are, as part of our shared socialization experiences, organized
belief/knowledge systems to which we are exposed throughout our lives. They
contribute to the nature of the nested frameworks that we each construct, and they
are important influences on how we understand ourselves, others, and the world
around us. These shared, often tacit, ways of knowing reality by any community
of people at a specific time are often referred to as common sense. However, from
the perspectives of members of other groups, common sense is not common at all,
or sometimes even sensible. To Alan, it is common sense to realize that each of
us has to take care of him/herself. To Beth, it is common sense to expect people
to be helpful to the less fortunate.

There are also frameworks of a different sort, such as those of religions and
secular-based fields including the sciences, professions, arts, and humanities.
These frameworks are intermingled with our nested societal frameworks. They
give us additional ways to account for various aspects of our experiences that
might otherwise be unresolvable. For example, religious systems provide ways
for us to understand problems related to empirically unanswerable questions such
as those of our ultimate origins, our futures beyond this life, and standards for
social conduct. Religiously-oriented answers tend to be justified on the basis of
faith; that is, they rest on untestable but societally accepted assumptions.
However, empirical evidence shows us that religious answers are also derived
from our personal experiences and social conditions.

Scientists use their specialized training and measurement tools to provide
empirical evidence to determine specific answers to relevant questions. However,
scientific fields also rest in part on untestable assumptions and on biases in their
premises, constructions, and conclusions. Those aspects of scientific work are also
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shaped by individual and collective experiences and reliance on the socialization
histories of the involved scientists. For example, Guttman (1977), an anthropolo-
gist who surveyed studies about the influence of cultural and gender differences
in aging across the life span, concluded that psychologists could not begin to
comprehend the complexity of such influences because they do not include culture
and gender variables in their research approaches. On the other hand, anthropolo-
gists usually do not investigate the role of individual differences when studying
community processes and therefore cannot conceptualize those differences. Only
by combining both perspectives can we have a sufficiently comprehensive frame-
work to understand and influence how to create prosocial communities.

Both Alan and Beth have complex social and cultural backgrounds, yet both are
planning to use similar empirically tested knowledge and techniques when teach-
ing. Alan went to a parochial grade school so is comfortable with some religious
rituals in the classroom. Beth went to a selective private school that provided many
extracurricular and cultural experiences but included religious activities only in
relation to a few holidays. Alan’s religious experiences and teaching emphasized
moral strictures and fixed rituals but little active participation in religious services
and a clergy who mediated God-related concerns. Beth’s religious experiences
emphasized active expression of emotions as part of church services and direct
responsibility for her own conscience and mediation with her God. Thus, Alan’s
and Beth’s nested religious frameworks provide them with distinctly different
expectations of others outside of their religious communities. This nested frame-
work information gives us an understanding of how they, their students, and the
school will affect and be affected by their participation.

In sum, we human beings create all of our systems of explanation; thus,
they have a subjective nature which is derived from our distinctive personal
equations. The chief difference between our personal explanation systems lies
in which beliefs we take for granted and which are believed open to inquiry and
investigation. As suggested in the preceding section about ethnic validity, the
interrelationships between our unquestioned and our empirically-based under-
standings are an integral and often overlooked part of each of the societal
groupings that we use to organize our individual lives, relationships, communi-
ties, and societies.

2.2. Prosocial Community Model

The second major facet of this general, interlocking framework is the Prosocial
Community Model (PCM). People who define themselves as change agents and
wish to understand and change communities must realize they cannot do that
job on their own. Individual members are the ones who change their communi-
ties at all levels by using their active agent capabilities. Outside agents are able to
facilitate change only when they work closely with the people involved. There
can be no change either in people’s individual natures or their communities with-
out at least their passive participation. This model differs from community based
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participatory approaches only in that it includes expert and self-identified change
agents as part of the participatory community.

Even with all of these needed elements available, we also must know what
makes a community prosocial before we can begin to create one. We and the
people in a community need to know how to participate in it both as individual
residents and as people with particular skills and roles in order to make particu-
lar kinds of changes. Finally, if change agents are to successfully create prosocial
communities, all of those elements must be integrated. That is, we, as agents,
have to understand ourselves, our contexts, and how communities function and
change.

An appropriate model for establishing a prosocial community must specify
the criteria that any community needs to meet before it can be considered proso-
cial. It must also provide guidance as to what kinds of processes are involved
in forming and maintaining such a community. Important social concerns that
people struggle with in this process include how to define the nature of their
community and how their lives and their communities influence each other. That
is, what may be considered fair or just for a person at an individual level may
have adverse consequences for their communities, for outsiders who interact with
their communities, and/or for themselves as community members. For example,
a landlord after giving proper notice may have the legal right to evict a family
that has suffered from tragedy and cannot pay the rent. Doing so has devastating
consequences for those residents and may be destructive of their neighbors’ sense
of community. It may also make them angry at the landlord and less willing to
respect the landlord’s property as well as that of other landlords.

A prosocial community is one in which everyone is concerned with the other
members of the community along with the well-being of the community as a whole
and with themselves. It includes a prosocial conception of justice for all individual
members and the community. Each person is also accorded a sense of dignity; no
one is entirely excluded nor is anyone allowed to dominate. Prosocial communities
assist people in developing and internalizing a prosocial sense of conscience. They
facilitate and sustain the internalizing of a moral sense of judgment that values the
well-being of all and the community at large, and considers them to be interrelated.
They are also oriented to supporting the continued development of everyone’s
psychosocial competence. The characteristics of prosocial communities and the
individuals in them are similar because they are organically and functionally
integrated.

2.2.1. Functional Interaction

Creating and/or sustaining a prosocial community requires that we develop
patterns of individual and social interactions that form and serve the overall
purposes of prosocial communities, including respect for people’s individuality.
However, we do not start with a blank slate. We have already been socialized into
nested frameworks and societal structures designed to serve other purposes.
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We only need to reconceptualize these ongoing approaches in order to create the
prosocial community patterns we seek.

2.2.2. Patterns of Interaction

It is not enough that we be socialized with an ethnically valid, psychosocially
competent orientation. We must also have an understanding of how to interact
with other people and with society’s institutional agents and agencies, have the
skills to do so effectively, and develop the inclination to do so. Some of the
required skill involves knowing how to manage the similarities and differences
that are part of all interactions. Even though our interactions inevitably become
quite complex, they are characterized by common patterns. My approach is to
realize that our perspectives and ways of going about life at times converge with
those of others, at times they diverge from them, and at times they conflict
with them. This approach provides an overall, tripartite schema for understanding
and managing the complexities involved in our many types of interactions.

We often agree with others in our views and approaches and even consider
these convergences to be a desirable condition, enabling us to build relationships
and work collaboratively to achieve shared objectives. However, in any interac-
tions, we inevitably encounter the limits of our areas of convergence. We must
then address our divergence, that is, our differences. While these differences may
limit our relationships and possibilities for accomplishing shared goals, they can
also be a source of new, constructive alternatives. To some extent, the influence
of differences depends on how we address them. One available solution is to
incorporate a domain of tolerance and acceptance that enables us to accommodate
inevitable differences. This approach also broadens the domain of perspectives
that are acceptable and, at least potentially, can serve as a source of new possibil-
ities. Another solution is to engage in conflict over our differences. Doing so may
lead to finding a way to accommodate each other or it may narrow our range of
constructive interactions and destroy our relationships and even our communities
Tyler, F. B., Brome, & Williams, 1991).

Alan’s education in a parochial urban grade school and urban public high
school led him to experience school environments that were quite different from
what Beth experienced. He and Beth are likely to define an ideal high school
climate quite differently, including the relative desirability of a hierarchically
ordered school and authoritarian teaching approach in contrast to a more benign
and supportive climate and openness in teaching.

As we have discussed, Alan and Beth are just getting acquainted. Yet they can
potentially find many convergences and ways to deal with their divergences;
they can not only become collaborative colleagues but friends as well. As they
continue to interact, their divergent ways of interacting can reveal unacceptable
values and style differences which may become the source of potentially destruc-
tive conflicts. However, such conflicts need not result in their personal destruction
nor that of their relationship. They can turn to prosocially oriented conflict
management approaches that enable them to acknowledge their differences and
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respect each other’s integrity. This limit is, of necessity, one that must be accepted
by those involved in any prosocial relationship or prosocial community.

An overall pattern of convergence, divergence, and conflict management provides
a cardinal set of guidelines for bridging the gap between maintenance of individual
interests and emphasizing a prosocial community orientation. Those guidelines
are also essential to follow in the development and maintenance of a prosocial
community. That does not mean that relationships between couples or among other
social groupings can never be dissolved. It only means that emphasis needs to be
placed on managing conflict in ways that retain the integrity of the community as
well as the people in it.

2.2.3. Resource Collaboration/Resource Enhancement

A prosocial orientation to interactions will not guarantee a prosocial outcome.
Rather, ways of interacting differ in their nature and consequences. In the U.S.,
the concepts of justice are focused on the establishment of equity between
differing parties, particularly in response to an identified injustice (Tyler, T. R.,
et al., 1997). They do not provide an outcome that will render the injured party
better off than before the harmful injustice occurred, nor do they address whether
or how the offender and/or the community are improved by the justice process or
the outcome. Theories of retributive justice seem to endorse the principle that it
is appropriate to punish an offender to such an extent that balance between the
parties is restored. That approach may have that effect and may deter others from
committing injustices (as is argued in its defense at times), but it all too often does
not. Also, there is no implication that it improves any of the individuals involved
or their community or in any way renders either more prosocial. One extreme
example of retributive justice is the death penalty. This solution does not restore
a balance because that is impossible, but injured parties, possibly the family of a
murder victim, may gain a sense of revenge or justice. However, killing the
perpetrator does not make either him/her or the victim’s family become better
people. Also, there is not any compelling evidence that it will create a more
prosocial society or even, in the long run, help the avenged people feel better
or more able to go on with their lives. The only certain outcome is that it will
prevent the perpetrator from killing others.

Equity-based exchange relationships such as when a person works for a
monetary payment may serve as a universalistic model of justice when extrinsic
rewards are involved. That is, in these kinds of exchanges the rewards are not
inherently part of the interactions. They only serve to maintain the status quo.
They do not enhance prosocial community relationships. Personal relationships
such as friendships or other community-oriented groupings are of an intrinsic
nature. In them, the values of exchanges are built into the interactions themselves
(Deci, 1975). Further, the nature of the interactions is such that all of the parties
will potentially benefit from them. When a couple spends time together or friends
gather for an outing or a party, it is expected, and often the case, that all involved
feel gratified. They complete the activity with a sense of enhanced relationships
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and well-being. On the other hand, if Alan’s or Beth’s students say to them, “you
don’t really care about us; you’re just here to use us and move on”, they would be
suggesting that Alan and Beth are not even offering a very good equity relation-
ship. The students would also be implying that they are starved for some kind of
resource enhancing relationship, i.e., “we want somebody to care about us.”

What, then, are alternative approaches to relationships that might support
and encourage constructive, prosocial interactions rather than just maintain or
restore the status quo? The basic idea of resource exchange theory is that people
exchange their psychosocial resources (Foa, Converse, Tornblom, & Foa, 1993).
Alan and Beth may establish a resource exchange relationship if they decide to
share their different background-based understandings of how their students are
viewing their lives, their school experiences, and their expectations of teachers.
Some resource exchanges may involve multiple interactions within a group of
people. Others are particularistic interchanges that are dependent for their mean-
ing on a specific person or persons such as friends or a relationship partner. These
exchanges may include companionship or collaborative activities ranging from
dancing to preparing a meal to making a quilt or a life or a community together.
These activities are resource enhancing for all concerned.

The ideas of resource exchange and enhancement seem difficult to use in work-
ing with people who have grievously harmed or have murdered others. Even so,
involving a harm-doer in some productive activity can begin to return to the
victims and the perpetrator even a minimal extrinsic value such as helping to
contribute some lost income to dependent members of the victim’s family. There
is the even further possibility of seeking ways for the two parties to engage in
some common activity to prevent other such occurrences. For example, Ryan,
(1997) reported on a situation in which a violent youth killed a prosperous man’s
son while he was working as a pizza delivery man. The murdered son’s father
sought out the youthful killer; instead, he found the grandfather who had tried to
raise his grandson to live within society’s rules. The two of them formed a part-
nership, the Tarik Khamisa Foundation, to develop programs for such alienated
urban youth. That did not restore the dead son nor get the youthful killer out
of jail, but it was a constructive beginning toward creating a more prosocial
community by working to give young people some hope and some socially
productive skills.

My colleagues and I refer to resource collaboration as a model of how interac-
tions are likely to become resource enhancing (Tyler, F. B., Pargament, & Gatz,
1983; Tyler, F. B., 2001). Relationships can be built on the assumption that human
resources are always limited and that everyone has strengths and limitations, i.e.,
has resources and needs. As we demonstrated in a high school counseling proj-
ect, everyone gains by working together so that they can exchange their resources
with others who need them and themselves receive needed resources in turn. This
form of interaction is mutually enhancing. It also introduces collaboration to
the participants so they begin to view how their relationships and communities
can function prosocially. That is, working together by exchanging resources
introduces the model of a prosocial community. My broader assertion is that such
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an approach to all forms of interactions within society can generally be formu-
lated in this way.

2.2.4. Levels of Action

Berger and Berger (1985) presented the Levels of Action framework for the
limited task of developing community organization approaches to prevent delin-
quency. I elaborated on this model to guide the incorporation of such youth into
their own communities as full participants (Tyler, F. B., 1997). My goal here is
to expand it even further as a central feature of a prosocial community model
for guiding the development of all of our communities and societies. The three
facets, their ingredients, and their interrelationships are outlined in the following
sections.

Locality development. Locality development approaches look for convergences
among the people or groups within a community. These convergences are then
used to identify a shared basis for those people or groups to work together on the
issues that concern them. Such an approach is crucial for incorporating marginal-
ized individuals or groups as full, constructive members of a community.
Traditionally, marginalized people are devalued as unworthy, antisocial, a drain
on a community’s resources, and a threat to the well-being of others and the
community. Categorized that way, they are then excluded from opportunities to
participate in the community; consequently, they can not build on their resources
and resourcefulness in order to contribute in meaningful ways, including through
employment. The community lost the resources that these individuals could have
contributed, and they lost the benefits they could have enjoyed.

Excluded people often face the undesirable options of accepting their reduced
status and quality of life or of defining themselves in opposition to the commu-
nity. In the first instance, they have poorer quality lives, and they and their
community are deprived of their potential contribution. In the second instance,
they and the rest of the community interact in a destructive conflict style to every-
one’s detriment. The contrasting position is that before you can incorporate
excluded people into a prosocial community, everyone else must first reconcep-
tualize them as being worthy, resourceful, and community resources. From this
perspective, Alan and Beth can treat their students as valuable resources in the
school and show them how to see themselves in that way. Over time, the school,
the broader community, and the students themselves all need to shift to that
perspective in their shared views of each other. They need to treat each other as
valuable resources so that they all can have the best opportunity to gain from their
education and their teaching experiences.

Social planning. Social planning introduces the need for expertise and the role
of experts, often professionals, into the community development process. Their
role is to improve the community’s efficacy and the well-being of everyone,
including themselves. Experts bring specialized skills to help solve specific,
existing community problems such as youth violence, unemployment, and public
health dangers. However, when professionals see themselves as self-contained
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experts who are not part of the community, they may set up an adversarial rela-
tionship with the community and its members rather than a prosocial one. As
teachers, Alan and Beth have become part of their classrooms’ and the school’s
social planning enterprise. They can use their expertise to change their students
from being alienated to becoming prosocially constructive and also contribute to
the community development process of the school. First, however, they have to
define themselves as part of that school community to be effective.

Social Action. Social action activities are those leadership and policy directives
and programs undertaken by its formal and informal civic leaders to guide the
direction of a community. If social action activities are designed to engage seg-
ments of the community in non-collaborative conflict with each other, they
become agents of destructive change. For example, organizing the privileged
members of a community to exclude marginalized citizens’ efforts to obtain hous-
ing (a not-in-my-backyard approach) is likely to increase class conflict and result
in a loss of quality of life for the entire community. If social action activities are
directed at creating a more cohesive city that enriches the quality of life of its
residents, they are acting to create a prosocial spiral of development. Within
the small communities of their classrooms, Alan and Beth become the civic
leaders or cultural definers who shape community policies. They may choose to
see themselves as separate from the students and maybe even above them, more
knowledgeable than the students about what is in their best interest, and, overall,
as better people than the students. If they do, the students will conclude that
their negative assumptions about Alan’s and Beth’s motives for teaching in their
high school are correct. In that case, Alan’s and Beth’s efforts are likely to set up
struggles in the classroom and defeat the students as learners and their goals as
teachers. They will also defeat themselves as individuals. However, Alan and
Beth can choose to see the students as like them in having resources as well as
needs, and treat them that way. If they use this approach to the students and their
classes, they can potentially create a constructive spiral of prosocial development
to the benefit of the students and themselves.

Often the culture-defining members (CDGs) of a community see themselves as
above or separate from the rest. However, a social action approach requires that
the leading individuals and groups in the community come to a realization that
their well-being and that of the community and its members are interrelated.
Everyone will be better served by acknowledging that they all have both
resources and needs. Those needs can be better met by pooling everyone’s
resources. The culture-defining people need to become full and equal members
and participants in the community just as the non culture-defining people do.
Social action approaches to accomplish the development of prosocial com-
munities require that community leaders, who have major responsibilities for
establishing rules and policies, facilitate prosocial approaches to problems and
mediate conflicting interests and destructive orientations. They can use their
influence most effectively when they acknowledge their own interests and
involvement and assume a collaborative stance. That approach can reduce
destructive conflict and facilitate the building of a more cohesive, prosocially
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oriented community. Olweus (1991, 1992) found that a coordinated approach
which included the community, the schools and teachers, the parents, and the
children themselves led to the reduction of bullying in Norwegian schools. In that
situation, participation of the community leadership was vital to the development
of effective social change programs.

When CDGs assume an elitist, detached, or condescending role, they con-
tribute to the non-collaborative conflicts all too evident in communities which are
segregated by status and economic barriers or by physical barriers such as gated
housing. Alan and Beth are not yet in a position to be considered leaders who can
change the school’s policies and climate, but they can change their classrooms by
their actions; they can set an example not only for their own students but also for
others in the school. Eventually, they can build on the approaches that they learn
from their current teaching experiences to influence their own communities
through their work and their contributions as citizens.

2.3. Integration of the Ethnic Validity and Prosocial
Community Perspectives

It is important to understand that the term, transcultural, in the TEV model is
used in two ways. Primarily, it describes the shared framework that provides for
a common understanding among a community of people about what constitutes
an appropriate way to conduct their shared existence. It also refers to the unique
transcultural framework that each of us has and is valid for each of us. That is,
each of us is a community of one. To form prosocial communities of two or more,
we must each enlarge our own ethnic validity configurations to extend beyond
ourselves and include the legitimacy of the ethnic validity of others around us.
These broader configurations encompass the diversity of the multiple perspec-
tives held by people in any group. They are also the basic level at which people
begin to interact, whether they are from the same family or from two distinct
cultural groups. We all must assume the task of developing this broadened sense
that others are legitimate in their own ways if we are to establish more encom-
passing transcultural communities.

Creating a widely accepted TEVM out of more limited ones is a necessary step
in any effort to develop, maintain, or even understand prosocial communities.
Specifically, having that as a goal provides the necessary focus for people to
identify and work out patterns of communication and interaction, including
conflict resolution and community development. That goal also highlights the
importance of being sensitive to and accommodating of differences when efforts
are made to establish prosocial patterns of interaction and prosocial communities.

We live in societies that are made up of communities. If these communities
are prosocial ones that accord all members dignity, none is completely dominant,
and none is entirely excluded, they become optimal forms of society. Such
societies can be developed and maintained only by the voluntary, discretionary
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participation of their members and their internested communities. When people
internalize these characteristics, it becomes natural for them to function together
to inform and improve their communities in prosocial ways.

Societies are large, heterogeneous groupings, and made up of complex and
often contradictory patterns of interaction among their people. To influence inter-
actions in a manner that brings communities together in a prosocial way requires
coordinated efforts. The more both CDG and NCDG fellow residents become
willing participants in the community because they are valued and respected
members, the more they become prosocial community oriented. Further, as
people cooperate they find out directly how much their well-being is improved
when they form resource enhancement patterns and use them to guide themselves
and their broader societies.
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3
The Current Situation: Psychologists’
Approaches to Community Change

I have based the Transcultural Ethnic Validity Model (TEVM), the framework
described in the previous chapters, on the findings from fifty years of work by
behavioral and social scientists, including myself, to understand human well-being
and dysfunction. The framework is based on the outcomes of these efforts to under-
stand and sustain social and psychological change in individuals and societies.
The goals of these efforts have ranged from enhancing the capabilities of people
and/or organizations to reducing their vulnerabilities or correcting their destruc-
tive characteristics. Some of them were directed toward changing individuals,
others toward changing the ways in which societies are organized and function, and
still others toward changing the complex interactions in and among community
systems. An examination of this history shows us how this work has led to the
approaches currently used by community psychologists. This history can help us
understand the strengths and limitations of various approaches and also gives clear
indications as to why we need a prosocial community oriented perspective for long
term, effective results in our community development work. The examples I have
included are significant in indicating, at times by what they omitted, the importance
of building prosocial communities and steps toward that goal.

3.1. Background

Personally, I received my professional education before there was an area of
community psychology. The community mental health and community psychol-
ogy movements in the post World War II climate of the United States arose from
the realization that the available individually oriented clinical approaches to
restore the health of psychologically dysfunctional veterans would never be
adequate. The country was also struggling with the pressures of burgeoning soci-
etal responsibilities to provide civil rights for all and whether to return to a more
individualistic and less socially progressive society. That context of social
turmoil led to the development of numerous community approaches.

My entry into the field emerged gradually as the limitations of a clinical
perspective became apparent, and I felt a need to give more consideration to the



contextual issues in people’s lives. As I became more involved in social change,
the line between my personal and professional roles began to disappear because
they became more intertwined. As I mentioned earlier, while working with a non-
governmental program trying to improve the lives of street children in Bogota,
Colombia, my wife (a nurse/applied anthropologist) and I were asked to help with
research to document the children’s view of the world in order to counter the
professionally based world-views that were being imposed on them. We found
that many of those youths had prosocial concerns for each other and hopes for a
productive life in society even though they knew they were struggling against
enormous obstacles and a society that was hostile toward them. It seemed imper-
ative to us and the agency with which we were collaborating that in addition to
professional publications we need to provide our research findings to their
street educators and others in ways that could help these and other marginalized
children (Tyler, F. B., Tyler, S. L., Echeverry, & Zea, 1991).

In 1950, Brewster Smith had argued persuasively for using a multi criterion
approach to define both wellness and illness and for viewing wellness as an optimal
(functionally useful) rather than maximal (more of everything) balance of wellness
characteristics. Smith focused on adjustment, integration, and cognitive (including
emotional) adequacy as core characteristics of well-being, and established that
these attributes are frequently mutually incompatible. Any reality oriented pattern of
personality integration will necessarily be somewhat internally and externally
contradictory and yield both benefits and costs.

M. Jahoda (1950) had emphasized that Smith’s earlier definitions of autonomous
functioning and independence reflected a Western, individualistic bias. She was the
major proponent of the notion that a hypothetical, optimally integrated adaptation
(unified, internally-consistent personality) might not be ideal for everyone. She
pointed out that in a complex society, learning to compromise may be the ideal way
to adapt to the conflicting demands of its many different parts. Jahoda joined Smith
in giving greater emphasis than had their predecessors and contemporaries to
the position that wellness can only be defined in relation to cultural and other con-
textual considerations; that is, it is a psychosocial status more appropriately called
well-being. Skill in independent functioning may be an important characteristic of
wellness in individualistic societies. Even so, it may hinder a person’s ability to
participate effectively in the numerous collaborative, dependent, and co-dependent
relationships that are vital to family and community functioning. Further, a prefer-
ence for cooperative, collaborative, and other forms of collective functioning may
be a more important component of psychological well-being in more interdependent
societies.

The problem with this important insight is that the fields of personality,
community psychology, and community mental health are dominated by uni-
versalist perspectives which assume that individual personality and human
well-being exist independently of external circumstances. This view maintains
that individuals will experience psychological well-being if they acquire a set
of tools for dealing constructively with their life events regardless of their
circumstances. That position overlooks the fact that one criterion of human
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well-being is a constructive adjustment to the circumstances that communities
impose on people. Consistent with this orientation, the individual’s impact
on the community (unless it is negative) is not included as a criterion of the
person’s well-being. In other words, whether being independent, dependent,
aggressive, passive, competitive, or collaborative will contribute to well-being
depends, in part, on the circumstances.

A United States Joint Commission on Mental Illness and Health was established
to study the country’s mental health issues and recommend public policy direc-
tions. One of the task forces, headed by M. Jahoda (1958) and commissioned as
part of that effort, was charged with the complex task of defining positive mental
health (presumably including psychological wellness). It also tried to differentiate
mental health from mental illness and establish the relative influence of individu-
als and their contexts in determining their behavior. The idea that well-being is
more than the absence of mental illness and is dependent on circumstances was the
pivotal step in developing a concept of positive mental health as more than the
medically based term of wellness. Rather, positive mental health as represented in
the contexts of community mental health and community psychology is more
accurately defined as a psychosocial state of well-being.

It seems clear that a single, universal definition of positive mental health or
other such optimal status is inadequate as a criterion for defining human well-being
and maladaptation. Rather, well-being is likely a mosaic of both complementary
and contradictory internal and external attributes. It is a balance of positive and
negative, subjective and behavioral outcomes. The balance may take the form of a
complex integration of both general and situationally specific configurations of
attributes rather than a particular cohesiveness of a few, universalist characteristics.
Further, well-being is likely to be attainable only if certain minimal external as well
as internal conditions are present.

3.2. Community Mental Health/Psychology Approaches

In general, community-oriented approaches to intervention differ from indi-
vidualistic ones in their view of the relationship between the individual and
the community. This section provides an overview of approaches that seek
community change by focusing on changing individuals, others on those that
modify social systems, and still others that change people and system interac-
tions. Each approach has its distinctive strengths and limitations, although
all of them are concerned with the nature of individuals and communities
and directed at promoting well-being and preventing deterioration. To estab-
lish how and whether an approach contributes to the creation of prosocial
communities, I will critique each area separately and start by examining the
ones that are directed at changing individuals. The chapter will conclude
with a look at how we can begin to reconceptualize how we approach our work
with communities.
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3.2.1. Changing Individuals

As noted, some community psychology approaches try to improve communities
by changing individuals in groups in particular ways without regard to their indi-
vidual or community circumstances. In these cases, the goal is to aid or enable
individuals (usually those who meet designated criteria, e.g., marginal ethnic or
economic status) in ways that will lead them to make their own changes in
their situation. Other approaches try to enhance the well-being (however defined)
of recipients by assisting them to overcome or reduce the debilitating effect of
their vulnerabilities or limitations, regardless of their life context. The impact of
these types of approaches is limited because they do not consider that people
sometimes live in circumstances which permit only a very limited quality of
life or sense of well being. As the following examples illustrate, a pathway to
well-being often requires major changes in peoples’ environments that are
beyond the capabilities of the individuals in them.

3.2.1.1. Psychological Well-being

To consider the relationship between communities, prosocial or otherwise, and
the well-being (psychological wellness) of the individuals in them, we need to
have a working definition of psychological well-being. Unfortunately, I have
been unable to find any definition of wellness in the social science literature,
including that of psychology. Available information is limited because of several
problematic reasons, including that these are somewhat open ended and elusive
conditions; however, there is a dictionary definition of well-being (see Chapter
One). In United States society, an individual’s wellness is defined by health offi-
cials in terms of specified thoughts and behaviors chosen from a predetermined
list of imprecise characteristics. Some consider wellness to be a completely sub-
jective attribute. This position leaves us with a dilemma. If it is essential to
eliminate or protect against negative environmental factors in order to prevent
individual psychological breakdown, why are environmental factors considered
irrelevant to definitions of individual psychological wellness? Even though
people are considered to have some capacity for agency or choice, does that
mean that there are no external determinants that influence their behavior? Also,
is wellness entirely an individual phenomenon? Can an organization or a commu-
nity have a sense of wellness? I think rather that the best resolution of this
dilemma, at least in the field of community psychology, is to abandon the concept
of wellness in favor of well-being as I defined it in Chapter One. To repeat, it
means “feeling good about one’s self, one’s life, one’s neighbors and neighbor-
hoods, one’s community, and about the world beyond.”

A useful reference point from which to consider these questions is
The Handbook of Community Psychology (Rappaport & Seidman, 1999). Its well-
qualified contributors have collected, condensed, and integrated the major
developments in their field as of the end of the twentieth century. One of the core
issues they attended to was psychological wellness. A discussion by van Uchelen
(1999) of individualistic and interdependent (collectivistic) foci provides a useful
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background for considering how wellness has been addressed. He pointed out that
an individualistic orientation has so dominated psychology that we unquestionably
accept it as a worldwide shared view of reality. In contrast, members of more col-
lectivist (interdependent or prosocially oriented) societies define their well-being
in relation to how they perceive the conditions of others. For example, van Uchelen
and colleagues (van Uchelen, Davidson, Quressette, Brasfield, & Demerais, 1997)
studied views of “First Canadians” (Native Americans) about their health, wellness,
and life strengths. Their respondents focused on the well-being of their families
and the health-promoting traditions of their communities rather than on them-
selves. Based on their reports, they clearly believe that there are at least minimal
external criteria that must be met before they consider themselves to be, and are
considered to be, psychologically well.

Similarly, Katz (1984) and his colleagues (Katz & Seth, 1987) define and
describe synergistic communities as ones in which well-being is enhanced by a
collectivist approach. They differentiated between a scarcity paradigm and a
synergy paradigm. In a synergy paradigm, human resources are considered to
be renewable and expanding, unlike in a scarcity paradigm in which they are
considered limited. That is, people’s positive activities such as helping and heal-
ing can be increased by sharing resources with each other. Sharing communities
become highly cohesive and, among other characteristics, members willingly
contribute psychological resources to each other. Members create a synergism
through their connections to the community which provides a collective psycho-
logical energy. That synergism enables people to participate in the community
and build relationships with each other through activities that enrich them as well
as the community.

van Uchelen and Katz and their colleagues do not differentiate individual from
system change as they see the two as inextricably interrelated. However, they are
mentioned here to illustrate the psychosocial nature of well-being. In contrast,
psychologists’ present conceptions of community and psychological wellness
tend to be based on a scarcity paradigm with its focus of separating people’s
individual and social concerns. Their paradigmatic assumption is that resources
are limited. Thus, individual resources must be shepherded since, for example, if
it is assumed that there is a limited supply of love, then if an individual loves one
person s/he has less to give to others. From this viewpoint, individuals must
compete for scarce community resources, as in the “commons” example (see
Chapter One) or as with water in the desert. Individuals’ relationships and
relational characteristics must also be shepherded. In this type of paradigm, the
concept of empowerment (discussed in detail in later sections) and its implication
of force seem more germane than that of enablement with its presumption of
sharing, reciprocity, and mutual benefit.

The current dominance of individualistic scarcity paradigm orientations in
community as well as in mainstream psychology has led us to largely ignore or
reject the need and even possibility of asking whether social conditions contribute
to or constrain psychological wellness or dysfunction. The result is that we have
few community or community process concepts of wellness and little research
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about them. For example, Cowen focused on “routes to wellness” rather than
wellness per se. To him, wellness differs under different circumstances and
becomes more complex with aging. It has “significant person-related (both dispo-
sitional and experiential), transactional, and environmental determinants”
(Cowen, 1999, p. 83). He defined wellness more specifically by citing as exem-
plars competence, empowerment, and resilience. Each of these characteristics has
been advanced separately as the major factor underpinning wellness. Cowen
assigned a foundational role to competence. Specifically, one value of compe-
tence is that “by eliciting personal satisfaction, [it] helps the person to form an
image of self as effective and worthwhile” (p. 87). He also saw competence as a
significant factor contributing to resiliency. That is, a level of competence enables
us to rebound from frustrations and attain goals and objectives. We have a reason
to feel good about ourselves and be effective at bouncing back after setbacks.

While Cowen’s (1999) work added some useful characteristics to our under-
standing of wellness, we are again left with questions about its relevance to proso-
cial communities. For example, he noted that empowerment involves motivation
and skill (competence), but he did not define the requirements of a masterable
environment. Unless a situation can be brought under control or a problem
solved, no one can become empowered. Rappaport (1981) considered empower-
ment as the gateway to “a more equitable, fair, and just society” (p. 88). However,
it is not clear how empowerment with its individualistic and power oriented
emphasis can help develop a prosocial community orientation.

Cowen (1999) argued that a psychological wellness framework is a better
umbrella than primary prevention for developing community programs and
promoting wellness. He said that we need much more research to formulate an
umbrella view, apparently assuming that gaining knowledge would help us
resolve conflicts between individualistic and prosocial views. Although he wrote
about problems of individual injustice or deprivation, he did not address the
destructive individual and social effects of institutionalized characteristics such as
racism, authoritarianism, or a highly individualistic society. Finally, Cowen did
not discuss the importance of creating a prosocial orientation with its sense of
duty and synergy as elements essential to the formulation of a broad based
approach to psychological wellness.

The marginalized children in Hawaii whom Emma Werner followed throughout
their childhood development and into adulthood are examples that show us how
psychosocial support and resilience contribute to well-being. These youth, in spite
of severe stressors, “worked well, played well, loved well and expected well”
(Werner, 1989, p. 28). Werner also stressed that these children had at least one
important caring and supportive person during their lives. That is, resilience is
relevant to attaining and retaining a sense of well-being, but its development is
somewhat contingent on environmental circumstances, in this case on the presence
of a supportive adult.

A wellness orientation is too limited to be a central organizing principle as a
community development model. From my perspective, what Cowen has called
wellness is better thought of as well-being and defined as a dynamic state of
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living. In that sense, well-being is like maintaining balance on a bicycle. It
involves having the skills and sense of mastery required to invite and address
life’s opportunities and challenges with confidence. That balance-based sense of
well-being means having confidence that life’s events can not only be survived,
but prevailed over in a manner that yields satisfaction and interest in facing future
events with pleasant anticipation. Of course, as with riding a bicycle, when the
road or overall environment becomes unmanageable, balance cannot be achieved
and all that can be done is to survive, if possible, until circumstances change.
Unlike on a bicycle trip taken by oneself, we live in social contexts. Nesting our
definition of wellness and our approach to it in a prosocially oriented psychoso-
cial framework gives us a way to combine each person’s commitments to his/her
own well-being with those of the collaborative and synergistic strengths of a
prosocial community orientation.

This kind of formulation seems much more appropriate than a context-free
formulation for enabling us to understand, for instance, Alan and Beth as they
emerge from college and enter their adult careers. That is, wellness is often
defined as independent of relationships to the outside world. In actuality, individ-
ual and community well-being are intertwined or interdependent. For example, it
would be difficult to argue that Alan and Beth have identical senses of what well-
being means to them. Their senses of themselves and their worlds have been
constructed in quite different contexts although they both seem to have a sense of
mastery acquired in their respective environments. Also, as they begin their
first full entry into adult roles it seems unlikely that their respective senses of
well-being can be sustained independently of their relationship to or effectiveness
in their new environment.

3.2.1.2. Pathology and Disorder Prevention

The historical and current mainstream approaches to mental illness and health in
the United States and other Western oriented countries are characterized by a
broad-based medical, epistemological, and community mental health model of
pathology prevention. Felner, Felner, and Silverman (1999) described the histor-
ical, blended public health model which encompasses a full range of traditional
medical and human-service interventions including tertiary (preventing further
deterioration in established cases), secondary (early intervention after onset of
symptoms), and primary (intervention with at risk individuals to prevent onset of
symptoms) prevention. They proposed replacing the public health approach with
a unique prevention model restricted to primary prevention. They asserted that
secondary and tertiary prevention are not prevention, they are treatment. They
redefined secondary prevention as early intervention, and tertiary prevention as
treatment. From this perspective, primary prevention is the only before-the-fact
intervention. However, consistent with the public health model, it is not directed
at individuals, but at population groups or demographic segments of a population
shown to exhibit more destructive characteristics and/or fewer positive ones.
For example, enriched preschool programs and early sex education programs are
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considered systematic efforts to facilitate processes that lead to improved adap-
tation and increased well-being. Such programs also may protect against and
decrease the occurrence of disorders.

Felner, et al.’s (1999) shift from pathology-oriented, descriptive terms to disorder-
oriented ones established a different paradigmatic conception. It emphasized that
peoples’ thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of concern are primarily psychosocial in
character; that is, they need to be understood as disorders of functioning that are
not entirely a function of internal biomedical states. Rather, they are indications of
disordered internal and external psychosocial states which are in part reflections
of disordered personal and social histories. This shift in structural and functional
orientation also turned the field’s focus toward primary prevention and away from
secondary and tertiary intervention efforts. That is, it refocused the field’s efforts
toward prevention of potential dysfunction.

When causes of mental disorders are seen to be psychological factors, prevention
can be redefined as intentional, before-the-fact actions directed at disruption of the
path to disorder for entire populations. Prevention can also now include activities to
facilitate the path to well-being for populations. Interventions might switch
from empowering the population to that of changing their social circumstances. A
criterion of the effectiveness of these efforts would be, for example, a reduction in
the number of cases of dysfunction identified in a population following an interven-
tion. Another relevant criterion, although one that has been less emphasized,
would be an increase in the number of those reporting higher levels of resilience in
dealing with inevitable difficulties.

A primary prevention approach requires that the path to positive outcomes can
be known and be influenced; otherwise intervention is impossible. One such
model, advanced by Sameroff and Fiese (1989), is called a transitional-ecological
model of development. It stresses that the development of people’s psychosocial
characteristics is a product of their bidirectional interactions between themselves
and their contexts. These interactions are assumed to be influenced not just by
the proximal ecology but by each person’s entire life contexts, from the very
individual and intimate to the broadest ecological and cultural facet, e.g., marriage
and divorce-related changes in living conditions, family celebrations and
tragedies, economic prosperity and depression, etc. In other words, their argument
is that the path to positive outcomes involves all of these factors, and they must be
taken into consideration in treatment approaches.

Overall, primary prevention approaches involve systematic actions and are
founded on the belief that people can learn and change. They build on the assump-
tion that the most important way to reduce the occurrence of dysfunctional behavior
is to intervene at a population (school, community, etc.) level. Their aim is to
increase supportive and constructive behaviors and teach prosocial skills while also
eliminating destructive influences in people’s lives.

Felner et al., (1999) wrote that intervention activities should lead to multiple
outcomes because many of the contributors to disorder have been found to be
interrelated, developmentally complex, and non-linear in nature. They formulated
and described an empirically based approach to integrating a psychosocial
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perspective with a life span perspective. They pointed out that societies and com-
munities vary in their values and approaches, and therefore, they also have differ-
ent strengths and problems. Even so, Felner and his colleagues argued that an
approach that promotes strengths (e.g., resilience) and reduces negative factors
(e.g., depression) can be productively undertaken without trying first to define the
general character of prosocial or dysfunctional communities and their residents.
They also suggested that the kinds of changes they envision can be more effec-
tively introduced as components of comprehensive social change efforts.

In the final analysis, both Felner et al., (1999) and Cowen (1999) obscured the
difference between the prevention of dysfunction and the promotion of well-being
when they argued for a combined prevention and social intervention approach. As
in the well-being orientation described earlier, their efforts are directed at popula-
tions, not communities or societies. Even so, their goals, processes, and proposed
improvements have a generally specifiable character and offer many potential
advantages over a more limited biomedical approach. However, unless their social
intervention activities include a prosocial community enrichment orientation
they cannot fully extend their activities beyond a pathology prevention focus. They
provide no way to include the potential benefits of synergistic spirals of individual
and collaborative development. Consequently, their framework cannot effectively
include psychosocially based synergistic and other growth and maturational
possibilities.

As an alternative to the prevention focus of avoiding negative outcomes, an
education model might be more appropriate. An education model is based on the
belief that the most effective intervention strategy is to teach people to induce and
enhance protective factors at a population level. For example, economically
impoverished communities have poor schools, environmental stressors, and few
models of high expectations. The solution is to “provide to all children and
families strong preschool programs, high-quality educational environments, safe
neighborhoods, the removal of policies that create disincentives for family
success, and access to quality employment opportunities” (Felner, et al., 1999,
p. 20). Or, if the goal is to reduce the divorce rate, then followers of an educa-
tional perspective undertake changes that will provide adequate child care for all
parents in order to reduce their stress levels.

Thus, the education model provides a different perspective on the nature of the
complex processes of living and restricts consideration of biomedical factors to a
role of limiting or strengthening the capability level of people in the population,
e.g., removing lead from environments. This approach contrasts with the tradi-
tional one of, for example, waiting until after the divorce and then doing further
testing of the children to establish whether their stress levels have increased. From
the educational perspective, priority is assigned to formulating an intervention
model that will increase identifiable strengths in order to increase the quality of
life and social contributions of those involved, not primarily or exclusively to
prevent or reduce the occurrence of specifiable disorders.

The educational system in any society is the sanctioned bureaucratic societal
organization designed to prepare succeeding generations to fulfill roles and



obligations in order to sustain and lead that society. Further, in the United States,
elementary school systems often include informal parents’ organizations as
well as their formal, publicly defined governing structures. This involvement of
parents often enriches the quality of schools and the educational experiences
of the children, particularly when they and the managers of the school form a
prosocial relationship. However, in spite of this potentially prosocial systems
approach, the educational system in the U. S. and other individualistic societies
may be limited by its orientation to educating and ranking individual students.

3.2.2. Changing Social Systems

Even though the approaches just discussed have emerged from a community
mental health orientation, they are focused on directly changing individuals by
altering the external forces that affect them, thereby indirectly changing their
community. In contrast, other community oriented approaches directly address
the broader forces that are integral parts of communities. The assumption in these
undertakings is that individuals are not autonomous agents or, at most, have
limited capabilities. Efforts to change individuals are indirect through modifica-
tion of ecological factors or other kinds of social systems or institutions. For
example, these approaches may be employed in efforts to make major changes in
the society’s educational and social control institutions, scholarly disciplines, and
work settings. In one way or another, the primary goal is to change the life
contexts within communities for their individual members. However, the areas
where these approaches can be used are limited. School or mental health
programs often do not address or involve the community government, informal
structures, other community organizations, or the citizens generally. The impor-
tant point is that this category of social change efforts is often not primarily
concerned with the community in the sense that it is a group of people living in
proximity and with a common sense of identity and relatedness to each other and
each other’s welfare. Instead, social change efforts are often directed at one, or a
part of one, community component.

3.2.2.1. Ecological Approaches

The field of ecology is focused on understanding the relationships between
systems’ characteristics, the individuals in the system, and the resources (kinds
of energy) that are put into the system to develop, sustain, or destroy it. For
example, an aquarium is a contained ecology. For the plants and animals in it to
survive, a balance must be maintained between the numbers of each living thing,
the light, temperature, and other elements entered into that aquarium. Analysis
of an ecology assigns no special value to any specific facet of a system, and it
provides no basis for intervening. In order to use this approach with people, a
community’s members must make some individual and collective value assump-
tions if they are to move beyond that neutral stance, maintain their own survival,
and improve the quality of their lives. The impact of these kinds of assumptions
and the ways they are implemented are illustrated in the following paragraphs.
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Kelly and his colleagues were among the first community oriented psycholo-
gists to argue that an ecological approach to social systems could be of value in
developing a community-based community psychology. To them, “the essence of
the ecological perspective is to construct an understanding of the interrelation-
ships of social structures and social processes of the groups, organizations, and
communities in which we work” (Kelly, Ryan, Altman, & Stelzner, 1999, p. 133).
They use the ecological perspective to outline a model that produces social
system change through preventive interventions. Proactive interventions change
the interdependencies of the ecology to become more beneficial, that is, oriented
to connecting the people with the system in a prosocial manner that develops both
personal and social resources.

Kelly et al., (1999) identified the structural and procedural factors crucial to
developing and maintaining a positive social system. They worked out a frame-
work that includes the essential personal and social resources and social settings
and systems factors needed to develop and maintain positive social systems. They
then argued that

The field of community psychology offers a novel and compelling opportunity to conduct
research and create services so that persons in social systems can create their own
resources and settings to enhance their quality of life. An ecological perspective is directed
to that purpose, and includes an explicit value framework to help clarify how a system can
be a resource and not be stultifying. (Kelly, et al., 1999, p. 155)

Kelly, et al’s (1999) work provided a holistic and integrative approach applicable to
any system’s relevant preventive orientation. Their approach has made an important
contribution with its emphasis on the interdependence among the individuals,
processes, and structures of systems. However, its focus was primarily limited to
helping the involved individuals understand how their system can be a resource to
them instead of a frustration. The scope of their approach could have been much
greater had they paid attention to the community system’s relationships and
exchanges with interfacing external systems.

Trickett, Barone, and Watts (1999) focused on Mental Health (MH)
Consultation as a major, ecologically-oriented community psychology/community
mental health approach to systems level preventive interventions. Their assump-
tion is that knowledge of the social context and of the individuals’ embeddedness
in it are fundamental to understanding and intervening in communities in ways
that will enhance their well-being. To describe a community’s ongoing function-
ing, Trickett and his colleagues used four basic ecological principles: adaptation
(people and other factors keep changing to survive); cycling of resources (how can
resources be used differently to create change); interdependence (people depend
on each other and those patterns influence how change will occur); and succession
(the context and people have evolved in ways that will influence change and future
possibilities). Theoretically, these considerations serve as guides to their work.

However, Trickett and his colleagues (1999) highlighted that in reality most
MH consultations do not take contextual factors into consideration. Further,
the host environment of a consultation is usually not the community, but some
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organization within it. Even so, consultants have made and can continue to make
contributions to system changes that may indirectly benefit or disrupt associated
communities and their residents. For example, viewing MH consultation from an
ecological perspective orients it toward considering the influence of system
changes in an organization on the mental health of the community where it is
located. Ecological community factors include indigenous and other resources,
diversity, and values relating to the community’s mental health.

This research also focused on the individual (Trickett, et al., 1999) It empha-
sized that the people who make up any setting and function within it are diverse
along many dimensions, including gender, ethnicity, socioracial origins, and
urban/rural environments. Further, they function within their respective ecologies.
A fundamental aspect of an ecological perspective is the idea that people are influ-
enced by their holistic and interactive perspectives. People guide their perceptions
and ways of addressing their situations by the characteristics of those contexts.
Consultants must be sensitive to the fact that the system or individual markers
that are relevant change from context to context. For example, efforts to improve
playground facilities in a community may face quite different community
dynamics than efforts to reduce drug trafficking.

Further, as Trickett et al., (1999) pointed out, most mental health consultations
do not focus on either community development or the role of ecological factors in
consultation enterprises. In particular, their approach is limited in not considering
what their influence is in ways beyond their identified objectives. It is further
limited because it does not address value issues such as whether a consultee organ-
ization will be better served by an individualistic justice and scarcity of resources
solution or a community oriented, prosocial, synergistic solution.

3.2.2.2. Social Systems Approaches

In the national attempt to create a community approach to mental health in
the 1960s, service units called “catchment areas” were established. These units
were based on numbers of people in a geographic area. Organizing mental health
services in accordance with the boundaries of natural communities was not
considered, although catchment areas were to function as “communities”. This
approach forcibly grouped people together who had no established social relation-
ships and few common concerns. Although the national mandate specified the
necessity of citizen involvement in an effort to foster a community approach,
guidelines were not provided as to what that meant, nor did the people in these
areas have any history of such participation. High priority was assigned to involv-
ing mental health professionals. Unfortunately, those professionals were resistant
to a community ideology and approach to practice. They were experienced
with and favored professional control and a treatment orientation. In addition, the
community mental health centers (CMHCs) that were established were organized
and managed largely by a technical staff. They, too, were trained in and oriented
toward a professional practice approach based on a diagnosis and treatment of
disease model. Consequently, services were provided according to status quo
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practices without consideration of whether they were appropriate to the commu-
nity’s situation and understanding of mental health issues and professional
approaches.

It did not work. If community residents wanted short term help with real-life
problems, not more abstract and time consuming insight therapies, they had to go
elsewhere. Heller and his colleagues (1999) emphasized that the failure of this
approach to achieve its main objective was hardly surprising. They also noted

Suppose the primary mandate of community mental health centers had been the enhance-
ment of psychological and social functioning, rather than the treatment of disability. Most
citizens would agree that they should have a say in shaping programs to enhance their own
well-being; their active involvement in programs would have increased the likelihood of
adoption and adherence. Here we see the power of conceptual models. Because treatment
models defined the mental health field, both professionals and citizens alike assumed that
the new mental health structures must serve treatment functions. This ideology was “built
in” from the start and determined that the new centers would have a treatment, rather than
a prevention, focus. (Heller et al., 1999, p. 448)

Predictably, the CMHC pathology-oriented approach failed to deliver on the
original vision of a community-based approach for managing the psychosocial
well-being of communities and their members. The approach could not address
the troubling issues of values, resources, differences in perspectives, and personal
involvements that are crucial to the functioning of communities and the people
in them. What was required was a new social systems model that provided
appropriate roles for the professionals and staff assigned to implement these
centers as well as for the community citizens included in their oversight and the
people to be served by them. Using a hierarchical professional model of treatment
to address the dysfunctions of the community and its members was simply
inappropriate because the values and beliefs of the care giver and the client were
disjointed from the beginning.

Social systems are organized units that people construct and maintain to serve
specified common purposes. In complex societies, such systems are usually
formed and sustained by an organized community of professionals; that is, they
are discipline-specific such as law or medicine. However, the structure and func-
tioning of any one social system are influenced by many other social systems
and disciplines, and by the people that the social system is presumably designed
to serve. Historically, the leading disciplines are rooted in established formal and
informal ways to manage any given social context and protect their status and
influence.

When we look directly at the relationships between social systems and com-
munity psychology/community mental health (CMH) systems, the unique aspects
of communities and our relationship to them become evident. As described in
Chapter Two, everyone is born into a series of progressively more general and
abstract systems that function as nested communities. The most basic of these is
the family, but also included are our schools, religious institutions, work settings,
communities, cultures, and even our species. Communities can be analyzed as
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social systems and responded to accordingly, but doing so does not completely
encompass our relationships to them. For example, at some time in our lives all
of us require and rely on physical supports to protect ourselves from natural and
human disasters as well as our own frailties. To be entitled to the physical
and social supports that we require, we may need to take individual initiatives
to sustain our communities by participating in them and assuming some respon-
sibility to sustain them.

A systems approach can be used from an external, detached perspective when
intervening in communities. However, that approach cannot serve as a basis for
addressing the internal, enmeshed perspectives that are part of how communities
function. A community-based strategy requires consideration of the interests of
individuals as well as of the structures and processes of the community.
Conversely, a systems approach may focus only on considerations that affect
those in a community system as a population unit and that system’s particular
internal and external interests. Acknowledging that these disconnects are built
into systems-based strategies is a critical and long ignored source of problems
within the fields of community psychology and community mental health.

When beginning to address the task of developing a viable CMH system,
Heller, Jenkins, Steffen, and Swindle (1999) focused on the role of disciplines in
defining and influencing the evolution and functioning of communities, their
institutions, and their settings. They described community psychology as being
organized to serve the discipline and its members, not the community. The field
has focused largely on providing remunerative professional assistance to specific
segments of a population in ways that interest the profession’s members while
neglecting to serve the community as a whole. For example, community psychol-
ogists may consult with an educational system and provide a service to the
client schools in that system. The schools may, in turn, help the psychologists by
providing research opportunities or even making changes that the consulting
psychologists request to benefit their own enrolled children. Such arrangements
may benefit both the consultants and the school system; however, they do not
focus on involving or improving the entire community. To have a positive impact
on communities, it is necessary to become part of them and serve their interests
as well as our personal and professional ones.

Heller et al., (1999) elaborated further on this disconnect and the problems it
created in developing a community mental health system in the United States.
The initial, national efforts to address the country’s burgeoning mental health
problems were conceptualized as a war against an external enemy. However, “the
confrontation of social problems is not the same as ‘wars’ with external enemies
against whom citizens can rally. Social and psychological problems involve
entrenched attitudes and practices within the fabric of society, and there are no
clear guidelines as to how to proceed” (Heller et al., 1999, p. 448). To address
those issues within society, psychologists must work within the fabric of which
they are a part. Thus, struggling with social problems is much more like working
out issues within one’s family.
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Other research has also addressed this disjointedness (e.g., Rappaport &
Seidman, 1999). A particularly concise and apt summary of this kind of disconnect
and what is involved in attempting to overcome it in the United States’ public
school system has been provided by Weinstein, Gregory, and Strambler (2004).
They pointed out that:

Psychology, in part responsible for the creation of an inequitable culture for learning, must
assume leadership in its undoing. It must put in its place a new understanding of the
malleable and diverse nature of human capability, the qualities of optimal environments
that promote development, and the methods by which social settings can be coherently
strengthened to better meet the needs of all children. (p. 18)

Their argument is that we need to create a new and different ecologically-based
educational system. That new system must be dedicated to educating everyone
in their full diversity. The criteria we use to sort and rank the students as they
negotiate that system must be responsive to some of their diverse needs such as
levels of academic proficiency. Currently, they do not take into account the nature
of the students’ ecological backgrounds, differences in kinds of abilities and
aspirations, and the variety of ways people learn. All students need to learn
basics, i.e., reading, writing, and arithmetic, but to emphasize only one or two
areas such as science and mathematics ignores the talents and interests of many
students. The current system does not respond to those students’ needs in ways
that can bring them all in to the society. Confronting that massive disconnection
will require not only the involvement of local communities, but comparable
collaborative efforts at all levels of United States’ society. If we are to confront
this challenge constructively, among other activities we will welcome the diver-
sity of experiences and perspectives that people such as Alan an Beth can bring
to their new role in the educational system. Unfortunately, as our educational
system is currently organized, we are more likely to suppress that aspect of each
of them in favor of directly and indirectly influencing them to conform to the
common, curriculum focused approach.

3.2.3. Interactions among Systems and People

Among others (as I discussed in detail, Tyler, F. B., 2001), Hunter and Riger
(1986) have argued that a community oriented approach to mental health alterna-
tives is needed to incorporate the interactions between the community systems
and the people in them as a conceptual focus. That is, we psychologists and
related social change oriented professionals need to reconceptualize our under-
standing of mental health in the context of the community. Similarly, we have to
change our conceptions of our roles if we are to better serve the psychosocial
well-being of our communities and their residents.

Hunter and Riger (1986) pointed to the long history of sociological analysis
of the formation of natural social networks. They noted that sociologists have
documented that different kinds of communities exist within legally desig-
nated geographic areas. They thought largely in terms of three typologies of
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communities. Demographic typologies are identified by the social characteris-
tics of the residents. Historically, in the United States three central dimen-
sions have functioned to create residential segregation: socioeconomic status,
family or life cycle status, and racial/ethnic status. Land use and housing stock
have served as a second indicator of dynamic changes in the cycling and
recycling of the physical form and condition of communities. Finally, the insti-
tutional and organizational nature of communities is the third typology. These
dimensions vary from being formally and hierarchically controlled by officials
to being more informally and horizontally controlled with significant citizen
and community participation. All of these factors exist in each community and
contribute to the way communities function. They all must be taken into
consideration to accomplish effective change.

Hunter and Riger (1986) also tell us that, in important ways, communities
are socially constructed. That is, they are what people define them to be.
Sociologists view community interrelatedness as comprised of three dimensions:
“(a) the ecological and sustenance community, (b) the social interactional
and institutional community, and (c) the social-psychological and cultural
community” (p. 62). Research as of the time of their writing supported that these
dimensions are somewhat independent. It cannot be assumed that, for example,
changing the social-interactional dimensions will necessarily change the social-
psychological ones.

These perspectives provide particularly apt contributions for understanding
the relevance of a prosocial community approach. Hunter and Riger’s (1986)
analysis led them to several conclusions and recommendations for policy forma-
tion. First, when trying to design CMH programs, the nature and impact of the
following six considerations must be taken into account. Programs need to be
developed with sensitivity to the parameters of each context. In this case, one size
does not fit all. Second, while community development efforts may, in general, be
desirable, they can also have detrimental effects on some of the people in the
community and on some otherwise desirable, ongoing community activities.
Third, having a cohesive, mutually interdependent community is not everyone’s
highest value. Further, people living in a specific community may formally or
informally belong to and identify more with other communities. Thus, identifica-
tion with their community of residence is only one value among many that must
be taken into consideration. Fourth, people organize their lives in relationship to
social groups that transcend their community space. These factors must also be
considered when trying to understand a community’s needs and how to address
them. Fifth, because of all of these factors, the nature of people’s lives and their
communities are influenced in important ways by external forces beyond their
control. One of those external forces is the professionally organized, mental
health establishment. The community and its residents may well have good rea-
son to be wary of its intrusion and potential insensitivity to their community’s
ethos. Sixth, it may well be that the resolution of issues within communities that
are in their control are going to be the most responsive to a community approach.
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However, even internal issues need to be approached with sensitivity to external
factors beyond the community’s control.

However, shifting to a community dynamics perspectives has presented serious
problems of implementation because participating professionals have known little
about communities. They have been prepared only to provide clinical treatment
rather than work with entire communities or serve as natural helpers. Specifically,
Hunter and Riger’s (1986) analysis had found that because “the ‘disease’ of
mental illness was not being eradicated but was becoming more epidemic; ‘cures’
were not found; and symptomatic treatment, such as chemotherapy, was slowly
recognized as the bandage of adaptation not the vaccine of preventive health”
(p. 56). From this perspective, community psychology interventions also function
largely as symptomatic treatment. They added that these failures grew from an
incorrect definition of the problem and that a more appropriate definition of
mental disorders and more relevant solutions is needed.

3.3. Reconceptualizing Community Approaches

Understanding and working with an approach that incorporates an understanding of
community dynamics requires addressing the role of mental health professionals.
They are not only contributing professionals, but they also live and work within
communities. They are part of those dynamics and need to address how they should
present themselves as members and as outsiders. That issue is addressed, though
briefly, in the following paragraphs.

Berkowitz (1999) emphasized that community psychologists have primarily
focused on large institutions. Consequently, although they have the ability to play
many roles, community psychologists have often been remote from the daily life
of people and subject to the vagaries of institutional and public support.
Berkowitz assumed the often overlooked role of citizen/professional in his own
community. In that capacity, he received no pay, no plaudits as a community
psychologist, and no professional recognition. He turned away from those
concerns and emphasized that “what will remain are family, neighborhood, and
home community. They won’t go away” (p. 767). Thus, he chose to use his skills
as a participant in the process of changing his own community so that it became
a better place for its residents, including him and his family.

Berkowitz underscored his belief that, in the future, citizens will have to
improve their skills and effectiveness at influencing institutional power and devel-
oping local support. Consequently, community psychologists should not only be
encouraging people to develop these skills, but should also engage themselves in
that activist process. Because of those contributions, Wolff (1999) identified
Berkowitz, among others, as pioneers of applied community psychology. One of
his themes was that these pioneers were not called community psychologists and
no specific academic degree was required for their jobs. Wolff saw the failure to
include these personal, professionally based activities as a hindrance to the
growth of the field of applied community psychology. He recommended that the
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field’s mainstream return to its original focus on social change and include these
individuals and their activities as an integral part of it.

Another of those pioneers, Morgan (1999), was director of the primary preven-
tion program at a community mental health center. To Morgan, an integral part of
their work was the inclusion of himself and the staff as participants within their
own agency community. Thus, he argued, as I did at Swampscott (Bennett, et al.,
1966), that the field needs to redefine itself and its membership as being citizen-
professionals, professionals-citizens, or participant conceptualizers.

Another pioneer, Chavis (1999), argued from his 25 year history of working in
community development activities, that it is a particularly appropriate area in
which to implement the common “values of empowerment, prevention, cultural
relativism, ecological orientation, social change, and a distaste for victim-blam-
ing” (p. 767). His own attempts to do so involved two interrelated challenges. One
was to redefine and extend his role beyond that of professional in order to become
actively engaged as a participant in social change efforts. The other challenge was
to convince his community psychologist colleagues that he did not need to aban-
don his identity as a community psychologist just because he was engaged within
communities. He concluded by raising and answering two hypothetical questions.

Can we say that we value prevention, social change, social justice, equality, and equity
without taking action and its associated risks? I think not. . . .therefore the best training
ground for us, community psychologists, to learn organizing is in our own communities
and work places. After all, how can we hope to facilitate the empowerment of others, if we
cannot empower ourselves? (Chavis, 1999, p. 771)

Some of the approaches that were examined in this chapter were designed to
focus on aspects of the structures of communities. Others were concerned with
programs within and outside of communities which impact on their structures and
the lives of people in them. None assume that a fully community-oriented
approach must address all of these issues in relation to each other because they
are interacting aspects of communities. These approaches do not address the
community as an ongoing, organized whole, and their advocates do not consider
themselves to be willing or unwilling parts of the communities where they work.
Even so, they do influence the community, and the people with whom they are
interacting may see them as part of the community. A comprehensive community
approach attempts to include all of these considerations. The thrust of my argu-
ment has been that understanding and providing for the individual and societal
well-being of people and their communities requires a model that will incorpo-
rate these elements in relation to each other rather than separately. The model that
does so is a Prosocial Community Model as nested within a Transcultural Ethnic
Validity Model.
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4
The Prosocial Effect of Changing
One Aspect of a Community

When medicine began the community mental health and overlapping community
psychology movements it shifted the mental health framework from one of treat-
ing diagnosable illnesses in individuals to one of preventing the occurrence of
those kinds of problems. This new objective was to be accomplished by changing
at a population level the factors that predisposed people to mental illnesses and/or
introducing activities to improve the psychological well-being of the population.
This social action policy change introduced unique responsibilities into the
social planning activities of mental health personnel. That is, it legitimized their
authority to influence particular individuals and their life contexts even though
the people were neither diagnosibly ill nor had they or their community been
convicted of violating any laws.

This chapter reviews and evaluates representative examples of the various
psychologically based efforts to create community change-oriented approaches at
one of the three interrelated levels of society that we have been discussing. Those
levels concern, respectively: (1) social actions, i.e., community policies developed
and maintained by civic leaders, (2) social planning, i.e., activities of profession-
als and managers to implement policies on behalf of the community and its
members, and (3) locality development, i.e., activities by individuals and commu-
nity members to improve their lives and the community contexts where they live.
The focus throughout is on the strengths and limitations of the programs that focus
on change at only one of these levels, and on their contribution to the creation of
prosocial communities.

4.1. Changing Individuals to Solve Community Problems

The concept of empowerment as a way to change individuals was introduced by
Rappaport (1981). It has generally been defined as a process by which people are
enabled to gain control over their lives through their own efforts. People are
enabled when they are provided with skills, a sense of worth and control of their
destiny, a sense of the sociopolitical environment, and access to participation to
obtain resources and goals. Thus, an empowerment approach can go beyond a



solitary orientation to a collaborative one by including joint efforts to acquire
resources, build competence, and even create social change. However, people
individually or collectively become empowered only when they make the psy-
chosocial leap to take action.

Empowerment programs have certain characteristics in common, yet they vary
in focus and scope. Many are designed to help particular, designated individuals
act autonomously or in concert with others to improve their situations. The idea
is that changing individuals within their situations can lead to changing the entire
society. Empowerment programs vary in their organization and their relationship
to individuals and groups outside of the area of concern, including the broader
societies in which they are undertaken.

Zimmerman (1999) emphasized that the process for a person to become psycho-
logically empowered is essentially parallel with that of a psychologist learning
to empower others. Professionals must redefine themselves as resourceful partici-
pants and collaborators who work bidirectionally with people, all of whom are
also knowledgeable and resourceful. Community people must redefine themselves
as knowledgeable and resourceful participants and collaborators instead of as
inadequate and needy. In order to work together and accomplish their objectives,
both parties have to acquire and share information about themselves, each other,
the community, and how each functions.

The dynamics of these transactions will be different in each undertaking and
context. No one can effectively help others become empowered if they define
themselves as experts who are helping in some unidirectional way. Learning how
to function and acquire the needed analytic, collaborative, and integrative skills
can be accomplished only if the psychologist or other change agent becomes a
participant in the community’s activities. No one can illustrate, model, or teach
these concepts and skills to people in a community without having acquired those
concepts and skills themselves in previous community settings or by learning them
on the job. Conducting a program to help others empower themselves requires
working in a shared, empowering way to design, implement, evaluate, and estab-
lish that project as a self-sustaining enterprise. Projects to empower others cannot
be authored and owned by a community psychologist or other expert because they
are never formed that way. Rather, empowerment projects that are conceived and
implemented as externally driven are, by nature, counterproductive.

A particularly powerful illustration of the difference between an empowerment
approach and a professional service approach is found in health care. Katz and
Seth (1987) relied on health-related case studies for providing a well-illustrated
account of the issues involved and the consequences of using these different
approaches. Specifically, Western professional medicine’s approach to healing
has first required that a professional designate individuals as needing help
because they have identified illnesses. It assumes that ill people are powerless and
in need of expert intervention to manage and, if possible, eliminate the illness.
Also, modern Western medicine rests on the assumption that there is a limited
supply of healing resources that must be utilized as efficiently as possible
(scarcity paradigm).
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The contrasting empowerment approach assumes that the ill person is an
active, resourceful individual with unique knowledge about and capabilities for
participating in the healing and can also benefit from assistance. That approach
includes the idea that everyone involved has something to contribute as well as
something to learn. It is based on another assumption, i.e., that some aspects of
healing may be limited, but there are other aspects that can be enhanced by
including everyone’s contributions. For example, the participants in a women’s
health collective may share their caring for one another and their knowledge
from their own experiences. Included may be information about how to manage
treatment of a sexually transmitted disease and how to protect their well-being
and that of sexual partners. These aspects of the healing are not limited, but
may expand and increase as they are shared. They are illustrative of a synergistic
paradigm.

Katz and Seth summarize, “synergy is never totally absent in a community if
that community is to continue. But Western health care systems are characterized
by a relative absence of synergy, reflecting the larger context of middle-class
society” (1987, p. 127). Non-synergistic efforts are characteristic of individualis-
tic societies such as the United States. In other words, our traditional health care
systems are not constructed either as prosocial or as community approaches.

Native American groups, in contrast, have been characterized by their proso-
cial community orientations in healing. They include a conviction that illnesses
such as those thought to be psychological are, in part, a product of a dysfunc-
tional society. Native American individuals and their healers characteristically
appeal to the community members’ shared sense that they are all participants in
the healing of each other and the community. That is, they define themselves as
participants in prosocially oriented communities in which healing is a shared,
empowering activity.

McCormick (1997), a Canadian First Nations member and counseling psy-
chologist, studied whether this discrepancy between the Western, individualistic
mental health orientation and the prosocial community orientation of their
people might be related to their under utilization of Western mental health
agencies. He interviewed fifty participants from approximately 40 different
First Nations communities, including students and a variety of community
members across a range of occupations. He asked them to describe how they had
approached their own healing experiences. His subsequent analysis of these
“Critical Incidents” focused exclusively on the actions they had taken because
they embodied the core essence of the healing experience – their empowering
actions to heal themselves. Three hundred ninety two (90%) of the 437 incidents
reported were centered on reaching out to connect with others socially, spiritu-
ally, through traditional activities and ceremonies or participation in nature as
part of all creation. While these people had also incorporated autonomous
activities including self-exploration, seeking understanding of their problems,
self-care and exercise, and setting goals or undertaking challenging activities,
they had done so less than one-fourth of the time. Their connected rather than an
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autonomous sense of empowerment may have contributed to their low use of and
possibly low level of interest in Western mainstream mental health services.

4.2. Organized Assaults on System Injustices and Inequities

This section shifts to an examination of single efforts to change the life contexts
of entire collections of individuals such as ethnic or other non culture-defining
groups (CDGs). These people are thought to be in need of assistance because of
their disadvantaged situations as members of identified non culture-defining
groups (NCDGs). The commonality of these efforts is that changes within exist-
ing societal arrangements are tried rather than creating new, non-hierarchical
societal or community contexts. The primary concerns here are to determine what
these change efforts have contributed to people’s wellness and whether they have
contributed to creating prosocial communities.

4.2.1. Racial and Ethnic Minorities

In the United States during the 1960s, there was a national surge of support
for ensuring civil rights to African-American citizens. The situation of African-
Americans as an oppressed NCDG became an important priority issue in commu-
nity psychology. Some of the efforts at redressing the imbalances they faced were
advanced under the headings of affirmative action, community psychology, and
combinations of these perspectives.

There are many other NCDGs in the U. S. besides African Americans. They
include other racial groups, e.g., Native Americans and Latinos; ethnic and
religious groups, e.g., Muslims; gender preference or identity groups, e.g., gays
and lesbians; and demographic groups, e.g., the homeless. We assume that the
same principles apply to all NCDG efforts. However, the ones discussed
below were formulated primarily on African Americans and Latinos living in the
United States because there are substantial data about only these groups.

Snowden, Martinez, and Morris (1999) chose the delivery of mental health
services as a focus for evaluating the contributions of community psychologists
and others to the well-being of ethnic minority populations in the United States.
They examined general policy level patterns, distinguishing between two broad
orientations. One they called a political perspective. It is characterized by a belief
that individual and collective forces outside of the ethnic minorities lead to
their being slighted and feeling distressed. Poverty, prejudice, and being forced to
live in under-served communities are considered the causal factors for the
people’s distress, and political changes are required to alleviate them. In contrast,
advocates of a service delivery orientation believe that past policies toward immi-
grants and differences in cultural traditions lead to traditional service approaches
being inappropriate and unattractive to ethnic minorities. From this perspective,
solutions lie in developing culturally sensitive service systems and interventions.
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Snowden et al., (1999) analyzed the current situation in which existing policies
and practices lead to formulating a general diagnostic picture and then offering
broad recommendations for future approaches. From their analysis, they con-
cluded that this broad, largely context and culture-free conceptualization is
counterproductive; rather, a variety of approaches are needed to address contex-
tual and other considerations. They focused primarily on issues that had been
well-researched, including the nature and extent of people’s psychological well-
being and mental health, their social stressors which have emphasized deficits
rather than strengths, their resources, and service delivery. As they analyzed each
set of issues, they made recommendations as to how ways of addressing it could
be made more culturally appropriate. Their recommendations were constructive
and worth implementing. However, they treated each issue as independent of the
others rather than as components of a comprehensive, integrated, whole system
approach. Instead, what is needed is the creation of nourishing environments and
person-focused supports for the non culture-defining individuals with whom
community psychologists are concerned.

Mental health well-being. The major approach for identifying mental health
well-being among ethnic minorities has been the use of epidemiological studies of
numbers of cases, diagnosed disorders, and treatments sought and/or utilized. These
studies have established that, relative to Anglo Americans, African Americans are
over represented in mental health hospitalizations, have characteristically different
symptom patterns with emphases on phobic and panic disorders as well as somati-
zation syndromes, and are disproportionately diagnosed as schizophrenic and less
so as having affective disorders. Their characteristic responses to problems include
denial, self-reliance, and determination. They also exhibit symptoms related
to African folk beliefs and show a higher correlation between distress and use of
services. In contrast, Latinos who are also vulnerable to the effects of discrimina-
tion under-utilize mental health services, particularly in the absence of bicultural
and bilingual service providers.

Stress. Not surprisingly, stress is a topic of particular relevance for community
psychologists who are concerned with the well-being of NCDG groups. Hostile
and impoverished social conditions are prevalent in the lives of many ethnic
minorities and contribute social stressors that adversely impact the people’s
mental health. A disproportionate number of African Americans and Native
Americans experience high levels of poverty, especially those living in inner
cities. In contrast, Latino populations vary more widely across socioeconomic
levels, and Japanese Americans have low levels of poverty. Different immigrant
groups have faced quite disparate stressful experiences, including acculturation
patterns. Stressful issues include dislocation, separation from the extended
family, and family disintegration arising from differential opportunities and roles
in their new cultural settings. For example, those who speak English and/or have
marketable skills have advantages. However, if the wives find jobs and become
the primary wage earners, their increased status may become a threat to their
husbands and to traditional family structures. Another particularly grave source
of stress for many ethnic minorities is threats to their health and person. For
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example, young African American men are at particular risk for death by homi-
cide, substance abuse, and AIDS.

Snowden et al., (1999) recommended that community psychologists’ interven-
tions be focused on stimulating constructive change through strategic social
action. For example, they recommended working with specialists in public policy
to develop and evaluate policy changes. Most of those recommendations include
the involvement of ethnic minority individuals in productive roles in society and
providing them with access to services. While these are important and worthy
objectives, they provide help to a limited number of those in need.

Resources. Snowden et al., (1999) noted a recent move to explore the relation-
ship between the quality of life of ethnic minorities and the adequacy of resources
available to them. Family, religion, and indigenous healers appear to be significant
resources in the lives of minorities (NCDGs). African Americans and Latinos
have more contact with their families and turn to them more often for help than is
characteristic of main stream United States populations. African Americans in
particular often bring outsiders into their functional family and incorporate them
as part of their support system.

While family dependency is at times considered unhealthy in our individualis-
tic society, it serves as an important resource for many ethnic minorities. In fact,
community psychologists could pay attention to the development of these types
of constructive patterns by promoting arrangements such as small, extended
family or neighborhood prosocial communities. That possibility was not noted by
these authors.

Ethnic minority communities also tend to rely more on folk healers than do
their CDG counterparts. Here too, Snowden and colleagues (1999) suggested that
those healers offer the comfort of an intimate knowledge of the culture as well as
a combined personal and professional relationship (instead of an impersonal
formal one) for healing purposes. While alternative health treatments may, at
times, have a negative effect on healing, the opposite may also be true. That is,
the personal and ritualistic elements may promote community belongingness
and group support – both important therapeutic factors in addressing psycholog-
ical disturbances. These authors suggested further exploration of what these
possibilities might offer.

Religion, prayer, and spiritualism were identified as key coping activities among
ethnic minorities and their communities. However, those resources seem to be
relatively underutilized by African Americans when they are faced with mental
health problems. Snowden et al., (1999) indicated that at such times African
Americans turn to family, friends, and clergy as complements, not substitutes for
professional help. He and his colleagues also noted that trust and willingness to
cooperate can grow from an enhanced sense of community.

Native Americans often meet as a group to heal the community and pray for
the health of others, secure in the knowledge that they will, in turn, be provided
the same benefits. Snowden and colleagues (1999) noted that the help-seeking
behavior of connecting to others and exploring options with them may provide
a powerful therapeutic effect. They suggested that community psychologists
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sensitize themselves to the variations of beliefs about healing and coping
resources before they attempt to intervene in these or any communities.

Professionally, a problem solving approach is currently viewed as a factor
necessary for successful interaction with ethnic minority communities and their
residents. That is, as we primarily foster and incorporate the usual self-help
approaches into the mental health approaches of NCD groups, particularly those
with existing community oriented healing practices, we minimize and discourage
those existing prosocial approaches which may contribute to the vitality and pro-
social nature of those communities. In contrast, our entire society and mainstream
community psychology could potentially advance individual and community well-
being by incorporating group oriented approaches to healing as part of a prosocial
community-oriented effort.

Delivery of mental health services. Snowden and his colleagues (1999) found
negative ethnic biases directed toward African Americans relative to Anglos in
psychiatric diagnoses, higher rates of involuntary hospital commitment, more
prescriptions for medication, and less provision for individual therapy. During
hospitalization for mental health problems, African American patients also
receive fewer privileges and face more restrictions and seclusion. Further, they
are more likely to leave treatment early. These authors emphasized the desperate
need for broad and flexible evaluation of mental health service delivery in ethnic
communities. (The same recommendations could be made for CDG communi-
ties). They also stressed that while ethnic minority communities, such as those
in which African Americans live, tend to have members who are poorer, less
educated, and less physically healthy, these communities are not all alike
and delivery of mental health services to them needs to be responsive to their
differences.

4.2.2. A Special Case: The Clarks’ Vision 
and Psychology’s Response

I am returning to the work of Kenneth and Mamie Clark (referred to in Chapter
One) to illustrate the nature and complexity of the challenges to resolving the
inequities facing all NCD and CD groups in our existing individualistically oriented
system. The Clarks did not consider themselves to be community psychologists,
yet they fought to create a society that would better serve all of its residents by
bringing racial equity to all schools in the United States. Their goal was only
indirectly related to mental health issues, and it was also only indirectly prosocial
community oriented. Rather, they assumed that to create the conditions necessary
for establishing prosocial communities they only needed to stimulate action at
one level of society. They believed that educating people about themselves, their
contribution to the injustices of their society, and how those injustices harmed them
as well would lead people to change.

In Prejudice and Your Child Kenneth Clark (1955) emphasized that the
United States is a child-centered society. Further, both Clarks, who were
educational psychologists, believed that if social scientists provided people
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with information that demonstrated how much racial prejudice and discrimina-
tion were damaging their own children, it would lead to significant individual
and social change. At least initially, they assumed that the solution to issues of
prejudice was to provide all children with love, support, and accurate informa-
tion during their developmental years. They felt that this type of socialization
would result in the children becoming empathetic, compassionate, and humble
adults who would not be filled with the anger and frustration that leads to
denigrating themselves and others.

Unfortunately, the Clarks’ efforts to create the awareness that prejudice and
discrimination will damage the oppressors as well as the oppressed were largely
unsuccessful, and their related efforts to accomplish social changes were increas-
ingly thwarted. Kenneth Clark became more pessimistic and turned to the fields
of social psychology and psychopathology to understand prejudice and discrimi-
nation (1965). He began to emphasize the need to change our social institutions
to make them more supportive of social justice. Thus, the concept of organized,
socially sanctioned policy and practices and the language of pathology, clinical
and social, became part of the dialogue. However, even though he changed his
focus, it was only to argue that change was needed at the societal level rather than
the individual level.

Keppel (2002) documented that by the mid-nineteen sixties, Clark was arguing
that United States society contained deep, systemic faults as reflected in the pres-
ence of ghettoes. In his view, ghettoes require and are the consequence of the CDG
in a society using its power to institutionalize the powerlessness of denigrated
groups. This shift in Clark’s understanding of segregation as a societal problem
rather than just a consequence of individuals being uninformed led to a subsequent
shift on his part to address those societal problems. It also led to his later convic-
tion that the social sciences were serving as agents of the dominant society by
assisting in the retention of these strictures rather than using their work as a force
for social change to eliminate them.

The year 2004 was the fiftieth anniversary of the United States Supreme Court
decision to overturn their previous ruling that racially segregated schools were not
discriminatory if they were otherwise equal. The ruling against that decision was
based in part on social science research evidence, including the Clarks’ studies with
children. Their findings supported the hypothesis that segregation itself leads to
feelings of inferiority among those discriminated against. That evidence was
included in an appellate brief in the case of Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka.
An appendix to that brief was reprinted as part of a special American Psychologist
fiftieth anniversary issue reviewing the case and its complex consequences, (Clark,
Chein, & Cook, 2004). It stressed the broader issue that “segregation, prejudices
and discriminations, and their social concomitants potentially damage the person-
ality of all children–the children of the majority group in a somewhat different way
than the more obviously damaged children of the minority group” (p. 495). This
latter point that beliefs and practices supporting racism also harm those in the
majority was a crucial aspect of this argument. However, since that time it has been
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submerged and lost from social practice and in subsequent debates over the merits
of the ruling.

Unfortunately, the nature of the response of the American Psychological
Association (APA) and some of its prominent leaders to the historic Brown vs.
Board of Education decision added substantial support for Clark’s judgment.
Benjamin and Crouse (2002) and Pickren and Tomes (2002) recently reviewed
that APA response. Both reviews noted that this was a seminal moment in the
history of psychology. It was the first time social science evidence, including
some from psychology, had been used as the basis for a major decision in a court
of law. He was congratulated by others who had worked to bring this issue to the
Court and by African American psychologists, but he received no congratulations
from his professional society. Even worse, this event was not reported on or dis-
cussed in professional meetings or in APA policy discussions between 1954 and
1956. Instead, it was largely ignored then and continues to be. Clark was still
not included in a recent listing of 100 of the twentieth century’s most eminent
psychologists (Haggbloom, Warnick, Warnick, et al., 2002) nor is the 1954 Court
decision represented as an important date in the history of psychology.

Ignoring Clark and his contribution brought an issue to psychology’s atten-
tion that focused on one of its ongoing, major internal divides. Specifically, it
highlighted that many psychologists believed psychology should not be socially
involved; still others shared the dominant cultural view that supported segrega-
tion. The conclusion that this divisive issue contributed to APA’s silence is
at least indirectly indicated by APA’s willingness to advocate for other public
policy positions. For example, the Association has been quite outspoken about
such issues as “academic freedom, freedom of scientific interchange, and
the rights of psychologists in professional practice” (Benjamin & Crouse, 2002,
p. 46f). In other words, it has chosen to defend the rights of individual psychol-
ogists when faced with restrictions on their societal rights. As Pickren and
Tomes (2002) wrote, this same reluctance was evident in APA’s refusal to
place more emphasis on social problems. It was reflected in its resistance to
provide more opportunities for minority students to enter psychology and for
minority professionals to be more included in the organization’s operation and
direction. For example, an ad hoc APA Committee on Public Affairs appointed
in 1966 issued its report three years later stating that the Association’s highest
priority should be issues of science policy and its lowest priority that of social
problems (Tyler, L., 1969). Thus, the Association assigned its highest priority
to protecting its rights, and its lowest to its societal obligations to advancing
human welfare.

Other changes were emerging as part of the civil rights movement and were
forcing consideration of related social issues. They included the broad Black
Power movement across U.S. society. African American leaders within psychol-
ogy also turned to other avenues to highlight social issues; one outcome was their
founding of the Association of Black Psychologists. Clark (1965) thought these
developments were counterproductive. He reasoned that integration was the only



viable solution for resolving racial issues in this multiethnic society if there was
to be equal access and social justice for all.

Pickren and Tomes (2002) detailed the subsequent important developments in
opportunities for minorities (NCDGs) in the United States and in psychology.
APA did respond to those pressures by establishing mechanisms to address
issues of discrimination and social policy. One such mechanism was its Board of
Social and Ethical Responsibility (BSERP) established in 1973 with the charge
of “general concern for those aspects of psychology that involve solutions to
the fundamental problems of social justice” (APA, 1973, p. xvi). However, the
BSERP was, in part, also established to protect APA governance from demands
of under-represented groups and other groups seeking to promote their own and
other societal interests, no matter how legitimate. For example, women and
Native Americans were asking for action on their grievances. African Americans
had gone even further and were asking for more participation, including positions
in APA’s Central Office and thus in the policy and administrative direction of
the Association. Pressures were mounting for APA to change not only its own,
internal practices to make them more socially responsible, but also its dealings
with external vendors and suppliers, including companies that provided publish-
ing services to the Association. Again, the response focused on addressing this
major social problem only at one level.

One eventual organizational response to these kinds of pressures was the
establishment in the 1980s of a Board for the Advancement of Psychology in
the Public Interest (APA, 1973, p. xvi). It continues to serve as an umbrella
organization for addressing the concerns of disadvantaged groups; a solution
that continues to produce mixed results. While it has provided institutional
arrangements and resources for responding to social justice concerns, it has also
maintained the ghettoization of these groups. Consequently, the APA continues
to view disadvantaged groups as responsible for, if not the cause of, their
inequities and their own under representation. The Board has not worked
toward including these issues in the Association’s and public’s dialogue as
matters of concern for all. Further, this Board has not linked together social and
scientific concerns as inseparable facets of psychology-based undertakings.
At best, the Board endorses support for diversity and an opportunity to compete
for the benefits that society offers.

Fine (2004) identified three major threats to attainment of desegregation. These
threats have narrowed and limited progress toward the achievement of that goal
as part of the establishment of overall social equity and justice. She interviewed
twelve elders, some White and some Black, who had lived through the Brown vs.
Board of Education era. Based on her interviews, she identified those threats as:
(a) refusing to acknowledge the enormous sacrifices the African American com-
munity made to achieve desegregation, (b) mounting overwhelming and violent
resistance to desegregation by sources ranging from government officials and
educators to communities and individual citizens, and (c) ignoring consideration
of the damage of segregation to the White CDG. That is, instead of focusing on
what the White community would gain from desegregation, its members have
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come more often to interpret the African American assertiveness as lack of
gratitude for the White people’s sacrifices made to allow these NCDGs to enter
“their” CDG institutions.

Legally we have desegregation, but its goal has been defeated. Formal and
informal actions to ignore or discount the responsibility of the society’s culture-
defining segments to participate in overcoming the harm of segregation to the
entire society have triumphed. Rather than seeing desegregation as a way to
transform society by creating social justice, it is considered by the white CDG
as a remedial strategy for only those presumably affected, i.e., the African
American children. The great African American sacrifices made in the interests
of desegregation and even some of their resentment at having to educate the
majority about the nature and consequences of segregation have been forgotten.
The new interpretation, that African Americans are asking for special accommo-
dations for themselves with their presumed inferior abilities and other deficits,
allows for a return to the old status quo of U. S. society and rejects the necessity
for prosocial changes.

This critique is not intended to say that working for individual and other social
changes at only level of society is not important. That work is productive. Further,
Clark’s work created social changes. Nevertheless, much of Clark’s broad argu-
ment that the prosocial change of integrating diverse racially defined segments of
society with the rest would benefit the oppressors as well as the oppressed has
been lost.

4.2.3. Addressing Inequities in the Status and Lives of Women

There has been particular attention in APA to including women as another NCD
group whose members have not been accorded full participation in defining their
society and the terms of their participation in it. As with racially related issues,
current efforts are underway to create gender equity. They are primarily directed at
helping women achieve equal status and opportunities without changing society as
it exists. This orientation also ignores the possibility that women’s life experiences
and perceptions may be different from men’s and that women might provide unique
psychological insights.

Swift, Bond, and Serrano-Garcia (1999) analyzed studies about women’s lives
during the first quarter century (1965–1990) of the emerging field of community
psychology. Their review highlighted a major problem. Many professionals had
defined what are, in fact, social and certainly interpersonal attitudes and behaviors
that victimize women as being “women’s issues” rather than “everybody’s issues”.
Examples of women’s issues ranged from general male-female interactions to
specific behaviors such as physical, emotional, and sexual abuse of women. They
also included reproductive rights and care of children. Efforts to change
such inequities were, consequently, often focused on the need for individual
rather than system changes. Further, the professionals relied on educational
approaches to change the women rather than attempting to redress existing power
imbalances, remove barriers, and create resources. Consistent with that approach,
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these educational approaches were mainly directed at teaching the women what
was wrong with them and how they could fix it.

Swift and her colleagues (1999) used Swift and Levin’s (1987) four-stage
formulation to identify the level of empowerment of the participants in each of
the studies they addressed. Not surprisingly, the reviews found a preponderance of
relatively unempowered women across a range of contexts and life conditions.
Some of the research was directed at the second stage which involved examination
of the institutional and structural factors that mandated women’s possibilities.
For example, D’Ercole and Streuning (1990) analyzed at multiple-levels the
vulnerability of women to victimization through their adherence to traditional sex-
role stereotypes. They then used their findings as a basis for recommending actions
at the third stage of empowerment, that is, making social changes. For example,
they identified ways that shelter programs could establish functional networks and
build on women’s strengths to mobilize their resources and protect against their
victimization. Finally, Swift and her colleagues’ (1999) shifted to asking whether
any of the studies they reviewed reached the fourth stage of empowerment. That
stage involves system openness to social change, a step only one of the reviewed
studies reached.

Swift, et al’s (1999) survey indicated that the number of studies which had
specifically incorporated prosocial community considerations was limited. The
earliest of these was reported by Gatz et al., (1982), a project in which I was a
participant. We used a collaborative primary prevention approach designed to
increase both community and individual competence in elderly adult community
workers and the elderly adults with whom we worked. The study became one
of Anglo and African American women (because of the dearth of elderly men) in
20 suburban middle class towns. Competent individuals were defined as being
more internal, trusting, and actively involved in their approach to their own lives.
Competent communities were defined as those characterized by higher levels of
resource utilization, problem solving, communication, and influence or power
channels. Such communities also offered their residents alternatives and knowl-
edge about how to obtain and use resources.

We identified natural community leaders, then trained and employed them to
promote competence in older residents identified as needing assistance. We used
an initial intensive training workshop with follow-up via ongoing weekly meetings
to exchange support, review activities, share information and experience, and
improve worker’s skills. Information was obtained from the workers, their clients,
and a control group of residents. All participants showed increases in life satisfac-
tion; African American workers and residents increased significantly in their sense
of control of the events in their lives. Further, gains in a sense of personal control
related positively to increased knowledge about and use of community resources
(Gatz, et al., 1982).

We found that the workers acted on their own to seek increased resources
for the aged in the community (Gatz, et al., 1982). That is, they empowered
themselves to change the system and make it more responsive. Their actions
were representative of the fourth level of empowerment. We also learned that
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African American residents used informal community resources more than for-
mal ones and did so significantly more than Anglo residents. Their participation
in this project thus served them particularly well not only by broadening their
community competence to make more use of their community’s formal as well as
informal resources, but also by using informal networks to help each other access
those resources. All of these steps moved their communities in the direction of
functioning together in a prosocial community fashion. It also demonstrated
that these elderly women, Anglo and African American, were quite capable of
contributing to the creation of more competent prosocial communities in their
poorly served ones.

Rowe and Irvine’s earlier review reported in Swift and her colleagues compre-
hensive review (Swift, Bond, & Serrano-Garcia, 1999) described a women’s health
center that confronted domination by its white male professionals who had main-
tained a traditional paternalistic, dehumanizing health care approach. The women
created a team approach where professional and non-professional roles were
shared. They also changed provider/client working relationships by developing
new approaches that involved explaining procedures to clients, seeking the client’s
confirmation of diagnoses on the basis of their experiences, encouraging their
questioning, their skill development, and their taking an affirmative stance. Rowe
and Irwin’s overall assessment was that both staff and clients were empowered by
this approach.

Clinton and Larner (1988) focused on a grass-roots movement that trained
local rural women to provide support services for other poor, rural families.
The program’s health outreach workers were mothers in similar families. They
provided prenatal care for expectant mothers and follow-up services after the
children were born. The outreach mothers were also engaged in becoming lead-
ers in networks of Natural Helpers and in other capacities in their communities.
Thus, in a vital way, this movement not only informed, but also helped these
women empower themselves and participate in creating a more prosocially
oriented community.

D’Augelli (1990) provided a relevant conceptual framework for an AIDS
prevention strategy based on coordinated community planning. Although he did
not focus specifically on women, his approach included them as an integral part
of the community. D’Augelli described the successful development of coordi-
nated programs to create lasting behavior change in local gay communities. They
provided accurate information about adoption of behavior patterns to prevent
HIV infection, skill development for such behaviors, and social support. In that
sense this project acted to develop a prosocial community orientation for address-
ing a health crisis to which lesbians are equally vulnerable and to which they can
respond in the same ways.

There have been and continue to be a substantial number of community based
studies and projects which provide women a more nearly equal status and more
opportunities in society. Many of them have addressed how women can change
their conduct to gain more control of their lives. The changes initiated by such
work have enriched the quality of those women’s lives. However, to the extent
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that those efforts have advocated social changes, their primary emphasis has
been on creating equal access, recognition, and even power for women relative
to men.

4.3. The Creation of Alternative Settings

One approach tried by community psychologists and others concerned with the
psychological effect of a community on its citizens is the radical solution of sim-
ply creating new settings. That is, rather than reform existing social structures,
they abandoned or ignored them and tried to construct new societal arrangements
and contexts. The new configurations were designed to promote the achievement
of prosocial values and be task effective. Among the many alternative communi-
ties that were popularized during the past half century are the counter culture
communes that sprang up and subsequently dissolved, though some have per-
sisted. Clearly, new societal arrangements do not necessarily guarantee that
such alternatives will succeed, at least not in an individualistic society. Cherniss
and Deegan (1999) wrote that more attention has been paid to whether these
endeavors were successful than to what kind of community innovation was
established.

Comparing Cherniss and Deegan’s comments and Sarason’s (1972) seminal
book on the creation of settings leads to a somewhat disheartening conclusion. That
is, in spite of numerous efforts over the intervening 27 years to create alternative
settings, we have gained little understanding of how to do so successfully. In
fairness, the great post-World War II surge to be innovative, even revolutionary,
was almost in its final stages at the time Sarason’s book was written. Yet even today,
the problems Sarason cited are still unaddressed. People who lead efforts to create
alternative settings seem not to know how to create them or even what they are
trying to accomplish.

Sarason (1972) suggested that those who are best positioned to create a new
arrangement for a setting are those who have been involved in the old one and
want changes. He suggested that successfully creating a new setting is like creat-
ing a work of art in that it involves a number of people performing together. The
participants have to submerge their individuality to the creation of the desired
whole. If they do so, the setting they create offers far more than the sum of its
parts although the participants, including the change agents, become largely
unnoticed as individuals. This kind of ongoing individual-group tension con-
stantly changes in new settings and will never be fully resolved. Further, the
changing nature of managing the process productively while continuing to build
and enrich the quality of the whole production is difficult and demanding.
Sarason’s final assertion was that the controls of reflection and calculation should
be a continual part of the process. That is, it is self-defeating to assume at any
time that the problems are accurately diagnosed and adequate solutions have been
found so that no further reflection is required.
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Cherniss and Deegan (1999) summarized their report on alternative communi-
ties in an organized, analytic way that provides for a more nuanced analysis of the
characteristics of these settings. They focused on the following general guidelines
for intervention: External Relations, Leadership, The Planning Process, and
Group Dynamics: Conflict vs. Commitment. Below is a discussion of each of
these guidelines and a summary of the insights that we can gain from them.

4.3.1. External Relations

Alternative settings are inherently a threat to and in competition with the exist-
ing settings in their shared environment. Consequently, the survival of an alter-
native setting rests on its relationships with the established settings. The most
effective approach for building sustaining relationships between settings is to
anticipate the issues. Sarason (1972) argued that doing so requires an examina-
tion of the setting’s “prehistory”, including the identification of potential
problems and taking steps to prevent them from arising. Goldenberg (1971)
stressed that it is important for people who want to create a new setting to
become reciprocally involved with people who are outside of the context and
develop exchange relations. If they become involved, they create the possibility
that both the old and new settings and those in them can gain without doing so
at each other’s expense. He also stressed the need for people in new settings to
develop positive rather than negative or superior attitudes towards outsiders,
both at an individual and an institutional level. Reinharz (1984) emphasized that
alternative settings can have a radiating effect because they demonstrate new
forms that others can consider. Cherniss and Deegan (1999) pointed out that
addressing relationships with those in existing settings is “political” and often
of little interest to innovators. Nevertheless, it is essential The most effective
way to establish such prosocial, external relationships is for innovators to be
proactive and even make accommodations to protect the integrity of existing
settings. In short, employing a measure of political astuteness and involvement
with those outside of the setting is an essential part of the successful develop-
ment of an alternative setting.

4.3.2. Leadership

Although alternative settings may be intended to be democratic and non-
authoritarian, their creation is usually led by a small group or even a single
person. The characteristics that they or s/he bring(s) to that task and the
nature of relationships that each leader establishes with the others are crucial
factors in the success of the setting. According to Cherniss and Deegan (1999),
leadership issues include the leader’s self-confidence, sense of superiority or
parent-like attitude, possessiveness and ownership, and “lack of sustained
commitment beyond the initial stage” (p. 368). Attributes of the leader(s)
that contribute to a favorable resolution of these setting’s concerns include
openness, candor, and support for criticism and dissent. It is also valuable to
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establish internal and/or external mechanisms for addressing any leadership
problems, and even to specify a time-limited tenure for leaders.

4.3.3. The Planning Process

A common problem in the creation of alternative settings is the misconception
that the combination of good intentions and high ideals is all that is needed.
Sarason (1972) emphasized the importance of exploring all of the possible alter-
natives before choosing the most appropriate strategies for addressing problems
that will potentially arise. Second, sufficient time must be provided for both the
planning and implementing phases of the new undertaking. Third, it is essential
to assess and optimize as much as possible the fit among three considerations: the
setting’s goals, organizational structure, and available technology. Also crucial to
the establishment of an alternative setting are the selection and training processes.
It is essential to select people who are comfortable with new approaches and train
them to function by using the new ones being implemented. A further practical
task is that of planning for adequate resources to sustain the setting and/or for
incorporating resource-generating approaches such as finding volunteer talent or
bartering to exchange resources with existing settings.

4.3.4. Group Dynamics: Conflict vs. Commitment

Cherniss and Deegan (1999) stressed that alternative settings tend to place high
value on close, intense personal relationships if only to provide a strong sense of
community. While these relationships can be highly gratifying, they also can lead
to dissension that threatens the setting. Again, the best approach is to anticipate
and try to prevent conflicts from arising. One mechanism is to select compatible
participants. Even then, status and substantive differences can arise and lead to
internal strife, the development of factions, and other counterproductive actions.
Sarason (1972) focused on the importance of developing an explicit constitution
of rules for governing as a crucial step in resolving, if not preventing, disruptions
from weakening or destroying the setting. Cherniss and Deegan (1999) also
stressed that good intentions are not enough; formal rules and procedures are
needed to guide the evolution and functioning of a setting. However, “unless the
setting’s members are willing to confront one another openly about interpersonal
problems, no formal mechanism can be very effective” (p. 374). Even in societies
in which direct confrontation is taboo, people have to openly address personal as
well as task issues for any setting to function constructively.

4.4. Comments

Important insights have emerged over the past thirty years from attempts to
create alternative settings. They seem to indicate that doing so effectively
requires a holistic approach such as that of building a prosocial community.
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Trying to change one level of community functioning and expecting that its
impact will spread to result in overall community change seems to be ineffec-
tive. In particular, it is crucial to organize the internal and external relation-
ships of the setting in a prosocially oriented way. That is, all aspects of the
setting must be beneficial to all concerned and, in particular, must not exploit
any one segment or any individuals at the expense of others. The goals of the
setting must balance task and personal psychosocial values. It is essential that
the organization of the setting incorporates and involves everyone and ensures
that no one is above the rules, including the leaders. Special commitment to
any role in the setting does not provide a special status or separate that person
from the others.

This final point seems particularly pertinent to community psychologists
and other professionals. Perhaps all too often, we have stressed that our work,
including our research and intervention projects, is about communities, but that
we are separate from the community. We establish alternative settings, evaluate
them, even write about them, but have no personal commitment beyond that. If
we can opt out of any responsibility for our own role and any humanitarian
concern for the well-being of the community or the continuance of the setting, so
can others. A crucial core question that this approach confronts us with and
demands that we answer, then, is what kind of communities do we want? We
cannot create prosocial communities by focusing on specific issues. We have to
take a holistic approach and acknowledge that our own involvement is required.
Whether we wish to think so or not, we answer that question by how we act, not
by what we say.

From reviewing the approaches that are focused on changing only one of
the levels of a community’s functioning, it seems that community psychologists
generally believe that such a strategy will be adequate to solve or reduce the
problems with which they are concerned. For example, it is now evident that
external efforts to empower others can not succeed without the participation of
those being empowered. While such approaches may be focused on people in
need of assistance, they can only be successfully accomplished if recipients
assume the responsibility to act. That is more likely to happen if individuals are
approached in a collaborative way, not if, for instance, empowerment is intro-
duced as an externally directed, one-way effort. Further, as was the case with
First Nations people and other relationally oriented communities, their self
empowerment approach to healing is largely prosocial community oriented.

In the review of efforts to reduce injustices toward NCD groups, Snowden
and colleagues (1999) recommended that community psychologists could use
epidemiological approaches to develop culturally appropriate ways to provide
services. However, epidemiological approaches are not characteristically proso-
cially oriented; they are directed at only one level of intervention. They have been
used to identify and deliver ethnically appropriate services to an ethnic group’s
members. However, they do not change the societal conditions that contribute to
people’s dysfunction or to that of the system creating their problems. Programs to
reduce stress among NCD groups were similarly focused only at that level. In the
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same vein, practices to generate resources were considered in isolation, not as
part of the fabric of the communities and related to the successful formation of
prosocial communities. In the discussion about delivering mental health services,
it was noted that community psychologists can potentially work with communi-
ties to identify their particular natures and possibilities, their lifestyles, and their
resources. However, those service delivery approaches did not link their work to
other efforts, determine whether the community was supportive, or ask whether
its agencies were working collaboratively with people to include everyone
in improving their well-being and that of the community. Doing so would have
provided us with a basis for designing integrated prosocial community-oriented
intervention approaches. These CDG community psychology efforts have
been focused on only one element, e.g., eliminating inequities and injustices in
the current system. There is no consideration that the system itself needs to be
changed to adequately address these issues. Without adapting a holistic commu-
nity approach, such an intervention by itself falls far short of improving people’s
lives and circumstances.

Surprisingly, during the long period of social upheaval in which the Clarks were
deeply involved, the idea of developing prosocial communities never surfaced as
an antidote to personal and institutional racism. Tolerance of diversity was only a
muted minor key. Even the American Psychological Association Board for
the Advancement of Psychology in the Public Interest has not spoken to or argued
for creating a community orientation as an essential underpinning to efforts to
serve the public and private interests of all of the society’s citizens. Also, commu-
nity psychologists have not conceptualized their organization and directed their
participation to creating prosocial communities. To be comprehensive, their work
should at least be directed at identifying and including the nature and role of
communities and using a sense of community as the basis for understanding
individual and collective human behavior. Further, community psychologists have
not incorporated attention to developing and implementing ways to use that under-
standing to advance human well-being. At present the field is only marginally
focused on this central issue. Even Clark’s seminal role did not move society very
far toward being more prosocial.

Any society that only accepts differences and considers its tolerance to be a
sign that it is a just society, and then assigns responsibility to the disadvantaged
to redress the injustices they are living with, falls short of being a prosocial com-
munity. It must go beyond that position and involve all of its members and its
institutions in honoring and acting to secure the well being of everyone to meet
that criterion. Results of the Clarks’ and organized psychology’s efforts make it
clear that such a task requires a reorganizing of society as a whole, including its
professional organizations and practitioners, and not just particular programs
focused on creating prosocial changes at one level.

Further, although organized psychology, including community psychology, has
been somewhat responsive to the issues of women’s presumed inequality,
responses have largely focused on providing equal treatment to individuals. It has
not systematically addressed the creation of prosocial communities or other social
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arrangements that emphasize the well-being of all. As a consequence, these
actions have implicitly supported the individualistic value system and associated
societal structures that divide people within a scarcity paradigm. These endeav-
ors have focused largely on promoting women’s well-being as if it was a value in
a social vacuum or as pitting women and men against each other. It has attended
less to bringing women and men together to create synergistic arrangements and
possibilities, for example, to consider that men and women might have different
perspectives on life and the world in ways that complement each other and could
potentially enrich everyone’s life. The goal to establish equal rights and justice
for each segment of society is a worthy goal. However, having such a goal does
not guarantee that those involved will individually or in concert act to establish or
maintain a prosocial community framework that not only supports their own well-
being but includes that of others. It does not guarantee that individuals will move
beyond these issues to establish a shared sense of concern for everyone.

As is evident in the studies presented here, innovators have not taken into
consideration the nature of the human values that they and others bring with them
or the nature of the contexts into which they are introducing changes. Further,
change agents have not usually involved themselves in the communities or
with the issues they are trying to resolve; they approach the community as out-
siders without insight or commitment. That is, many of our community change
approaches remain focused on trying to change one element of a community to
create broader change. Unfortunately, that is a very limiting and often unsuccess-
ful strategy.
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5
The Prosocial Effect of Coordinating
Change in Two Aspects 
of a Community

We community oriented psychologists and other change agents influence the com-
munities where we live and work. It seems reasonable that we can do so more effec-
tively if we first decide what kind of communities we want and then accordingly.
There is a history in the professional literature that provides us some guidance about
the strengths and limitations of previously completed community related projects.
However, each was undertaken to create a particular kind of community, either as a
desirable end in itself or as a path to accomplish other sought-after goals, but none
were based on prior analyses of how communities function. To date there have been
only a few attempts to analyze and restructure the nature of communities and the
role of their members in maintaining or changing them. They have provided us with
only limited guidance about how to accomplish our community objectives or
advance our understanding of communities. We need to review those few available
projects and glean what understanding we can from them.

Over three decades ago Hersch (1972) tried to identify an overarching purpose
of community psychology. His view was that the field’s goal should be “to
improve the quality of life of the people, to promote well-being and growth, to
create circumstances within which human beings can thrive, and to do these
things with a spirit drawn from a foundation of democratic and humane princi-
ples” (pp. 750–751). This chapter is focused on efforts that have built on Hersch’s
objectives and moved beyond them toward the creation of prosocially oriented
communities. That is, their creators have tried to incorporate the element of
mutual concerns for the well-being of everyone in the individuals, the contexts,
and their interactions. The authors of these studies and projects are people who
are concerned with more than creating an equitable individualistic or adversarial
society. Instead, they have tried to promote changes that benefit both the advan-
taged and the disadvantaged. Such accomplishments require demonstrating that
an emphasis on the common good need not mean de-emphasizing individual
accomplishments or viewing people’s interactions as equity exchanges. Rather,
they highlight how interactions can enhance everyone who is involved and the
community as well. In doing so, they raise the question of whether change agents
must also become engaged members of the community or whether they can
remain detached from the activities and interactions they create or direct.



5.1. Prosocial Community Projects Managed 
by External Consultants

Intervention in a community or organization by an external consultant who pro-
vides advice and direction to solve identified problems has been one traditional
community psychology role. These consultants function as outsiders who remain
detached; they do not in any way become part of the organizational community
that they are serving. The following examples illustrate what can be accomplished
in such arrangements and what their limitations are.

5.1.1. Integration in a Productivity-Oriented Work Context

Bond (1999) used her address as President of the American Psychological
Association’s Division of Community Research and Action to focus on examples
of community development projects that were conducted by psychologists within
the United States. In general, APA’s psychologists live in an individualistic
society and approach their work from an individualistic rather than community
oriented perspective. Consequently, when community psychologists consult with
work organizations, they ordinarily do so as external consultants whose services
are contracted for a particular project. The projects that Bond discussed involved
diverse groups, ranging from work organizations to community organizations
(voluntary and otherwise) that attempted to create a prosocial approach. In each
situation, the participants were brought together to address a specified, predeter-
mined problem such as the integration of diversity in a work, team, educational,
or community context. These projects were not conducted to broadly challenge
society. Instead, their efforts were directed at achieving justice, defined usually as
equity or equal opportunity within a specific context.

Further, as Bond (1999) illustrated in one particular situation, societal equity
was at least implicitly defined according to the world-view of the members of the
dominant ethos in that context (i.e., culture-defining group [CDG] of white
males). All others who were involved were from non culture-defining (NCDG)
backgrounds and were alike in that they were not members of that CDG, i.e., they
were not familiar with its shared but unspoken values and practice norms. They
had to struggle to learn and adapt to the CDG norms in order to be accepted by
the dominant group. The difficulties that the NCDG members faced were further
complicated because they also differed among themselves. For instance, they did
not know how and were not informed about how to work with other NCDGs
in the group or with the CDGs to achieve equity. In addition, the CDGs had
difficulty identifying their own explicit and implicit norms and adapting them to
achieve equity or equality with those they viewed as outsiders. Usually, none of
the diverse groups’ views envisioned the achievement of shared resources and
mutual concerns for each other. All views were based on a premise that equity
means equal opportunities, not equal duties or obligations to each other and their
organization or community.
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From her work with these kinds of organizations, Bond (1999) identified the
requirements for creating heterogeneous functional groups within communities
or organizations. She built on a concept of constructive disconnection to enable
participants to incorporate multiple realities. These “both/and” perspectives (as
she called them) provided a basis for participants to believe that they could
simultaneously belong to their ethnic reference group, their work group, and an
overarching group such as the entire organization. That approach enabled them
to reach out and build connections within their work contexts. Bond cited
considerable evidence that success depended on the development of a culture
of communities. Such communities must value and respect diversity with its
multiple realities, connectedness with its focus on needs and demands of overall
unit goals, accountability for impact on others, and a willingness to deal with
being both connected and autonomous. In that process, people’s existing defini-
tions of reality have to be disrupted so they can build a new, diversity-based, and
multiple reality connectedness.

Bond (1999) provided an example of a problematic work setting. She
described it as characterized by individual empowerment, high job prestige, and
a homogeneous work group. It led to a “a strong, monolithic team culture based
on independence, focus on one’s own job, scanning the environment for its
impact on oneself, and the maintenance of a self-protective stance by denying
any more general responsibilities in this setting (e.g., ‘it’s not my job’) (p. 333).
Those settings allowed few opportunities for face-to-face discussions of team
issues, interdependence, or accountability to one another or the group’s goals.
NCDG individuals felt isolated and everyone, including management, was con-
strained from addressing ways to hold anyone accountable for broader issues.
Consequently, there was little accountability or movement toward forming a
sense of community in that type of work setting.

There are severe limitations in this example and in similar contexts for devel-
oping a prosocial community approach. Bond’s emphasis on the need to create a
culture of communities is consistent with the PRSC concept, but as she detailed,
such settings and work cultures were not designed for doing so (1999). Further,
as an outsider, her role placed her in the organizational hierarchy as an advocate
for accomplishing the organization’s goals which were presumably primarily
about work output, not quality of life. Nevertheless, the approach of creating a
culture of communities that was introduced into these kinds of situations is a step
toward a prosocial community orientation with its shared concern by the partici-
pants about everyone’s well-being as well as their output.

5.1.2. Protecting a PRSC from External Sanctions 
and Neutralizing Opponents

The three programs described in this section have been conducted by profession-
als who remained detached from the organizational community for whom they
were consulting. However, their consultations were directed at facilitating the
community oriented functioning of somewhat self-contained organizations or
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institutions that were situated in potentially hostile, larger societal contexts. The
tolerance, if not full support, of the larger setting was required for the effective
functioning of the consultee’s efforts. In each of these examples, an effort was
made to integrate two levels of community functioning.

5.1.2.1. A Community Rally

A succession of the Australian Motorcycle Grand Prix’s yearly rallies had grown
progressively violent in the face of the increasingly repressive riot-control
responses of the police. Veno and Veno (1992), who respectively had backgrounds
in community psychology and policing, were asked to assist in the development of
a violence prevention approach to that event. While a week long motorcycle
roundup might seem an unlikely context in which to form a prosocial community,
they largely accomplished that goal.

Veno and Veno (1992) described their approach as “reformist” on the assumption
that “positive change can occur through the altering of existing institutions and
practices to create a better society” (p. 74). In this case, they tried to accomplish
their goal by introducing more humane and less repressive policing tactics at the
event. They began with several assumptions, namely: (1) consensus is the best
form of conflict resolution; (2) situational factors need to be shaped to be conducive
of peace, not conflict; (3) the human resource skills of police need to be bolstered;
(4) a preventive approach to spectator violence is vital; and (5) it is essential to
develop and implement an appropriate public order policy.

It is noteworthy that none of these assumptions involved directly changing the
views of the rally participants. Research findings from previous rallies indicated
that the participants’ levels of frustration and alcohol consumption had contributed
to the high levels of violence. However, in the past when policing of these kinds
of public events was handled by the participants, violence was reduced. The Venos
(1992) built a violence prevention policy that addressed these factors and involved
both the police and motorcycle groups in working together. They arranged traffic
patterns to facilitate bikers’ access while minimizing disruption of other traffic.
Camping areas were privatized and operators were required to be licensed and take
on self-policing responsibilities. Security was developed for the campsites that
relied on a marshal system worked out with representatives of the motorcycle
groups. The marshals reported to a police command-center daily. In addition,
observers from the motorcycle riders’ community were trained by a representative
from the Health Department and their own community to confront and
contain sensationalist media personnel seeking to promote violence. Finally, the
participants were involved in designing and implementing a comprehensive plan
to evaluate the effectiveness of the violence prevention program. What this
program brought together was the integration of the activities of the police, health
officials, and others involved at the level of social planning with the bikers and
citizens at a locality development level. The civic leaders, functioning at the social
action level, did not seek to include the bikers’ organization in the community nor
did the bikers ask them do to so. On the other hand, they did not take action to
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exclude the bikers. They maintained the community’s status quo, simply provid-
ing permission for the rally and extending it for future rallies, presumably because
it was not destructive.

Overall, the plan was effective (Veno & Veno, 1992). There was a reduction in
arrests and traffic citations. Police ratings were favorably influenced. Residents
and spectators evaluated the event favorably and supported its return in the
following year. From a PRSC perspective, this event demonstrated that a collab-
orative prosocial community that was largely self-managed and monitored could
be created and sufficiently accepted by the larger community that their agencies
participated in protecting it from disruptive intrusions. It was a transient commu-
nity and yet one that gave evidence of being a PRSC in ways that increased the
probability that it and others like it can be successfully created and protected from
adverse outside pressures.

5.1.2.2. Overcoming Minority Under-Representation

Maton and Hrabowski (2004) focused on overcoming the under-representation
(relative to their percentage in the population) of African Americans who receive
their PhDs in natural science, technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM)
fields in the United States. They emphasized that this under representation is both
socially unjust and “detrimental to society’s long term vitality” (p. 547). They
also noted that substantially large numbers of African American students enter
college intending to major in these fields and with academic records and test
scores demonstrating their highly qualified capability. Yet, once admitted, some
unknown factors resulted in these students changing their majors or dropping out.

Maton and Hrabowski (2004) concluded that factors other than precollegiate
preparation and students’ abilities accounted for this discrepancy. They imple-
mented a strengths-based model that “builds on the existing strengths of talented
Black youth and transforms their academic and social environment” (p. 548). They
focused on creating high expectations and providing appropriate environmental
support. From relevant research, they identified four sets of factors as crucial to
meeting those two objectives, namely: academic and social integration, knowledge
and skill development, support and motivation, and monitoring and advising.

The ongoing Meyerhoff Scholars Program that Maton and Hrabowski (2004)
implemented includes fourteen different components with overlapping relation-
ships to the program’s broad objectives. The support that it provides ranges
from personalized monitoring to comprehensive financial support contingent
on maintaining a B average. Each student is paired with a faculty mentor in a
science profession. Academic and social integration are facilitated by bringing
students and their families to campus for recruitment weekends and continuing
to keep parents involved in social events and advised of their child’s progress.
In addition, support for the program is provided at all levels of the university
administration. Key faculty become involved in student recruitment and selec-
tion, and many faculty provide opportunities for laboratory experiences. Added
to these components are a mandatory summer program before the freshman
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year with courses in mathematics, science, African American Studies, and sub-
sequent summer research internships. As part of creating a family-like system
of academic and social support, all of the students live in the same residence
hall during their freshman year and are required to live on campus in subse-
quent years. Full-time advisors are available to provide regular monitoring and
support for personal and academic issues. The students are also encouraged to
participate in study groups and community activities.

As part of the ongoing effort to understand the factors that contribute to the
success of the program, Maton and Hrabowski (2004) studied the parenting and
contextual factors related to the early academic success of the program’s partici-
pants. They found that factors differ somewhat between males and females and
according to household conditions, personal attributes, and other circumstances.
Nevertheless, they found a characteristic configuration of relevant factors, includ-
ing determined and persistent parental engagement in their children’s academic
performance plus strict discipline and setting of limits about right and wrong.
These emphases occurred in a context of “child-focused love, support, communi-
cation, and modeling” (p. 552) plus an openness to communication about all kinds
of issues. To a greater extent, the successful students tended to be surrounded and
supported by extended family members, teachers, and their church community as
they were growing up. Active parental support for extracurricular activities and
encouragement of positive peer influences were also relevant.

The Meyerhoff Scholars Program’s graduates have been five times more likely
than comparable students to enter STEM area PhD programs. In Maton and
Hrabowski’s (2004) view, the combined influence of the program’s components
has contributed to this positive outcome. They noted that the program’s special-
ized focus on African American students led to resentment, so they opened the
program to other students early in its development. Still, most of the program’s
students are African American. While the high level of academic demands may
be counterproductive for some students and divert other students from important
careers such as medicine or social and behavioral science, the program has made
important strides in decreasing African American under representation in the
STEM fields and made other contributions as well.

Both the integrated elements of the Meyerhoff Scholar’s program and the com-
parably integrated family and community support are appropriately characterized
as prosocial community characteristics. That is, the program created contexts that
support and encourage the participants to be prosocially oriented. It did so by
immersing the students in activities that build on their positive attributes and
potentials while nesting those activities in a prosocially oriented context rather
than a self-centered and individualistic or competitive one. Participation in such
prosocially organized milieus also encourages and supports comparable orienta-
tions and behavior in everyone in the project. That is, the program encourages
everyone from the university administration to the faculty, staff, the students, their
families, and other students, to behave prosocially.

This program’s stated goals are to provide an opportunity for its students in the
STEM fields and to provide for a more representative set of participants in the
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broader STEM enterprise. Maton and Hrabowski (2004) argued that these poten-
tial scientists and leaders will add to a larger, highly educated, influential Black
leadership in society. These educators (Maton & Hrabowski, 2004) pointed out
that they also have an additional objective. They are disseminating their work to
a wide audience including policy makers, educators, parents, and children, by
“highlighting the positive academic potential of Black youth and countering the
negative stereotypical images that too often dominate public attention” (p. 548).
The worth of the specific goals of their program and its social change objectives
seem to have been well validated.

Those are important and worthwhile goals, and adopting a collaborative
prosocial structure and processes at the social planning and locality development
levels to accomplish them provide substantial support for the value of this
approach. However, from a prosocial community perspective the program has
several limitations. Specifically, it does not (a) contribute to creating a broader,
more comprehensive, prosocial community oriented society, or (b) lessen the
need to protect prosocially oriented students and programs from intrusion by
those who would oppose them in order to advance their own individualistic or
controlling objectives. This program was designed to solve a specific problem in
society and demonstrated its effectiveness at doing so, but its impact was limited
in that it was not designed to change the conditions that create such problems.
That is, this program engaged the students’ families and others with the students
in helping them to become resourceful participants in their education rather than
marginalized individuals in need of assistance. However, it has been sustained at
the social action level as a special program rather than as an integral part of a
prosocial university community structure for all of its programs.

5.1.2.3. Addressing a Particular Problem of Concern

Extending over nearly two decades, Olweus (1991) developed and evaluated a
Bullying Prevention Program. He did not set out to create prosocial communities
nor to become involved in them, but his research led him to construct a program
that is most commonly referred to by educators as a “whole school approach”
(Rigby & Bagshaw, 2003). Olweus’ program is built on the PRSC strategy of
incorporating everyone in each setting by addressing the problem of bullying in
a mutually supporting way rather than isolating the bullies and their targets and
focusing on them as perpetrators and victims.

Olweus was concerned with understanding the roots of prosocial and antiso-
cial behaviors, particularly antisocial aggression. In the 1970s, he began study-
ing bullying/victim problems in Scandinavian schools, defining bullying as
intentionally inflicting, or attempting to inflict, injury or discomfort on
another. By the 1980s, he had found that among students from ages eight to
sixteen, approximately 6% to 7% engaged in regular bullying of other students
and approximately 9% of that sample were victims. His early research had
indicated that two types of factors are important in the development of these
problems in individuals. They are: 1) “personality characteristics or typical
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reaction patterns, in combination with physical strength or weakness in the
case of boys”, and 2) “environmental factors, such as the attitudes, behavior,
and routines of relevant adults–in particular, teachers and principals” (Olweus,
1991, p. 14).

These findings led Olweus (1991) to develop bullying prevention programs
that incorporated attention to both sets of considerations. The programs were built
on several key principles:

First, create a school (and home) environment “characterized by warmth, positive interest,
and involvement from adults”.

Second, create a school (and home) environment characterized by “firm limits to unac-
ceptable behavior”.

Third, “in cases of violations of limits and rules, nonhostile, non-physical sanctions
should be consistently applied”. Included also are monitoring and surveillance in and out
of school.

Fourth, “adults are supposed to act as authorities at least in some respects” and serve
as positive role models. (p. 443)

A set of activities to create awareness and involvement and measures of both were
developed to implement these principles. They were introduced at the level of the
school, the class, and the individual. The program involved teachers and staff,
bullies and their victims, their parents, and the other children in the school.
Activities included making school playgrounds more attractive, creating teacher
groups to develop better classroom climates, establishing class rules and sanc-
tions against bullying plus praise for prosocial behavior, cooperative learning,
common positive activities, serious talks with bullies and other children with and
without their parents, and discussion groups with the parents. Emphasis was
placed on increasing everyone’s awareness of and knowledge about bullying/
victim issues, actively involving parents and teachers, and providing support and
protection for the victims (Olweus, 1991).

Olweus (2003) found that by 2001 the numbers involved in bullying in the
society had grown by sixty five percent and the number bullied by fifty percent.
In his view and that of his colleagues, the increase was because of the society’s
changing social conditions. By that time, research and holistic community pro-
grams in numerous other countries had addressed this serious and apparently
growing problem in similar ways by adapting Olweus’ program to their local
conditions. Although it was implemented in a range of countries, its core
elements were retained. Over time, Olweus’ approach has been found to be effec-
tive in reducing bullying and related behaviors in any location where it is used,
even as bullying increased in the society overall. The principles and the patterns
of implementing them endorsed the creation of a prosocial collaborative
link between the social planning and locality development levels in these commu-
nities and a prosocial sense of individual conduct on the part of everyone involved
at those two levels.

Still, there were problems associated with Olweus’ efforts. Victims were more
protected, but more likely to be helped at school than on the way to and from
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home. In addition, the parents of bullies and their victims were more reluctant
than others to participate (Olweus, 1992). Rigby and Bagshaw (2003) noted that
in individualistic Australia, there was more resistance to adopting this approach
than in, for example, Norway. Also, they found that among young adolescents
(middle school years in the USA), a substantial percentage of students were skep-
tical of the teachers’ interest in and skill at controlling bullying, and thus more
resistant to the teachers’ involvement. This approach was used in many settings
and designed to be implemented by each school site rather than by an active con-
sultant who immersed him/herself in all of the participating school systems. We
are left not knowing how having an involved person to guide the implementation
of this approach could have affected these efforts. Such difficulties suggest that
further study is needed to identify what the minimal requirements are for guiding
the installment of a prosocial community-oriented approach in community based
institutions such as the schools. However, it demonstrated that including the com-
munity at a locality development level in conjunction with social planning
changes in the school system and other relevant agencies did successfully reduce
the incidence of antisocial aggression and facilitate the development of prosocial
interactions, particularly among school children. As with the other projects, these
programs did not lead to substantial prosocial social action changes in the soci-
eties in which they were implemented.

5.2. The Prosocial Effect when Consultants Become Involved

A crucial step in creating a context in which teams will work across differences
within organizations or communities is shifting the focus and arrangements in
projects. That is, fostering interdependence, team accountability, defined goals
for the enterprise, and sensitivity to the impact of members on each other can be
transformative. All CDG and NCDG members also need to be made aware of
their interdependence and learn that being inclusive is to their mutual benefit.
Because consultants are more likely to have the perspective and skills to foster
these developments, they often assume or are assigned the role of facilitating
changes, but doing so requires that they become engaged with the community.
Traditional views must be disrupted to permit the creation of successive, self-
renewing relationships that connect workers across newly legitimized multiple
perspectives. For example, people’s multiple realities and differences are embed-
ded in circumstances that have rendered some of the people less visible than
others. As mentioned earlier, that situation must be changed so that all of the
participants can grasp that there is not just one way to view or do things and that
having “both/and” perspectives is of superior value.

Over time, the ongoing development of mini-prosocial communities within
the broader cultural context of individualism are needed to stimulate and model the
nature and benefits of a prosocial orientation. However, the individualistic focus on
identity and autonomy which permeates psychology, as well as almost everything
else in the communities and societies of the Western world, inevitably limits and



usually defeats such efforts. Individualistic sameness means keeping the status quo
by treating everyone as though they are alike. In contrast, a PRSC perspective
means treating each person in the particular way that leads to his/her getting a fair
share of resources and a sense of interdependence and connectedness. In order to
create and sustain even small PRSCs within larger, individualistic societal contexts,
those involved have to continue protecting their established PRSCs until they can
become largely self-contained units. The review of the projects described in the rest
of this section is focused on those two concerns and a third one. That is, we will
also examine how and whether small prosocial community oriented projects can
eventually change the larger contexts in which they are nested.

5.2.1. Resolving a Major Community Conflict

This first example is particularly clear about the necessity for change agents to
become at least limited members of a community and acknowledge their invest-
ment in it in order to create a prosocial community orientation. Although it was
not their original intent, Bishop and Syme (1992) found it necessary to assume at
least limited membership in a rural Australian community. They had expected to
be involved only to investigate and recommend potential actions to resolve a
major community conflict. They found that if they assumed a detached role, it
would effectively end their efforts and prohibit accomplishment of their contrac-
tual goals. As they described the dilemma they faced, the “methodological and
theoretical issues raised. . . .include the risks involved in participant conceptual-
izing, allowing methodology to evolve during the research process, substantive
theorizing [considering context], ethics, and the importance of history in influ-
encing realistic roles for psychologists” (p. 93). That is, Bishop and Syme could
not maintain a detached outsider position and manage all of the aspects of the
project process and meet their goals. They had to acknowledge that the project
belonged to the community. They could jump in and help guide the process or
they could stay apart and admit failure. They decided to become engaged with the
community by combining the roles of collaborator, participant-conceptualizer,
and citizen of the community itself in order to carry out the project.

They had been asked by the regional development authority of a small shire
(county) in southwest Australia to “address what the community should aim
towards by the end of the century in the face of imminent social change”. Issues
included “housing, tourism, the environment, land use and settlement patterns,
arts and culture, social services, services for youth, and employment, industry and
commerce” (Bishop & Syme, 1992, p. 94). The original plan was to gather rele-
vant data through a series of workshops and make a set of recommendations to
the community. That approach proved ineffective because of the diversity and
consequent conflicts in the community. Those conflicts were primarily due to
differences between the traditionally conservative primary producers and small
business people and the more environmentally conscious “greenies”. The former
were longer term residents who had endured privation and endorsed it as legit-
imizing their view. The latter, who had arrived more recently, were a combination
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of more affluent people and some recently arrived and less affluent, counter-
culture activists.

Initially, the research team planned to interview only those in each group who
were directly involved to provide a data base to inform their recommendations
(Bishop and Syme, 1992). However, once they started they were soon over-
whelmed by requests for community input and by the heat of the conflict. They
revised their approach, collected opinions from all sides on the housing issue, and
then persuaded the opponents and relevant agencies to discuss the findings. They
also met with and involved the leaders of the various factions in using existing
formal and informal community processes to work out an acceptable solution.

They revised their research approach to allow for more flexibility and respon-
siveness. Archival data were collected and analyzed to enable them to better
respond to these issues in light of the community’s history. Community group
surveys focused on the groups’ and people’s histories, roles, and organizational
patterns, the futures people expected in and for their group and the community,
and other issues that needed addressing.

The research team then focused on their broader objective of providing guide-
lines for community development (Bishop & Syme, 1992). Meeting this objective
required that they be seen as equally open to hearing both sides. They could not sit
back and reserve judgment; they had to provide feedback and recommendations to
everyone as issues and ideas emerged. Recommended actions were limited to
those that the community judged to be achievable. A discussion document was
prepared and circulated as a basis for small group workshops designed to examine
the issues, problems the community presented, resources needed, potential solu-
tions, and who would be responsible for change.

Results of these workshops were used as a basis for findings and recommenda-
tions which were presented to the Shire (County) Council, the Director of the
Regional Authority (sponsor of the project), and the local press. This meeting
accomplished several goals. It enabled the Council and others to express their
views openly to the research team and get their reactions. That dialogue, in turn,
allowed the Council members to work through their feelings and differences,
move on to a careful examination of the report, and consider how they could build
on it in the interests of the community. The meeting also enabled the Council and,
at least indirectly, the community to take ownership of the report and ask the
research team to help with planning its implementation.

This approach presented some atypical problems for the research team. By
becoming participant conceptualizers, they had become members of the commu-
nity to some extent. For example, once they became engaged, they were reluctant
to ask directly for feedback on the effectiveness of their work since they did not
want to be seen as seeking congratulations. They turned primarily to public media
such as newspaper reports to examine how effectively they had followed their
own ethical guidelines (Bishop & Syme, 1992).

Further, Bishop and Syme had traded controlling power for collaboration and
enabled the community and its members to empower themselves and also become
collaborators. Consequently, as they expressed it, “the methodology developed as
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the project developed. The process of self-reflection on the part of the researchers
as information was received was an integral part of our participant conceptualiza-
tion. It has its costs for we were vulnerable to mistakes and criticisms by the
community even when we were convinced we were right” (Bishop & Syme,
1992, p. 106). Further, “the nature of the research itself was a vehicle for commu-
nity participation” (p. 107). This shift to collaborative participation with the com-
munity became an integral part of the process enabling them to achieve the
project’s objectives.

As reflected in these psychologists’ retrospective view, they had achieved at
least two major outcomes. First, their work led them to identify how they and the
community needed to proceed to resolve the issues confronting them. In addition,
they began to shift from being traditional, objective observers to becoming par-
ticipant conceptualizers. They embedded themselves in the community and
worked collaboratively with it to make it a prosocial community. The approaches
that they used were highlighted in the principles they drew from the project.

From a broader perspective, this project illustrates why the community partic-
ipation of change agents is needed if they are to successfully participate in
formulating and influencing change. Change agents can help guide powerful and
powerless segments of the community move toward constructive solutions that
are responsive to everyone’s issues. For example, they can use dialogue and the
research processes to persuade them to accept conflict as healthy and to respect
and resolve their differences. That is, change can be accomplished only by creat-
ing a ‘resilient community’ that can tolerate diversity of opinion. A more specific
consequence is that the community’s goal can shift from seeking utopian solu-
tions to working out ways of managing conflicting and competing demands that
take into account the community’s history and coping strategies.

A successful community needs a code of ethics that is consistent with its over-
all well-being rather than one that is individualistically oriented. In particular,
change agent leaders must adopt and follow that code. In this instance, Bishop
and Syme (1992) followed and advocated two general rules of justice formulated
originally by Rawls (1971). First, “the greatest equal liberty principle” holds that
each person and group is entitled to the greatest individual liberty consistent with
supplying the same freedom for others. Second, social and economic inequities
are addressed in ways that are to everyone’s advantage, particularly those least
well off, and those imbalances are attached to positions to which everyone can
aspire equally.

Bishop and Syme’s approach built on Rawl’s principles in ways that enabled
the residents to begin investing in their community and come to see it and them-
selves as prosocial. It became what these psychologists called a resilient commu-
nity. Although Bishop and Syme (1992) had not begun the project with that
objective, they learned that they had to develop a framework for the community
and its members continued joint prosocial functioning. Unfortunately, there were
two important limitations to their ad hoc approach. They had not explicitly
worked out for themselves and with the community a way to meaningfully
withdraw their membership, nor had they considered how the community could
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continue to fill their role in ways that would help sustain its prosocial function-
ing. Thus, although this approach successfully combined locality development,
social planning, and even some social action elements as the civic leaders
assumed ownership of the project and sought to carry it out, it fell short of creat-
ing the social action changes of establishing a formal collaborative prosocial
structure and self-governing processes to sustain itself as a prosocial community.
A prosocial community cannot survive without sustaining its ongoing investment
in the well-being of the entire community and maintaining community processes
and leadership to serve that purpose.

5.2.2. Creating an Alternative Setting

Goldenberg (1971) reported on his work with the Residential Youth Center
(RYC) and its program in New Haven, Connecticut. It was designed to create a
setting that would provide a supporting framework for addressing individual and
social limitations and inequities facing inner city youth. That is, the Center was
to provide a context for the development of prosocial community-oriented
endeavors, an approach very different from what was usually followed in that
kind of environment. Consequently, this alternative setting project is discussed in
more detail here than was the case in Chapter Four because the RYC project
focused on changing more than one level of society as its goal.

The RYC was undertaken as an experimental and demonstration project sup-
ported by funds from the United States Department of Labor as part of its War on
Poverty. That agency’s guiding belief was that the needs of the poor could be met
by creating a variety of “opportunity” programs to enable them to break out of their
self-perpetuating cycle of poverty and become part of “the so-called mainstream of
American life” (Goldenberg, 1971, p. 117). Locally, the RYC was administered
through Community Progress, Incorporated (CPI), a community action agency
formed to “fulfill the needs of New Haven’s poor” (p. 20) and carried out in
conjunction with Yale University’s Psycho-Educational clinic.

This project was created as an alternative setting within a manpower-oriented
center to evaluate the degree to which its innovative approach could facilitate the
rehabilitation and development of disadvantaged youth and their families. That
goal is laudable and their achievement was impressive. Most instructive here is
what the project’s participants, structures, and processes can tell us about the for-
mation, nature, and role of prosocial communities. Therefore, a number of
aspects of this program are described in the following paragraphs.

The Design. The local youth included in the RYC program were selected using
ratings based on pooled judgments from a variety of community agencies familiar
with them. The RYC opened by taking in the 20 male youths between the ages
of 16 and 21 judged to have the “greatest number of problems and the longest his-
tories of social, vocational, educational, and personal failure” (Goldenberg, 1971,
p. 395). The 20 youths who ranked next worst on those criteria were chosen
to serve as a control group. Both groups of youth were then tested, assessed,
and interviewed on behavioral (work, income, and community behavior,
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i.e., involvement with the law) and attitudinal (perceptions of self and society,
alienation and trust, skills at manipulating the world) measures. Follow up testing
occurred after 6 and 12 months with participation in the RYC program serving as
the experimental intervention.

Results were compiled for vocational functioning, attitude change, and com-
munity behavior. Although they were highly complex, the overall patterns can be
summarized. The work opportunities available to most of the youth in both
groups were with CPI’s Basic Work Crews (an elementary supervised experience
combining work and remedial education). Vocationally, the RYC youth improved
in work attendance, attained higher work status, and increased their income lev-
els. Attitudinally, they became less alienated and authoritarian, Machiavellian but
no less trusting, and adopted a more positive world view. The Controls tended to
remain unchanged or drop to lower levels vocationally. They became more alien-
ated, unchanged in authoritarianism and Machiavellianism, less trusting, and
more negative about the world. With regard to community behavior, the RYC
youth showed significant decreases in number of arrests and time spent in jail
during this period while the Controls changed in the other direction. Thus, the
RYCs had worse records on both measures before the study began, but had
improved to be significantly better than the Controls by the six month point of the
study. The RYC experience seemed to have a much needed, powerful, personal
and prosocial impact (Goldenberg, 1971). What underlay that experience, what
was it like, how did it work, and what were its limitations?

The inspiration. The RYC program’s organization grew, in part, out of its effort
to create an alternative to what were seen as the self-defeating growth patterns in
the CPI, the parent organization that was incorporating more and more commu-
nity-oriented programs (Goldenberg, 1971). With its growth, CPI was shifting
away from its innovative, experience-based way of working and becoming a more
typical, hierarchical bureaucratic organization. Credentials, job titles, and formal
duties began to supplant in importance people’s intrinsic interest in their work and
their ability to relate to and work with inner city people and their problems. It was
becoming an organization in which individuals were expendable and replaceable,
and the community residents were viewed as clients with problems, not people
struggling with difficult circumstances.

RYC’s project designers concluded that meeting its central goal would require
the creation of an appropriate organization and setting. A context was developed
to foster the kinds of behavior in the people conducting the program that were the
same as the desired goals for the participants. Otherwise put, “if people, regard-
less of their background or levels of formal preparation, were involved in what for
them were meaningful, intrinsically gratifying, and growth-producing human
service activities, the results could not help but be beneficial to the clients with
whom they were engaged” (Goldenberg, 1971, p. 124). As Goldenberg later
summarized, “we were, for better or worse, engaged in the process of creating a
community–not a therapeutic one in the narrow sense of the term, and certainly
not one devoted solely or primarily to meeting the needs of its ‘clients’, but a
community that would enable all its members to participate in a series of
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extended growth experiences” (p. 152). They undertook the creation of a fully
collaborative, open-ended, growth oriented program which was consistent with
and could accomplish their desired goals.

They set out to create a prosocial community rather than creating prosocial ele-
ments within the traditional RYC program structure. They formed a horizontal
organization in which the staff could

(1) learn from one another in a situation characterized by reciprocity and mutuality;
(2) develop a clinical sensitivity and perspective that was both individually and collectively
helpful; (3) pursue and retrieve the kind of training that would facilitate the assumption
and utilization of personal responsibility; and (4) work and live in an atmosphere of
interpersonal openness and trust. (Goldenberg, 1971, p. 127f).

RYC did have an official organizational structure and job titles, primarily to pro-
vide external legitimacy. However, the program was designed to erase the distinc-
tion between staff and clients as being two different kinds of people and to do so
similarly among the staff. Everyone–staff, clients, clients’ families–was to be
regarded as a person with troubles and as trying to find meaning, relatedness, and
a sense of competence in a sometimes incomprehensible world. Each individual
came to be seen as a resource as well as a person in need of other resources. All
staff shared job functions including administrative duties, clinical responsibili-
ties, housekeeping activities, and live-in supervisory duties.

Most of the staff, the clients, and their families had previous experiences with
society’s formal help and control systems and had been alienated by those inter-
actions. Thus, everyone’s participation included their shared belief in the need for
a different approach and their willingness to take the risks involved to create an
alternative setting, a prosocial kind of community. It was to be a community
where staff and clients could work together and facilitate the development of a
more constructive sense of individual responsibility within their lives and rela-
tionships. Consequently, the staff members’ way of viewing themselves and
others and interacting with them was considered to be more important than any
particular skills and credentials they might possess. It was commonly assumed
that they could accomplish their goals only by instituting a community that
“would enable all of its members to participate in a series of extended growth
experiences” (Goldenberg, 1971, p. 152).

The process. The RYC adopted a variant of sensitivity group training to create
the kind of community that was envisioned as essential to accomplishing their
goals (Goldenberg, 1971). It enabled people to share their problems in closed,
confidential group meetings among the staff, the residents, and various combina-
tions of both. However, the participants were not strangers and they were not
meeting in an isolated context. The few professionals and the more numerous
non-professionals met as part of their ongoing organizational activities with the
group leader who was also part of the organization and subject to the group
process. The participants knew that the problems they faced could never be
solved but could be worked with if they were faced openly and regularly in a self-
reflective and self-correcting way. Everyone would necessarily be involved
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in interactions and some would have clinical problems. All would have to develop
some clinical sensitivity and skills. Fortunately, doing so would enhance their
ability to see themselves through the eyes of others and develop everyone’s per-
sonal competence and interpersonal effectiveness along with the group’s cohe-
siveness. Finally, this approach enabled them to acquire research data that would
provide a record to prevent them from getting trapped by their own history.
Overall, they judged that the most important function that these group meetings
served for RYC was to enable people to talk among themselves “without fear and
without regrets” (Goldenberg, p. 220).

The complexities of change. The interlocking goals of the RYC included focus-
ing public resources on how to construct a setting and process that would result
in solving major problems (Goldenberg, 1971). The RYC’s concern was with the
problems faced by the inner city poor within the affluent society of the United
States. Their approach assumed that the goals could be accomplished only by
engaging everyone in a shared effort to find common purpose in their humanity
and to work together on the basis of trust and openness.

In evaluating the impact of this approach it is important to ask how the staff
and RYC’s ways of functioning changed and how those differences affected the
staff. Some of the relevant answers are largely impressionistic (Goldenberg,
1971). The staff was initially skeptical of their ability to function clinically, but
they increasingly came to value, enjoy, and feel competent in their growing
abilities as they saw improvements in the youths with whom they worked and
heard the supportive judgments of their colleagues. In contrast, they initially felt
confident that they could undertake administrative duties, but never came to view
administrative duties as intrinsically gratifying. Overall, the staff developed a
strong sense of personal ownership of the setting and even invested their “free”
time in it (Goldenberg, 1971). In that sense, their approach did seem to create for
them a sense of belonging to a prosocial community.

Unfortunately, the staff’s commitment to personal ownership of the RYC cre-
ated conflicts with the surrounding community, i.e., CPI, the Psycho-Educational
Clinic, and the federal administration (Goldenberg, 1971). At times those agen-
cies either would not or legally could not respond to anyone except formally
designated individuals such as the Director. This issue effectively disallowed the
legitimacy of everyone else. Another difficulty rose with regard to the families of
staff, particularly wives, who felt increasingly left out as their spouses became
more immersed in the RYC program. Structural problems such as formal status
and income differentials created friction over perceived differences in work load
(versus status and income). Lower status workers sometimes had larger case loads
than supervisors, so they questioned their lower pay.

Even if the participants had desired to change these external constraints and
known what kind of change they wanted, the controlling agencies would not have
permitted them. As Goldenberg noted, the War on Poverty was not set up to
change society; the RYC program was. In that regard, the RYC was unable to
solve the problem any such alternative setting faces. That is, the problem of how
to relate to and protect itself from the intrusion of potentially destructive outside
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forces. Overall RYC’s effect on its broader context was uneven at best
(Goldenberg, 1971).

It is also important to know whether the staff was changed in ways that pro-
vided personal and professional growth for them. Without longitudinal data, that
question could not be answered. The staff did regress to a desire for authoritative
leadership in decision making when crises arose. On the other hand, pre-post
questionnaire data indicated that the staff generally became less alienated over the
twelve month period studied. A number of staff did move on to advanced posi-
tions in RYC and other agencies. As noted above, one of the external constraints
on this type of development was the social structures designed to resist upgrad-
ing of personnel without traditional educational credentials (Goldenberg, 1971).

Summary of Residential Youth Project. The synopsis presented here is only a
sketchy account of what was a most thoughtful, insightful, and self-conscious,
comprehensive attempt to change a context and its people. The objective was
to overcome the chronic systemic, personal, and interpersonal destruction of dis-
advantaged youth and RYC staff. This project began by assuming that what
transpires in any situation is a product of its people, their processes of interacting,
and the structure itself. Consequently, people must collaboratively change them-
selves, their processes, and that structure or they will work against themselves,
each other, and their goals. The change process has to be a holistic one in which
the change agents who lead it become an integral part of it. In fact, they can only
lead by becoming as open to change and as vulnerable as the others. In that way,
they model the collaborative prosocial effort.

The RYC project was of a limited scope, and the empirical findings in support
of its validity were tentative. However, it confirmed that working with markedly
alienated and antisocial individuals does have an individual and collective proso-
cial growth effect. The project provided substantial support for the belief that the
interpersonal dynamics of the participants were indeed central to its success. The
approach that provided a basis for trust and openness in communication among
all of its members without regard to their roles or status was the creation of a con-
text and mechanism (sensitivity groups) for addressing those dynamics.

Overall, RYC’s seminal importance is far greater than its specific accomplish-
ments and limitations. Its noteworthy achievements included pioneering an
approach that stands as a unique model for the potentials and problems of such
an undertaking. Although it illustrated that creating a prosocial community is the-
oretically possible in a difficult context, in reality only its social planning and
locality development undertakings were successful. What finally led to its demise
was the difficulty in this particular context of developing and implementing social
action policies that could sustain it and resist the countervailing pressures of the
surrounding context in which it was nested.

Even so, the RYC had a demonstrable prosocial impact on the youth who
were enrolled. It also provided an experience that enabled several of its staff to
advance to positions of greater responsibility and leadership in other agencies.
These individuals then had an opportunity to create new settings and programs
with similar prosocial approaches and objectives. That is, their RYC participation
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had provided them with the capacity for continued professional growth as role
models and leadership for helping to create prosocial approaches in other
environments. Also demonstrated was that participants, including the policy
makers and leaders, in a prosocial community effort have to become involved;
they cannot remain detached. Everyone must participate openly and become
vulnerable as individuals as well as in their official capacities. To create a new
setting, everyone must acculturate just as people do when they immigrate to a
new culture. In this instance, outside forces more than the participants’ resistance
to prosocial community assimilation hampered the RYC’s development as a
prosocial community.

5.3. Relevant Efforts

Probably no one has invested as much thought and effort as Sarason to learning
how to create new settings and enterprises and then sustain and realize the initial
hopes and energies generated in them. He has consistently focused on ways to
change society in order to reduce human miseries and improve the quality of
people’s individual and collective lives. As the Director of the Yale Psycho-
Educational Clinic, he was a significant figure in the creation and operation of the
Residential Youth Center project and a mentor of Goldenberg. Sarason discussed
at length the creation of the RYC and Goldenberg’s unique role in it as part of his
1972 book about creating alternative settings. His central thesis was that most
approaches to creating alternative settings and analyses of those settings were
based on a utopian perspective. Critiques of them have, in turn, focused on those
settings as though they were supposed to be fully formed utopias. Little attention
has been paid to examining the processes of their formation. Consequently, the
critiques have ignored the actual detailed nature and history of each setting,
where it was installed, the history of the people creating it and of those for whom
it was purportedly intended, and the process itself. No critiques took into account
that the involved people may have brought the flaws with them that doomed the
setting. The creators of those settings did not view themselves as part of the set-
ting and as needing to be as open to change as others in it. Sarason argued that
for these reasons, the problems they identify and set out (largely unsuccessfully)
to resolve, proliferate as do the programs and professionals.

Sarason (1972) emphasized that people who are involved in ongoing efforts to
create social change need to be personally engaged in them in order to gain
general knowledge and to become educated and proficient at using needed
professional and research skills. He rejected the conventional wisdom that both
knowledge and skill should or could be acquired from a stance of detachment and
isolation from involvement in the ongoing reality. Sarason focused on creating
new settings because he believed that their nature determines much of what
happens and what can be accomplished in them. He also believed that people’s
interactions are important attributes of a setting, so he emphasized the value of
creating resource networks as a vehicle for prosocial changes.
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Sarason provides a useful reminder that, although projects such as those dis-
cussed here are flawed, they make important steps forward.

Wherever new knowledge and understanding will take us is not predictable. It is hard to
accept the fact that the more you know the more you need to know and that it is an end-
less procession that does not end in a utopia. There will always be problems. This is the
consequence of all new knowledge just as it should be part of the perceived reality of all
those who create settings today and dream of future societies. (Sarason, 1972, p. 284).

Sarason (1972) left us with what he sees as an insoluble problem. He argued that
the core dynamics of resource networks can function only in informal networks,
not formal ones. He felt that if those involved try to create formal structures, they
will defeat their purpose. At the same time, he viewed formal bureaucracies as
being opposed to the creation and spread of resource networks. That dilemma
must be resolved if anyone is going to successfully create communities that
can maintain themselves while also retaining their capacity for creativity and
self-renewal.

Creating and sustaining prosocial communities and people who value them is
a never ending process. Doing so requires creating interrelationships between
formal and informal organizations (networks) within communities and across
entire societies. It also requires involving all elements of a community in a shared
commitment to nurturing the well-being of others as well as themselves and the
prosocial community structure and processes.

5.4. Comments

In this chapter, we can again include Alan and Beth as active participants in their
own lives and in shaping their life contexts. It may seem artificial in closing this
chapter to try to imagine Alan and Beth placed arbitrarily in each of these
settings, but doing so highlights how different contexts impact on new people
thrust into them. What they can do and how they are changed will differ in differ-
ent contexts. How the people in the situations are affected by their presence will
also depend both on them and the nature of the context. Further, those interactive
effects are likely to have the greatest impact on the new people entering the situ-
ation, particularly young people who are just forming their adult psychosocial
competence styles.

In some of these programs, Alan and Beth would have been accorded active
agent status for themselves but not as full participants. They did not seek careers
in the STEM field’s program of Maton and Hrabowski, but had they done so they
would have been incorporated into a supportive prosocial environment. However,
they would not have been included as active participants in shaping that commu-
nity. In contrast, had they been assigned to teach in a school which had a bully-
ing prevention program of the type Olweus had developed, they would have been
included in creating a prosocial and supportive environment and been active
participants in carrying out the program.
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In their present life situations, Alan and Beth would not be participants in or
influenced by the types of work situations Bond described or settings such as the
motorcycle rally on which Veno and Veno focused. However, new participants in
those situations would be accorded an active role in managing both their own
roles and the process of solving the problems those groups faced. As new teach-
ers, had Alan and Beth gone to the Australian community where Bishop and
Syme were involved, they would immediately have been eligible to participate
and contribute their unique perspectives as full participants in the community and
in solving its problems. Finally, they would have been most fully engaged had
they participated directly in Goldenberg’s RYC program and, at least peripherally,
if they had become teachers in the inner city schools that interacted with that pro-
gram. However, it was the formal rules and roles of external local and federal
agencies interacting with the RYC’s prosocial community orientation that pre-
sented the most substantial threats to Alan and Beth’s and their students’ personal
and professional development.

In spite of the somewhat uneven development of these programs and their
limitations, it seems evident throughout these projects that their prosocial
community attributes strengthens them and enriches the potential benefits that
Alan and Beth can receive from participation in them. Creating a milieu in which
all of its participants are respected and viewed as resourceful contributors pro-
vides more possibilities for new people like Alan and Beth to contribute to and
gain from them. Further, those interactive effects are likely to have their greatest
impact on the new people entering the situation, particularly young people who
are just forming their adult psychosocial competence styles. Calling attention to
them focuses us again on the reality that the people in and those entering any
context do so as complex and diverse individuals with distinctive histories
and natures.
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6
A Guide for Establishing
Prosocial Communities

Many communities are not organized to provide a rewarding quality of life for all
of their people, nor if they do reach that goal, can they sustain or enhance that
quality over time. The initial section of this chapter summarizes reasons for using
the Transcultural Ethnic Validity/Prosocial Community formulation as a model
when seeking to meet and sustain prosocial goals in community development.
That conclusion rests on the fact that this prosocially oriented approach is respon-
sive to factors that, when ignored, have led to failures such as those mentioned in
the earlier chapters. That is, it rests on a different, overall perspective about
individuals, their communities, and their interrelationships.

As we have seen in the previous chapters, past approaches to community
development have characteristically been designed to change one aspect of either
individual behavior or of a community or society’s mode of functioning without tak-
ing the broader context into consideration. Such narrowly focused efforts to change
individuals, no matter how well conceived, often led to unexpected outcomes and
failures because they ignored the contextual factors. Similarly, contextually based
endeavors have yielded undesirable outcomes because they did not consider the
characteristics of the involved individuals. It is now time to look closely at the details
of the Prosocial Community model and understand how it directs our thinking and
expands our entire approach so that we consider both the context and the individual.

This Chapter describes how this action-integrated framework supports the
creation of prosocial communities. To accomplish that objective requires develop-
ing and using two sets of approaches in coordination with each other. The first set
is directed at (a) facilitating the perspectives and skills required to understand the
nature of a prosocial community, and (b) integrating its program development activ-
ities in the three levels of development, i.e., locality development, social planning,
and social action. The second set of approaches is focused on (a) conceptualizing
and developing coordinated activities (psychosocial competence patterns) that
respond to the perspectives, capabilities, and needs of the individuals involved (i.e.,
ethnically valid), while also (b) facilitating the development of the contexts in
which they live in a way that is (c) encouraging of peoples’ conduct and their
programs to adopt and implement a resource exchange and enhancement style that
will build a prosocial community.



6.1. Three Levels of Action

In Chapter Two I described three basic levels of action (social action, social plan-
ning, and locality development) that need to function in concert for us to con-
struct and sustain prosocial communities. Although past and current community
development efforts have sometimes referred to one or two of these areas of con-
cern, it is essential that actions at all three levels be simultaneously developed or
the project or program is not likely to last. Because of their frequent central
importance, we need to revisit these three action levels. Briefly, social action
refers to policy activities of civic leaders. Social planning is professional and
management activities to implement policies on behalf of the community. Local
action is the individual and shared activities of citizens to solve the problems they
face in their lives in the community. To make it clear what each part adds, it is
useful to first describe them separately in order to highlight the strengths and lim-
itations of each level. We can also then see how to facilitate the prosocially ori-
ented development of each part. Most of the attention in the literature has been
paid to social planning activities, perhaps not surprisingly since social action and
social planning are where the behavioral, social, and health sciences and profes-
sions direct their programmatic energies. For that reason, I will discuss social
action and social planning first, and then turn to local action.

6.1.1. Social Action, Social Planning, 
and Locality Development

Social action refers to the policy activities that a community’s civic leaders
engage in to influence the nature of life in the community. Their actions become
prosocial when civic leaders define themselves and their interests as being shared
with others in the community, and they shape their policies accordingly. Civic
leaders who adopt a prosocial orientation expect to participate in the community.
They utilize their positions and resources to initiate and support social actions
that contribute to the community’s quality of life and enrichment as a prosocial
community. Further, social actions have a reciprocity effect on the other levels of
development as civic leaders engage in programs and projects that contribute to
changes at social planning and locality development levels.

Social planning activities are those carried out by professionals, administra-
tors, and other qualified people who, in their societally intermediate positions of
responsibility, apply their expertise within the community’s laws and regulations
to (a) influence civic leaders to develop prosocial policies, (b) develop plans and
programs to implement policies, and (c) carry out activities such as teaching,
counseling, and providing housing to serve the needs of people in the community.
When, because of their professional skills and perspectives, these change agents
define themselves as separate from the rest of the community and become
focused on protecting and advancing their own status, they stop functioning in a
prosocial way. However, when they define themselves as part of the community
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and apply their skills in ways that advance the quality of life in the community,
they contribute to its prosocial development.

Locality Development is the term for the organized activities of members of a
community who join together as individuals in a shared effort to address common
problems. For example, individuals in a devalued, non culture-defining group
(NCDG) may be excluded from educational and employment opportunities or
their housing choices may be restricted to areas with inadequate housing and city
services. When they join together to try to resolve the problems that they face
because of their marginalization, they are engaging in locality development.

It is difficult to keep these levels of activity separate as they are intertwined in
most ongoing enterprises. Individuals involved in social change activities may
function primarily at one of these levels, but also try to influence changes at other
levels. For example, school teachers (whose primary role is at the level of social
planning) not only work out ways to organize and implement the curriculum
(social planning), they may try to influence the community’s educational policies
(social action), and also participate with students in formal and informal activities
to make their education more meaningful and enjoyable (locality development).
The following paragraphs provide a number of research studies and programs that
illustrate the ways these levels of action are ignored, implemented, or interrelated.
They also show how those differences influence the effectiveness of those stud-
ies and programs. For example, in a program in Munich, Germany, children were
organized to do research and make recommendations about providing opportuni-
ties to play safely in their neighborhood. Their participation was successful and
valued at the community level, but often devalued and rebuffed by city officials
(Stark, 1992).

Studies of the development of individual morality have yielded findings that
point to the crucial importance of locality development in the formation of proso-
cial communities. Krebs and Denton (2005) recently reviewed Kohlberg’s (1969)
classic cognitive-developmental model of morality. His model emphasizes the
invariant evolution of ever more abstract principles of moral reasoning as people’s
cognitive capacities develop. For example, infants are guided by Level One
morality, responding only to discipline. Morally-developed adults respond to
questions of morality at Level Five, with abstract reasoning that leads to making
choices by evaluating, for example, the relative right to property versus the right
to life. Further, Kohlberg’s model assumes that each person’s moral decisions will
usually be made on the basis of the highest level of moral reasoning that person
has achieved. That is, Kohlberg believed that adults will not make moral decisions
based on different levels of moral reasoning in different situations, even though
doing so might change their situation or their personal lives substantially in
positive ways.

Krebs and Denton’s (2005) more pragmatic model includes attention to
people’s affective considerations (their feelings, motives, and purposes) as well as
their cognitions in making moral judgments. They summarized the basis of this
framework as: “people make moral judgments and engage in moral behaviors to
induce themselves and others to uphold systems of cooperative exchange that
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help them achieve their goals and advance their interests” (p. 629). Krebs and
Denton’s extensive research demonstrated that abstract reasoning, as conceptualized
in Kohlberg’s approach, has only a low level of relationship with morality-based
choices. Instead, they found that peoples’ real-life moral choices were more
closely related to their personal involvement and consequences of their choices
than to their achieved level of moral reasoning.

Whether moral choices are considered to be based on cognition alone or some
combination of cognitive and affective factors, both views share a major primary
premise. Their advocates agree that the basis for developing morality is coopera-
tion and the maintenance of social networks. As Krebs and Denton’s (2005)
research supports, people are attuned to and motivated by their understanding that
cooperation is essential to their own well-being. People experience conflicts
between maximizing their own self-interests and strengthening their social
networks, although in the long run, focusing on the latter strengthens those net-
works and also advances their own personal interests.

People at all stages of moral maturity use moral judgments in a variety of ways,
including justifying immoral selfishness to advance their own interests. The
belief that people at more advanced stages of moral maturity necessarily make
less-biased moral judgments is not supported by Kreb’s and Denton’s research.
However, even though people vary in their emphasis on and voluntary adherence
to moral standards and their need for external correctives, it is the maintenance of
a basic commitment to cooperation that better serves the interests of all involved.
As Krebs and Denton emphasize, “if practiced by everyone, the ideal forms of
reciprocity upheld by high-stage moral judgments are better equipped than more
concrete forms to foster the interest of those who make them” (2005, p. 643).

Along with Kohlberg, Krebs and Denton believe that it is important for people
to understand the function of morality. That is, morality serves to ensure that
people “reap greater benefits by cooperating than by behaving immorally” (2005,
p. 646). They concluded their argument by saying that exhortation or the teach-
ing of moral principles (social planning) alone are not reliable means of creating
moral societies. Rather, that task is more likely to be accomplished by organizing
societies in ways that encourage individuals to gain greater benefits by behaving
morally. Krebs and Denton, in essence, support locality development involvement
as for the formation of prosocial communities. They see moral behavior as being
crucial to providing a desirable quality of life for people and for providing a
framework that will sustain and enrich them and their communities.

Lave and Wenger (1991) emphasized the centrality of locality development in
the education of future generations as a prosocial community oriented undertak-
ing. They developed a model of participatory learning from the historical practice
of apprenticeship and argued that instead of formal education, it is the model for
all learning. Their goal was to shift the focus of learning from viewing the
individual as a recipient of outside wisdom to that of a participant in the social
practice that maintains human civilization. To Lave and Wenger, all learning is
situated in a context of practice. For example, apprentices, children, and others
are “legitimate peripheral participants”(LPPs) in that they are both learners and
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contributors to society. They are also involved in a process of challenging and
transforming locality development in that they question ongoing practices and are
engaged in a struggle with their mentors, teachers, and others as they begin to
eventually replace those “old timers” in society.

Apprenticeships constitute a kind of LPP, particularly in high skill level and
knowledge acquisition (e.g., medicine, law, the arts, etc.). These advanced levels
of education require institutions which are built and sustained by prosocial
actions at the social planning and social action levels, but the learning processes
within them are apprenticeships in locality development form. They vary in their
combination of formal and informal learning, but overall they challenge the
notion that learning is simply reproducing “task performances in routine ways”
(Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 65). Instead, “in shaping the relation of masters to
apprentices, the issue of conferring legitimacy is more important than the issue of
providing teaching” (p. 92). The point is that there is really very little direct teach-
ing; much more common is bearing witness to the growing knowledge and
capabilities the apprentices acquire. The learning process involves the apprentice
in developing a view of the whole enterprise and what s/he needs to learn. The
learning takes place through improvised practice as opportunities for it arise.

“Participation in the cultural practice in which any knowledge exists is an
epistemological principle of learning. The social structure of this practice, its
power relations, and its conditions for legitimacy define possibilities for learning
(i.e., for legitimate peripheral participation)” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 98).
Learning does not occur by replicating the performance of others; it occurs
through peripheral participation in the learning curriculum which exists largely
as part of the ongoing developmental cycles of that community. We are all func-
tioning at different levels of peripherality all of the time as we move from one
activity or community to another. This is all part of an ongoing process of life and
transformation from one generation to the next as we all participate in ongoing
communities of practice.

Lave and Wenger concluded that, by decentering learning from being the
preparatory activity of an isolated individual, “the person has been correspond-
ingly transformed into a practitioner, a newcomer becoming an old-timer, whose
changing knowledge, skill, and discourse are part of a developing identity–in
short, a member of a community of practice” (1991, p. 122). This process has
been followed for countless generations, even before more formal educational
practices were established, and presumably will continue. Practice communities,
so constituted, became prosocial communities and their citizens become proso-
cially oriented practitioners in the community. They can now contribute to the
community as full members and begin anew the process of engaging future
apprentices in peripheral learning and contributing to locality development, social
planning, and social action throughout their lives.

In contrast and by ignoring locality development and social planning consider-
ations, there is in the U. S. an ongoing effort to change our educational policies.
Weinstein, a community oriented clinical psychologist, has focused her career on
the study and improvement of school systems in the United States. Her work and
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that of her colleagues (Weinstein, Gregory, & Strambler, 2004) led them to
conclude that the U. S. school systems cannot be reformed piecemeal. Rather, the
national system’s entire ecology needs reformulation. The localized school
systems in the U. S. have an expressed goal of providing equal opportunity to
all students; however, they are organized within an ecology that emphasizes
selection according to merit and ranking according to achievement. Little or no
possibility for equal opportunity is provided. To correct that disconnect, social
planners will have to reconstitute the ecology so that it is based on access for
everyone and their development as worthy individuals (Weinstein, 2002;
Weinstein, Gregory, & Strambler, 2004). That is, although she does not use the
term prosocial communities, she argues that school systems must incorporate
everyone within their realm and involve them in creating a prosocial educational
community.

This current disconnect has been imposed by the No Child Left Behind Act
(2001). It is focused on achieving equality of educational outcomes by raising
subject matter standards and instituting a standardized testing program to close
the average achievement gap between children who differ by gender, class, race,
ethnicity, and disability. The Act is based on planning and implementation
approaches whose underlying assumption is that all children who enter the school
system are equally prepared to benefit from a standardized curriculum. This
assumption is simply not true.

In reality, U. S. children enter their schools with vast differences in their back-
grounds, preparation and readiness for school learning, and personal styles of
learning. They come from cultural backgrounds that foster different views of
school and ways of learning. They are enrolled in schools with gross differences
in the resources available to them and the quality of teachers who work with
them. Further, this Act limits its definition of educational achievement to a nar-
row focus on three disciplines – reading, arithmetic, and science – and utilizes the
single criterion of standardized test performances. For example, social studies,
art, physical education, and other potentially creative endeavors such as manual
and technical skills that might promote peaceful expression of diversity are
ignored. Rather than providing positive support plus adequate additional
resources and assistance to children and schools whose performance is below
expected standards, these schools are faced with negative rejection responses.
They are faced with the mandated threat of being closed if their students do not
show continued improvement and fail to graduate. That is:

These elements intensify a sorting achievement culture, likely to magnify negative self-
fulfilling prophecies – the wrong expectancy equation. From segregation to resegregation
to exclusion, there is still far to go in terms of putting in place a school culture that
seriously develops the talent of a diverse population of children. Those wielding policy
will judge positive expectations as unfulfilled rather than as narrow expectations never
enabled. (Weinstein et al., 2004, p. 516)

The approach in the No Child Left Behind Act (2001) magnifies the effect of
the cultural and socioeconomic inequities present in the current educational
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ecology by mandating social action policies that constrict school personnel. If the
social planners had taken these considerations into account, they could have
implemented social action policies that would have provided for prosocial
benefits. Such social actions could facilitate prosocial changes at the social plan-
ning and locality development levels. Those levels are where teachers work and
children try to learn how to value and respect themselves and their community
while acquiring prosocial skills for improving their lives and contributing to their
communities.

Instead, the Act produces negative effects by ignoring differences among chil-
dren, arbitrarily raising standards, and restricting achievement measures to a
select few educational areas. The responsibility for achieving the desired results
is then placed on the shoulders of the professional staffs in the schools and the
students who must meet these goals or be punished. Far from creating an ecology
of acceptance, nurturance, and talent development in ways that include the
children of the entire society and provides for the range of talents it needs, this
approach further divides the society and blames its victims. Perhaps most contra-
dictory of all its facets, it excludes the government, the central source of nation-
wide social action, from needing to change and be accountable for its
unidirectional control over its proposals rather than being excluded from them.
The No Child Left Behind Act is perhaps the most blatant and clear example of
the importance and need for coordinating social action level policy changes with
prosocial planning and locality development activities in conjunction.

Another example of how contexts influence peoples’ interpretations of actions
is embedded in Shinn and Perkins’ (1999) findings about the different approaches
and effects of work done by organizational and community psychologists to cre-
ate system changes. They highlighted the difference between the two fields,
pointing out that organizational psychology tends to concentrate on production,
efficiency, and profitability of organizations. That is, organizational psychologists
emphasize making changes at the social action and social planning levels to
obtain greater production at the locality development level. Conversely, commu-
nity psychologists focus more on the empowerment and well-being of individu-
als, particularly the disenfranchised. They concentrate on stimulating locality
development to influence social planning and social action changes in order to
improve the quality of life of disadvantaged community members. Shinn and
Perkins urged both organizational and community psychologists to concern them-
selves with people’s well-being and with their productivity so that organizations
and people along with their communities will not only survive, but also thrive.
The implications from their work and Sarason’s (1972) include that social plan-
ners and implementers must consider all of these characteristics and concerns as
essential components of successful change efforts. They must plan and imple-
ment change in an integrated fashion at all three levels; it does not work to change
at one or two levels and expect to create overall system or community change.

Both organizational and community psychology seem to take as a given that
communities and work organizations consist of adversarial groups. However, as
just noted, organizational psychologists focus on changes from the top down.
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They are more likely to approach change by working with an organization’s
leaders to change policies and practices. In contrast, community psychologists
more often focus on changes from the bottom up by working with and for the
less powerful and often marginalized segments of a community. Even so, when
organizational psychologists focus on interfaces between different kinds of
constituencies as in public or human service organizations, they too have to
involve all of the different groups with their diverse and often conflicting perspec-
tives and priorities. They then have to focus on facilitating ways to find common
purpose across all three action levels.

Kotter and Haskett (1992) emphasized that point and called organizations that
were able to satisfy customers, employees, and stockholders adaptive cultures.
They found them to be more successful than those which did not satisfy all three
of these constituencies. Such organizations were effective at creating prosocial
communities in which the three levels of constituencies benefitted without
exploiting each other. Kotter and Haskett’s analysis highlighted the implication
that community psychologists are well advised to consider integrating social
planning and social action activities with the individual level changes they intro-
duce. To successfully increase the effectiveness of communities and enhance their
quality of life and that of the people in them, the entire community must be taken
into account. Otherwise, change efforts may increase polarization or conflict
rather than bring a community together for everyone’s mutual benefit.

As mentioned in earlier chapters, Sarason (1972) has been involved throughout
his career in efforts both to create alternative settings as vehicles of social change
and in critiquing reasons why such efforts so often fail. He related these more
prominent shortcomings to leaving the people and their contexts out of the plans
for change, right from their initiation. That is, the planners and implementers did
not take into consideration the history of the existing setting, the existing societal
arrangements and values of the setting, or the people involved in and affected by
the proposed changes. He pointed out that change agents often enter social
settings with utopian assumptions. Among these are the beliefs that (a) their new
approach will solve all of the setting’s relevant problems, (b) the context will not
change, and (c) everyone in the setting will have to change except the planners
and implementers. Basically, Sarason emphasized that the seeds of failure exist in
the characteristics and expectations of the change agents and of the contexts in
which they try to create their utopias. He also emphasized that any endeavor to
create community change is doomed to fail unless conflicts and the need to
respond to changes in circumstances are acknowledged and addressed in an ongo-
ing fashion.

6.1.2. Prosocial Community Processes

At this juncture, we can return again to the basic questions I have been asking
throughout this book. They include: What changes are needed in our current
approaches to establish a participatory approach to working with the ongoing
psychosocial issues that arise in our individual lives and our communities?
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That is, what do we need to do to integrate our efforts so that our social action,
social planning, and locality development actions facilitate each other?

The primary answer to both questions is that broad, integrated changes are
needed. Those changes need to be reciprocal and address both the nested frame-
works of how we organize our societies and communities and how we organize
our conceptions of ourselves as individuals and in relation to those around us.
Specifically, in our predominantly individually-oriented Western societies, we
emphasize our individual separateness from our communities, not our reciprocal
relationships to them. Our societies also represent our locality development
activities, social planning, and social action roles as being independent of each
other and primarily adversarial. Consequently, the interfacing ethnic validity
and psychosocial competence configurations that characterize individuals in the
U. S. and in similar societies are not conducive to the formation of prosocial
communities.

Lecturing about the need for changes will not lead to making them happen
because the problems are in large part built into the nested framework that cre-
ated them. For example, the social planning approach that needs to be changed in
the health-related social and behavioral fields is the practice of reducing people’s
psychological difficulties to defects in those individuals and addressing them
piecemeal. Complementary to that view is the belief that professionals can facil-
itate change processes without acknowledging their self interest in them or
becoming involved in the actual change process itself. Parallel misconceptions
also characterize the perspectives of civic leaders who formulate and manage
social action policies. To create prosocial communities, all of us have to learn that
our purposes can be better served if we reconceptualize how we understand
ourselves and our communities. Instead of viewing each separately, we must
integrate both as interrelated factors in a mutually enriching or diminishing
interchange. It is in our individual and common interest to create prosocially
organized societal arrangements. Doing so is an essential companion facet to the
creation of prosocially oriented ways to behave as individuals.

On the contextual side of these interactions, we are all peripheral as well as pri-
mary participants in society, in our lives, and in the lives of others, including
those we seek to serve because of their psychological dysfunction. We are all also
mentors, although we seldom acknowledge the complexity of our participation.
To create prosocial orientations in ourselves and our communities requires that
we build a framework of joint individual and community prosocial commitment
along with prosocial institutional structures and practices. That effort involves
major changes in ways that we have not imagined, beginning at the level of our
individual patterns of psychosocial functioning. Included in that process is the
necessity of addressing and reducing what Bazerman (2002) calls the “omission
bias” of people who believe that “they are completely moral if they obey a list
of prohibitions while otherwise pursuing their narrow self interest” (p. 5). It is
particularly important for those of us who are professional change agents to
overcome that bias by redefining our work as part of life and society, instead of
as being separate from it. Our codes of ethics and morality also need reformulation



so that they support prosocial conduct. We also must become a part of the process
of change and integration at all three action levels.

As communities emerge and become more complex, they also collect specialized
knowledge and skills that not everyone can acquire. It would not be beneficial if
everyone did try to acquire them. It is in the interests of the community’s well-being
to support selected community members for specialized training in return for their
services. In this fashion, communities have developed many kinds of specialty
fields and created arrangements to ensure that they serve the interests of the
community and everyone in it. When the community’s members function in the
broader community’s interests, locality development, social planning, and social
action activities are carried out in a way that establishes and maintains a prosocial
community.

We have no reason to believe that our lives as individuals and as members of
our societies will ever be free of the tensions that arise when we face choosing
between our individual rights to pursue our own interests and our concerns about
the rights of others and the well-being of our communities. The latter concern
involves taking the responsibility to engage in individual and collective activities
to secure and advance the resulting shared benefits. We need to establish and
maintain balances between the considerations that will create viable social
arrangements and a rich quality of life for ourselves, others, and the societies in
which we live. By contributing at the three levels of action to construct proso-
cially oriented institutions and ethical codes as well as to facilitate the develop-
ment of prosocially oriented behaviors, we will, indeed, be contributing to the
establishment of prosocial communities.

6.2. Creating Prosocial Communities

Prosocially oriented considerations and approaches become relevant when an
individual or individuals set out to improve the lives of other people, particularly
those marginalized within a community context. There is no formula or “cookie
cutter” approach, structure, or predetermined outcome. It is counterproductive to
begin such a task with the assumption that there is some theoretical conception of
how a community should be organized. It is even more unwise to imagine that
such a theoretical concept can be successfully imposed by self-appointed change
agents within or outside of a community. Rather, each endeavor to create a proso-
cial orientation must be unique and must grow out of the people and their con-
text. Unless the people participate as active agents (locality development), neither
their perspectives nor their understanding of their community will be included in
any of the changes that get made. Instead, the changes will reflect what the
change agent wants. That outcome means the work will probably fail.

Community projects are usually organized to address one specific problem
such as juvenile delinquency, bullying in schools, or inadequate affordable hous-
ing. It is often assumed that such problems can be solved in isolation. That is, the
problems are believed to be the fault of those directly involved, i.e., the bully,
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the juvenile delinquent, or the people who cannot pay more for housing. The
presumed answer is to focus on changing those considered to be at fault. The rest
of the community is viewed as neither a contributor to the problem nor is it seen
as needing to change in any way to address the problem. This way of defining
a community problem and its presumed answer is actually part of what created
that problem in the first place. Change agents have a responsibility to challenge
that approach by introducing a prosocial community orientation. They can then
become a partner with the community as they all work to change the interlocked
conditions and ways people have been responding. The change agents and the
community are then also likely to begin to see positive changes.

A prosocial community approach considers problems to be, in part, a function
of the entire setting. Solutions are proposed, and then they are analyzed in
relation to the community’s ongoing dynamics to determine whether they are rel-
evant for these particular people in this particular setting, and whether they can
be constructively implemented. To resolve such problems, all of the participants,
even those who are blamed for creating the problem, must be involved. Then the
community can work together to resolve personal, relationship, and system diffi-
culties that are contributing to the identified problem. Otherwise, community
members will individually and collectively perpetuate their problems.

6.2.1. Assumptions Related to Prosocial Communities

Three decades ago, the assumptions held by most U. S. psychologists and other
change agents reflected an individualistic/separateness set of professional beliefs
about people and societies. They included that individuals in need are character-
ized by deficits, professionals are possessed with strengths and resources, and the
solution to the problems of the needy is to provide professionally directed
programs to assist them in overcoming their deficiencies or protect them from
further deterioration or exploitation. Sarason and his colleagues (1972, 1979)
disagreed and identified characteristics that they considered central to the success
of their community development efforts (see discussion in Chapter Five). Those
characteristics were based on a set of assumptions that varied substantially from
the previously existing ones. The contrasting, prosocial community assumptions
that emerged included that resources are always limited and everyone has
resources as well as needs. Those assumptions led to a consequent third one,
namely, all can best be served by forming resource networks which are, of neces-
sity, somewhat fluid and constantly being modified. These modifications reflect
the changes created by community leaders, professional and nonprofessional
change agents, and other community development participants. Central to the
development and nurturance of resource exchange relationships is the participa-
tion of resource network coordinators, i.e., individuals with particular sensitivity
to networking opportunities and skilled at arranging mutually beneficial
exchanges. These ideas can be stated as a fourth assumption: leader-innovators
who become involved as participant-conceptualizers are vital to successfully
guide these kinds of program development.
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Following Sarason’s (1972, 1979) lead, I came to believe that a comprehensive
conception of prosocial communities and their development was needed. This
conception rests on the definition of a prosocial community. Specifically, a proso-
cial community is one in which everyone cares about others and the community
as well as themselves, and consequently behaves in ways that will provide for the
well-being of all and to the sustaining of that community. The community’s
development rests on its members proceeding within the framework of a number
of additional basic assumptions. They include that everyone has a primary duty
to maintain the community so that it can provide a unifying prosocial network in
which they can live and grow with a sense of well-being.

There are also assumptions relevant to the community as an entity. Communities
have a designated scope of concern and responsibility for maintaining and
improving their well-being. However, they bear a responsibility to maintain
collaborative prosocial relationships with adjacent communities. For example,
communities that use up all of the greater area’s resources without regard to the
needs of neighboring communities, will create major problems for their own
citizens in the long run. Further, communities are complex in nature, and they must
accord equal respect to the diversity of their members, their unique ways of organ-
izing their lives and their contexts, and their unique needs and resources.

Kagitcibasi (1996) worked with her colleagues to develop a project to improve
the situation of the residents, particularly the women and children, in a working
class neighborhood of a city in Turkey. Their objective was to stimulate social
development in that neighborhood through a program that combined changing
individual and social characteristics. She believed that the level of social develop-
ment in Turkey was low because of conservative family values, low levels of
urban women’s employment, and general lack of public support for early stimu-
lation in children’s development and preparation for school readiness.
Kagitcibasi’s goal was to retain traditional family values and emphasis on relat-
edness while encouraging autonomy in child rearing. That is, she wanted to
change the nested frameworks and ethnic validity patterns of these families.

Kagitcibasi (1996) and her colleagues organized, implemented, and evaluated
an Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) Program focused on educational,
custodial, and home care development. All of the mothers’ training was provided
using a group dynamics format. The mothers were supported and encouraged to
become involved as active participants. They were provided cognitive training
including literacy, helped to develop more effective communication skills with
their children, and were sensitized to the needs of growing children. At the six
year follow-up assessment, the overall prosocial impact of the program was clear.
Gains included not only cognitive and social development, but also enriched
relationships between parents and their children. The mothers and children had
higher levels of well-being as reflected in higher levels of self-esteem, improved
social adjustment, and greater autonomy for the children. Kagitcibasi also
found that the mothers had achieved higher levels of intrafamily status in their
relationships with their husbands; consequently, there were now better spousal
relationships between the parents. Further, there were higher levels of convergence
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between the parents and their children, who had become adolescents at the time
of the follow-up. Note that all of these changes came without a diminution of
family values and relatedness. In fact, the opposite had occurred.

The influence of the implicit psychosocial competence and ethnic validity
assumptions underlying this project became evident. Kagitcibasi (1996) empha-
sized that this project was undertaken in a society whose people’s orientations to
themselves and others are separateness-relatedness rather than individualistic-
collectivistic. To her, the latter is a psychological characterization, while the
former is a societal one. I would differ from her view and describe both patterns
as psychosocial. In either case, it has generally been assumed that there is an
inevitable conflict between individualistic/separateness and community/
collectivistic interests because these two perspectives support and discourage
somewhat different ethnic validity patterns. Kagitcibasi argued that it is easier
to create a prosocial kind of amalgam that integrates both perspectives in a
culture that is originally relatedness-oriented than one that is separateness or
individualistic oriented.

Whether we agree or disagree with her conclusion, it is important to note that
constructive psychosocial spirals of development were successfully initiated in
Kagitcibasi’s project. Although it was not so conceptualized, this program created
a more prosocially oriented approach to family and community development and
demonstrated the importance of a transcultural conception of ethnic validity. That
is, Kagitcibasi articulated the idea of combining separateness and relatedness in
an Ethnic Validity Model, i.e., it combined the separateness characterizing
Western societies and the relatedness characteristic of collectivist societies. She
also implemented a program that provided families and their children with a way
to embody their relatedness and separateness within their active agentry in a
resource enhancing, prosocial way. In doing so, she demonstrated the value of
a fifth prosocial community core assumption, the change agent must begin
by assuming a context is needed in which it is ethnically valid to behave in a
prosocial way.

Sarason and Lorentz described an important, successful project, the Bay Shore
Resource Network. It was established by two community women who were
involved citizen volunteers (locality development). Their goal was to establish a
citizen participation resource network to improve “the mesh between the needs of
citizens and local agencies and the resources inherent in both” (Sarason &
Lorentz, 1979, p. 202). Emphasizing that needs and resources existed in both the
citizens and the agencies, they successfully facilitated the establishment of a par-
enting education group run by trained parent volunteers and built a network of
community parents who served as a resource group. Those involved found the
idea of identifying reciprocal needs and resources of both the parents and the
school to be a valuable, nonconfrontational way of addressing their perceived
needs. As their activities grew, it became evident that at least two, full-time, neu-
tral, community-based resource coordinators were needed. Their positions and
the funding were arranged so that they were located in the interface between the
agencies and the citizen groups (social action). Thus they were obligated to
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neither constituency and began the evolution of a prosocial community that
effectively merged its informal and formal aspects in a successful and productive
prosocial spiral of development (social planning). That is, they demonstrated
their awareness of another basic assumption of a prosocial community: 
A prosocial community rests on integrating the need for flexibility with the need
for organizational stability.

To effectively use a prosocial community oriented approach, we must first
explore our own assumptions and their implications. These include the assump-
tions that we make about the contexts themselves (prosocial communities), the
individuals (psychosocial competence), and the relationships between individuals
and their context (ethnic validity). All of these assumptions are embedded within
the broad nested frameworks that structure, contain, and shape the course of the
lives of people and their communities, including you, me, and where we live.

I discussed the basic assumptions about prosocial communities in the above
paragraphs. The following paragraphs spell out the related basic assumptions
about ourselves and others. That is, they focus on whether (a) we have the capa-
bility of acting on our own behalf, and (b) we grant to everyone else that they, too,
can be active human agents on the behalf of themselves and others. These two
questions are crucial, and they must be answered honestly and openly.

A relevant analysis of how people’s beliefs about their natures influence their
behavior has been provided by Molden and Dweck (2006). For example, people
who interpret behavior as indicative of trait or entity characteristics respond quite
differently from those who interpret behavior as reflective of a person’s status in
an ongoing, process oriented trajectory. That is, people who think that the poor
(or others who are marginalized) are intellectually and morally defective, do not
expect them to change and so dismiss them. Those who think the poor are just
trapped in a bad situation, expect them to change when given an opportunity.
Consequently, change agents with the latter beliefs concentrate on using change
processes in their work and expect people they are working with to respond
accordingly.

Molden and Dweck (2006) also make the point that people are likely to use
their different perspectives as guides for forming their larger systems of meaning
and belief throughout their lives and when forming relationships at many levels.
More specifically, if we view ourselves as acting on the basis of our human
agency, but view those in a community with whom we are working as being
limited by their trait-like natures, we will not treat them as agents like ourselves.
Further, we will not enlist them as collaborators in creating change in their
personal or community circumstances. In other words, to create prosocial com-
munities we have to begin by first assuming that everyone has a capacity of
human agency, that is, the capability for making judgments. Therefore, everyone
is responsible for his/her own behavior as guided by an individual prosocial sense
of morality (a conscience). That assumption includes that, like us, the people with
whom we are working have a sense of human agency.

To be consistent in our approach, we need to apply this reasoning in a similar
way to the meaning and status that we assign to human dignity - as an attribute
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to which we are all equally entitled. Each of us with a capacity for human agency
has freedom within the limits of respect for the equal freedoms of others and the
obligation to sustain the community. This second assumption leads to a third one
because it makes it clear that we need to approach our sense of morality as being
both a product of our histories and experiences and of our sense of agency. As
just noted, Krebs and Denton (2005) documented that we all are influenced by
our own perspectives and pertinent interests when making moral decisions. They
also emphasized that for each of us, our sense of morality arises out of a sense of
ourselves in relation to society. Although we may consider others to be function-
ing at what we consider to be a lower level of morality, we need to define our own
conduct and theirs with the expectation that both their and our current perspec-
tives are outgrowths of our histories and situations. It follows then that we can
identify a fourth prosocial community assumption. That is, we are all capable of
changing in both prosocial and antisocial ways. Only when we can see ourselves
as citizens participating in our own lives and activities are we able to attribute the
same to those with whom we work to create changes. From these four assump-
tions, we can begin to build a personal psychosocial competence foundation for
developing a prosocial community approach.

The relationships between ourselves and others (who serve as outside influences
in our lives) is what I refer to as our self-world relationships. These self-world
relationship perspectives are also an integral part of our psychosocial competence
characteristics. The nature and meaning of these aspects of our lives and interac-
tions range from our individually unique attributes to those of the more inclusive
groupings of which we are members. They range from our friendships and families
to ever more abstract levels all the way to and including our national and cultural
memberships and affiliations. In a most fundamental way, they include our senses
of our rights as individuals along with our duties to others. As we consider the
nature of our self-other relationships, we encounter the relevance of another
assumption, one about the nature of prosocial justice. That is, a prosocial concep-
tion of justice rests on the assumption that justice processes will be open and fair
to those involved and disputes will be resolved in an open and fair prosocial
manner with an emphasis placed on correcting injustices in ways that to the extent
possible restore damages done and preserve or strengthen the community.

Self-other relationship assumptions apply to hierarchical as well as equal-status
and both informal and formal interactions. For example, broadly evident culture
defining group/non-culture defining group (CDG-NCDG) status differences and
expectations weigh heavily in considerations of how we establish formal and
informal relationship expectations and patterns of interaction such as the develop-
ment of mutual trust or willingness to be self-disclosing. We begin to build an
orientation for creating prosocial interactions to the extent that we (a) see our
interactions and relationships as process oriented and potentially emerging, and
(b) see everyone as equally subject to these same processes and in need of learn-
ing from each other. Such interactions will be particularly influenced by our
capability to view ourselves and others as interacting citizens and also as experts
with regard to each of our own particular experiences and roles.
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When we act on these prosocial community assumptions, we begin a process of
psychosocial leaps and spirals (Tyler, F. B., 2001). That is, we make a psychosocial
leap whenever we make any choice about how to see ourselves, others, or the world,
or approach them differently. No observation, thought, or desire in and of itself
compels us to act or believe differently. Rather, we proceed by an act of agency to
formulate a new interpretation or understanding, and then behave accordingly. Once
we make such a leap, whether it involves deciding that we like someone or that this
is our community, we start to act on that liking or sense of belonging to build a more
encompassing friendship or a more active role in enjoying and enriching our com-
munity. Although we are often unaware of the impact of such small decisions or
changes, over time they can lead to profound shifts in our senses of ourselves, oth-
ers, the world around us, and in the ways we approach and address the events in our
lives. At other times we experience these leaps as profound insights or world-shaking
revelations, such as when we fall in love or become disillusioned with our country
or our religion. In either case, these changes can variously begin progressive, con-
structive spirals of growth and maturity or destructive spirals of dysfunction and
dissolution. Further, these patterns of psychosocial leaps and spirals characterize
the prosocial development or non social destruction of our families, communities,
and societies just as they do of ourselves. We try to facilitate these kinds of psy-
chosocial leaps and spirals when we seek to build prosocial communities in order
to solve what we previously had thought of as isolated problems in a few people or
a particular neighborhood in our community.

Similarly, our experiences in benign, predictable, and supportive situations and
environments influence us to make the leap of organizing and pursuing our lives
in an active, organized, and planned fashion. By contrast, in environments that are
unpredictable, hostile, and threatening, we often make a leap to expectations of
unpredictability, including erratic and predominantly mixed threats and punish-
ments from others. We begin to acquire a defensive, opportunistic, and frequently
self-destructive cycle of behaving. We, or other change agents, who want to
counter such negative approaches to life have to model positive prosocial behav-
ior. We must also provide threatened and insecure individuals with opportunities
and support for beginning to make positive prosocial leaps. We can be effective
only if our most basic assumptions about ourselves and others allow us to assume
a prosocial perspective.

When there is a resource enhancing relationship between people’s psychosocial
competence characteristics and those of their sociocultural contexts, we speak of
that psychosocial competence configuration as being ethnically valid. When their
sociocultural contexts are transcultural, we speak of their adaptive psychosocial
competence configurations as being transculturally ethnically valid. The context
may be benign, predictable, and supportive, or it may be malicious, unpredictable,
and destructive; all contexts present different demands and possibilities.
Consequently, the first assumption regarding ethnic validity is that the way to
become ethnically valid is to acquire a view of oneself and the world, and of how
to build on that relationship in a way that is congruent with the new situation’s
characteristics. That process is essentially the same in any context.
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When anyone who has developed a productive, ethnically valid style in a specific
context enters a new and different context, his/her habitual approach is legitimately
considered not to be ethnically valid in the new situation. To reconcile that disparity
so that the person can thrive and the context can be enriched by this new person’s
participation, either the person or the context or both must change. Thus, the ethnic
validity prosocial community assumption is that both the requirements of situations
and what is ethnically valid in them can change. People and situations are flexible.
Both are able to accommodate to the new expectations that are introduced when new
people enter an ongoing situation, and communities can and do change in response
to people and their requirements upon entering and leaving.

I hypothesized and confirmed among CDG high school and college students in
the United States and India (Tyler, F. B., Dhawan, & Sinha, 1988) that competent
high school and college youth who have been socialized in a predictable, benign,
and supportive environment that fosters active agency would have relatively high
scores on internality, trust, and active planfulness. We also found that the NCDG
youth patterns differed from those of the CDG students in both contexts, particu-
larly on internality and trust variables. Recent studies by M. E. Aguilar-Agafie
(Personal communication, July, 2005) who also uses these measures found that
more competent college students in a hierarchical, authoritarian religious college
in Teheran, Iran, and one in Lebanon were external and passive but high on trust.
That is, for those students it is ethnically valid in their hierarchical, authoritarian
context to make the psychosocial leap to become passive, trusting of those in
authority, and externally directed.

6.2.2. Comments

A long time ago, I (Tyler, F. B., 1973) argued that people who are excluded from a
community have little choice but to define themselves in opposition to that commu-
nity, a hypothesis that has been verified in numerous studies with street youth and
other marginalized youth. The converse has proven equally valid. That is, when
rejected and marginalized youth are provided benign support and opportunities to
make psychosocial leaps to more prosocial ways of life, a preponderance of them
do so (Tyler, F. B., 2001). That is, they learn a new psychosocial competence
configuration that is ethnically valid in their new life context. To reiterate, the
approaches that prove effective in facilitating prosocially directed leaps are the ones
that change the possibilities in people’s situations. That is, we create a different
context, one for which a prosocial psychosocial competence configuration will be
ethnically valid, model the desired behavior, and treat the involved individuals
accordingly. That approach provides people a pathway to follow so they can adapt
to and even contribute to building a prosocial community environment.

There are certainly other projects and programs that incorporate parts of the
prosocial community ideas and activities that have been included here. After all,
prosocial community development is not a new idea. What these examples pro-
vide is a framework and illustrations that can be used in an approach to the con-
struction of prosocial communities. What I have added is an empirically
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supported conception of the matrix of our lives as a nested framework within
which we construct individual psychosocial competence configurations that inter-
face with those networks in an ethnic validity fashion.

After exploring many programs and studies to find a constructive approach that
reconciles our needs and desires for both individuality and connectedness, I
encountered this quote from the writings of Confucius:

When the Grand Harmony was pursued, a public and common spirit ruled all under the
sky. They chose men of talent and ability, whose words were sincere, and they cultivated
harmony. Men did not love only their own parents, or nurture only their own children. The
elderly were cared for till the end of their life . . . Provisions were made for widows,
orphans, childless men, and the disabled. . . . Possessions were used, but not hoarded for
selfish reasons. Work was encouraged, but not for selfish advantage. In this way, selfish
schemings were repressed. Robbers, thieves, rebels, and traitors had no place, and hence
the outer doors remained open, and were not shut. That was what we called the Grand
Harmony. (Hua, 2005, p. 62).

Our present day prosocial community ideas are implicit in what Confucius imag-
ined millennia ago. I am not writing to advocate such a utopia nor am I even
imagining one. Rather, in concluding this chapter, I return to where I began the
book. Although forming prosocial communities will not solve all of our prob-
lems, unless we form enough of them to sustain our societies, our societies can-
not sustain themselves. We cannot create prosocial communities unless we
specifically focus on doing so. That we can do so successfully is described in the
following final chapter. It documents a comprehensive, successful, and ongoing
prosocial community oriented program that continues to expand and is now
becoming part of the society of an entire country. We can start in small settings
as they did or with large complex ones, and build and sustain more mutually sat-
isfying and enriching ways to share our common existence. Finally, we can invite
our children to participate with us, and then we will know that they are living in
warm, loving communities.
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7
Questscope: A Comprehensive
Prosocial Community Program

This chapter was written in collaboration with Dr. Curtis N. Rhodes, Jr. President and
International Director, Questscope, Amman, Jordan (see biographical sketch, P.145)
Chapter Seven describes in substantial detail the origins, development, evolution,
and ongoing nature of a strong prosocial community program, Questscope for
Social Development in the MidEast (hereafter referred to as Questscope). It is a
comprehensive, non-governmental organization (NGO) whose programmatic
activities are located primarily in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, a predomi-
nantly Muslim country. Questscope started its outreach program to provide a bet-
ter life for marginalized youth and their families in the MidEast. It now has
international roots with charters in Great Britain and the United States and the
support of the Jordanian government. Its work is also supported by international
agencies such as the World Bank, the European Union, and individuals from
Western and MidEast countries. It is included here as an exemplar because it
effectively integrates all three action levels of prosocial communities.

7.1. History and Evolution of Questscope 
as a Prosocial Community

Dr. Curtis Rhodes, Jr., Questscope’s General Director, is a United States citizen
with a background in public health. He went to the MidEast in the early 1980s as
a faculty member at the American University of Beirut. Caught up in the turmoil
in that region, he changed his focus in order to contribute more directly to the
well-being of the citizens of Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine, and Syria. In 1988, he
consolidated his interests by organizing support for and then establishing
Questscope. The organization’s expressed mandate is to “Putting the Last, First”
(Questscope, 2006). It provides disadvantaged communities with program assis-
tance for the most defenseless members in ways that better serve their vital role
in their community. That is, “the capabilities of neighborhoods and local institu-
tions are strengthened so that they take an active role in improving the lives and
experiences of those most vulnerable in their communities. Everyone then



becomes an active player to make things better for one and all” (Questscope,
2006). The basic goal is to engage the entire community in that effort.

By 1997, Questscope had developed a variety of unrelated, ongoing programs to
improve the lives of underserved youth and women in Jordan. Dr. Rhodes had
begun searching for a conceptual framework to organize those disparate projects
into a common, comprehensive development strategy. He believed that combined
mutually beneficial programs could then contribute more effectively to the progres-
sive improvement in the lives of those they served, as well as their communities and
larger societal contexts. In a broader sense, Dr. Rhodes was seeking a framework to
enrich Jordan’s communities by incorporating the most vulnerable marginalized
members, street youth and their families, so they could contribute to changing the
conditions that perpetuated their marginalization.

I gave an invited address at the 1997 United Nations Urban Childhood
Conference in Trondheim, Norway, entitled “Urban Settings, Youth Violence,
and Prosocial Communities” (Tyler, F. B., 1997). Dr. Rhodes was in the audience
and subsequently contacted me to explore the possibility of adopting a prosocial
communities framework for his organization. He persuaded my wife (also my pro-
fessional collaborator) and me to serve as his external program evaluators as he
began to organize Questscope’s activities within that framework. We made an initial
onsite evaluation in 2002, and have continued to work with him and his staff as
consultant advisors. During this time the creative and far-reaching elaboration of
the prosocial community (PRSC) approach by Dr. Rhodes and his colleagues has
been instrumental in the success, expansion, and impact of Questscope’s programs.

At this point each of Questscope’s uniquely focused programs and projects has
been adapted to a PRSC model and embedded in a collaborative, overarching
PRSC consortium. In order to manage and continue developing within a PRSC
framework while it continues its rapid growth, Questscope has become a complex,
multi-layered organization.

7.1.1. Levels of Change

To guide change in human relationships, patterns have to be established that
everyone involved will use. As explained throughout this book, the PRSC model
emphasizes three central elements, Locality Development, Social Planning, and
Social Action. Each element must be developed in relation to the others for a
program to be effective. Alone, each approach is limited and often ends up in
conflict with the others, but when they are combined they complement each other.
When Dr. Rhodes began to work with this framework, the emphasis on linking
those three elements together as equally active contributors struck him as a vital
addition to his existing approaches. The information that was presented about
PRSC frameworks in the earlier chapters is integrated with Questscope’s activi-
ties in the following paragraphs.

Locality Development. Locality Development was defined earlier as coordinated
approaches that look for convergences among people and groups and then use
them as a basis for working together. Within Questscope, the focus of Locality
Development is on building a consensus among neighborhood members as they seek
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to identify issues and develop plans that will enable them to work collaboratively in
addressing those issues. When the people in a neighborhood focus on common con-
cerns, they are motivated to come together. Their convergence stimulates them to
undertake collective actions that lead to desired changes. The people in these neigh-
borhoods have the capacity to identify their issues, set priorities for action, and man-
age resources to bring about positive change in cooperation with children and youth,
if they are assisted in collaborative ways as partners. “Children and youth from
disadvantaged communities deserve the opportunity to become citizens in a society
that desires their inclusion and involvement” (Rhodes, 1998, p. 32).

This process involves stimulating those in a specified neighborhood to change
their customary ways of functioning and begin to adopt new approaches. It also
requires the professional community to adopt new roles as facilitators and learners.
Fortunately for interested change agents, there is a body of knowledge available that
provides guidance for introducing and disseminating such innovations. Rogers (1995)
pointed out that this approach follows a relatively universal S-shaped trajectory
whether it concerns social changes in informal and formal community, public and pri-
vate health, educational, or business and manufacturing organizations. That trajectory
is characterized by gradual increments of use by participants. It begins with those who
have had a broader range of experiences, are more widely informed, and are more
open to exploration and new experiences. Subsequently, there is a rapid spread of
change followed by a final slow increase until nearly full utilization is achieved.

These same strategies are used at Questscope. That is, Questscope staff help
to initiate the process of locality development by building on the voluntary
participation of marginalized segments of every community in which they work.
As local development activities are increasingly engaged in and joined by larger
segments of a community, a greater need is created for professional assistance to
accomplish their objectives.

Social Planning. We learned previously that Social Planning involves local
experts and service-providing institutions working collaboratively with the com-
munity to solve problems the community has identified. To contribute to the
building of prosocial communities, experts have to redefine their roles and tailor
them to match a community’s identified needs, rather than using their profes-
sional paradigms to diagnose the community and its members to impose solutions
that are valid only in those alien paradigms. In a World Bank Institute report
about providing better lives for street children, Volpi (2002) pointed out that the
issues confronting any marginalized individuals or groups require more than good
intentions. They need professional expertise and assistance for their amelioration.
They also require integrated, multifaceted efforts to reach the children where they
are, enlist their participation, provide them with individualized attention, involve
their families and communities and, when appropriate, reintegrate them into their
families, schools, and labor markets. In addition, professional expertise is needed
to provide essential services and to lobby for the children’s well-being and for
creating a more benign social environment.

To address these requirements, Questscope put its program’s focus on the needs
of the marginalized and on networking with formal and informal agencies to provide
appropriate access to assistance and to sustain successful efforts. Questscope does
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not begin tasks with a specific focus and a designated termination date. Instead, it
begins with a vision that will bring those who are peripheral towards the center and
mainstream the marginalized as important players in their lives and in their societies.
Each of Questscope’s endeavors is tailored to the people for whom it is designed, to
their circumstances, and to their expressed needs. Questscope has created and guided
the development of its prosocial community processes by continuous use of feed-
back from regular evaluations to redirect its efforts toward meeting the changing
needs identified by project participants. Providing problem-solving feedback to the
community’s positive actions leads the participants to take even more positive
actions, and thus a prosocial spiral of development builds.

As a general example, a community’s trouble with disruptive youth may lead to
excluding them from its programs. PRSC oriented personnel can help modify that
problem with their collaborative community approach. They can help to assess the
youths’ circumstances, identify their grievances, and work out ways for commu-
nity members to see themselves through the youths’ eyes. Then the community
members, the professionals, and the troubled youth can work together to find ways
for those youth to become constructive participants. Over time, the collaborative
maintenance of these kinds of supportive conditions reduces the destructiveness of
the youth, as they become participants in the community. This kind of solution
works for everyone’s benefit.

Social Action. Social Action was defined in Chapter Two as official and unof-
ficial actions by civic leaders to change the policies and circumstances in a com-
munity in ways that affect the lives of the residents. Questscope staff work with
their community project participants to bring about beneficial social actions for
marginalized children and their families by bringing their situation to the atten-
tion of civic leaders in appropriate ways. Those leaders can then eliminate or
modify conditions that create hardships; they can make changes that instead pro-
vide possibilities. Questscope’s approach to Social Action is to stimulate para-
digm shifts. When leaders make such a shift, they begin to define marginalized
communities as being worthy of inclusion. Next, Questscope guides civic leaders
to develop their skills of listening to the marginalized and other community mem-
bers, and then cooperating with all of them to better meet everyone’s needs. This
approach requires that civic leaders shift from conventional views of their roles
and status to seeing themselves as fellow participants in the community.

7.2. Program Development Process

7.2.1. Forming a Community

As Questscope began to adapt its approach to one of developing prosocial commu-
nities, it became clear that there is an essential, trans-ethnic validity process, i.e.,
stages of growth, that every group of people must go through to become a genuine
community (Peck, 1988; Tyler, F. B., 2001). Those steps or stages make it clear
that developing a prosocial community, as with developing any community, is an
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ongoing process that is valid across all cultures, although the process manifests
itself in different ways according to cultural expression. It begins with a superficial
pretense of similarity, marked by conflict avoidance and the denial of individual
differences, e.g., hiding and ignoring differences. Culture-defining group (CDG)
persons function well at this level. Eventually, individual differences come to light
and people in the group try to eliminate or obliterate them by identifying and
addressing or fixing the problems in others. CDG persons will attempt to keep the
upper hand, but non culture-defining group (NCDG) persons will cause discom-
fort and dissension. To resolve the conflict, each person in the group must consider
what part he/she is bringing to the problem. They all begin to explore the issues
that need to be addressed and resolved, including: expectations and preconcep-
tions; prejudices; ideology; the need to heal, convert, fix, and solve; and the need
to control. Finally, people must deal with their vulnerabilities, try to resolve their
shared concerns, and invest in developing a prosocial community. While these
steps may, at times, seem formulaic, it is important to understand that no commu-
nity is sustainable unless there is constant renewal of these learning cycles.
Communities must invest and reinvest in continuing their renewal process within
a prosocial community framework.

7.2.2. Roles and Relationships

There are many essential participants in every community site (Hardister, 1985).
Each person or group has a different part to play and multiple role relationships.
Not everyone has the same role, but all roles are valuable; indeed, if we discount
some roles (like “the opponent”) then we risk sabotage by the person who has
been left out. The other major roles in community development projects are
defined below.

A legitimizer is an individual, group, or agency that confers credibility on, in
the case of community development, an organization or program. Obtaining
legitimacy is necessary for the organization to be respected and accepted and for
its programs to be effective. For example, Dr. Hamdi Murad is an influential,
respected Islamic theologian and governmental leader in Jordan. He agreed to
work with Questscope by lending his support to ideas regarding poverty and
children (especially girls), helping to legitimize its community programs
designed for young women.

A target group is made up of the individuals for whose benefit the development
intervention is undertaken. The target group is identified by demography (those
who live in a particular place), or characteristics (those in poverty, subjected to
violence, or are school drop outs), or by any other way that can be used to identify
a specific population group for whom a service or intervention is intended. It is
important to distinguish the target group from the beneficiaries, who are a subset
of the target group. Beneficiaries are those who are actually recipients of a partic-
ular program or service offered by the organization. An organization may mistake
its beneficiaries as being representative of the target group, leading them to gener-
alize and replicate program interventions that have been effective with those
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beneficiaries even though they are not typical of the larger target group. Such mis-
takes often result in failure of the program. It is important to solicit feedback from
non-participants in a program (i.e., those who are in the target group but not among
the beneficiaries) in order to fully understand the impact of the program on the
community. Questscope’s target group for Non-Formal Education is approxi-
mately 80,000 to 100,000 children between the ages of 6 and 16 who have dropped
out of Jordan’s formal school system. The current beneficiary group, actual partic-
ipants in the Non-Formal Education program, numbers 200–300 children.

The Partners are community organizations who collaborate with Questscope to
achieve mutually agreed upon objectives. Ideally, the Partners will eventually be
able to assume long-term leadership roles for and direction of those objectives,
i.e., their program. Questscope has participated in establishing its mentoring pro-
gram in a number of Partner organizations such as the government’s Juvenile
Correctional Facility.

Advocates are individuals or groups who support and participate in planning
and developing an organization’s cause or program. Several referral organizations
in Jordan such as the Higher Council for Youth work with Questscope’s mentor-
ing program to provide youth with additional services and access to activities.

Individuals or groups who challenge the work of an organization in a commu-
nity become Opponents. Although opposition may be destructive at times, it may
also have positive outcomes. For example, it may cause the organization to
address or clarify faults or inadequate parts of its original program.

Colleagues are professional individuals or groups who may offer specialized
knowledge, information, experiences, contacts, or skills to an organization’s work
in a community. Questscope works with large numbers of colleagues on a wide
array of organizational activities. Colleagues may become Partners, but also have
the potential to become Opponents who challenge Questscope’s work if they are
not interacted with appropriately.

Resources persons are individuals who do not have a particular interest in the
actual development work of the organization, but who are helpful in supplying infor-
mation, materials, funding, access to resources, etc. They may be important societal
leaders such as Dr. Hamdi Murad, the Director of the Ministry of Islamic Charities.

A Regulator is any person, such as a member of a government regulatory agency,
who ensures that the organization complies with laws and regulations in the com-
munity. If treated properly and with respect, regulators may be of assistance to the
work of the organization rather than bureaucratic obstructionists. The policy and
management personnel in the government agencies in which Questscope has
Partner arrangements are necessarily Regulators.

7.3. Questscope’s Program Elements

Questscope is a complex organization. It is important to understand the nature
of its elements because each of them plays an important role. Further, the
fitting together of these elements in a complementary and supplementary way is
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essential to the successful continuation of the organization and the accomplish-
ment of its prosocial goals. Those elements, the Administrative, Collaborative,
and Programmatic Structures, are discussed in the following sections.

7.3.1. Administrative Structures

Questscope has a Board of Directors in the United Kingdom and one in the
United States, plus an International Council of advisors. It also has Executive
Staff offices in the United Kingdom, the United States, and Jordan. To fulfill their
responsibilities, staff members must be appropriately qualified to perform their
job responsibilities. However, from a PRSC perspective, that is not enough. Even
the people working in parts of the organization at the furthest distance from direct
contact with the marginalized youth and their families must be able to relate
them and their perspectives. That is, everyone’s views, staff and community, are
included throughout the organization. Questscope can then work collaboratively
and with reciprocity to resolve how the respective components of the organization
are to function.

In practice, this requirement does not mean that every office can include
disadvantaged youth or their parents. It does mean that those who assume pro-
gram roles must be socialized in on-the-ground experiences and perspectives
by at least having some personal contact with community members in relevant
settings. In Dr. Rhodes’ terms, all personnel must undergo paradigm shifts in
perspective. They must come to see themselves as part of the community
process. Consequently, everyone needs to be informed and evaluated by every-
one else. No one can stay protected from challenge. After all, the only way to
gain the trust of marginalized people and their communities is to be as open to
them as you, the outsider, expects them, on the basis of your presumed good
intentions, to be open to you. That is, outsiders, even those far removed from
the disadvantaged groups’ needs, must demonstrate that they can understand
the groups’ needs first hand, and ensure them that no one will be neglected or
slighted. Community members must feel that they and their community’s
interests will be given first priority, even at the central levels of policy and
administration.

Questscope also has administrative structures at its program and project levels
ranging from its central directorship to projects located in specific neighborhoods.
They all must meet the paradigm shift requirement of developing a constituent-
centered perspective. The specific nature of those jobs and involvements are
discussed later in this chapter.

7.3.2. Collaborative Structures

A crucial aspect of Questscope’s programs is that they are all collaborative.
Programs are never undertaken unless a government, community, or local
organization requests Questscope’s involvement and agrees to work with its
collaborative approach. For example, the current mentoring programs in Jordan
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are based on a broad agreement between Questscope, the Ministry of Social
Development, and the Department of Public Security of Jordan. The Ministry
of Social Development participates through the Juvenile Correctional System,
the Directorate of Public Security through its Family Protection Unit and Anti-
Drugs Unit. These agencies are not only Partners, they also serve as legitimizers
and regulators. This cooperative relationship is seen by Jordan’s government as
part of its comprehensive, national development process with a civil society
model for government-non-governmental organization interrelationships.
Questscope has grown because its institutional leaders and program participants
have become engaged in listening to each other to better inform the practices of
each. Pilot projects are established to create visibility. They provide occasions
for everyone to listen to what is happening, learn what the basic problems and
resources are, and begin to respond in an informed and collaborative fashion.

At the level of specific projects, a variety of people and agencies are necessary
participants. There is a home institution, that is, a specific organization (e. g., a
neighborhood social service center, a religious institution such as a mosque) that
asks for and adopts or otherwise commits to undertaking a Partnership Program.
Questscope participates in the Partnership by learning about the institution while
socializing it so that it can adopt a PRSC approach. This institutional capacity-
building process takes place as a result of teaching the Partner’s staff how to estab-
lish and carry out Questscope’s mentoring program which is described in greater
detail later in this chapter. It is focused on meeting the needs of disadvantaged
youth, age 10–22. Mentors are volunteers recruited from the local community and
trained to serve as role models and friends for the youth. Case Managers are coun-
selors or social workers employed by the home institution to select and train
Mentors. They also oversee and coordinate activities in the program. The local
community, ranging from the families of mentored children and youth to neighbors
to local businesses and organizations, helps by providing education, jobs, and
financial help. In fact, children’s families or guardians must sign consent forms
and agree to participate before their children can be included in the program.
Referral organizations such as local or national institutions provide services
(employment, legal, health, sports, etc.) when the mentoring program links the
children to them. Because many of the underprivileged youth have to work to sup-
port themselves and/or their families, participation by organizations that facilitate
job opportunities and training for better jobs in the future is invaluable.

7.3.3. Programmatic Structures

7.3.3.1. The Mentoring Program

As indicated above, mentoring programs are the central part of Questscope’s
approach to youth. They are the core mechanism around which local action
activities are organized. The mentoring programs are designed to provide a holistic
approach for meeting the emotional, cognitive, social, and economic needs of at-
risk youth. They enable mentors to establish meaningful personal relationships
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with adolescents by involving them and collaborating with them in prosocially
oriented activities. Efforts are made by mentors to engage the children in activi-
ties that will increase their influence on their circumstances, give them opportu-
nities to assume responsibility, and emphasize mutual cooperation.

The mentoring programs in Jordan target primarily marginalized male street
youth and isolated young women. They were developed after Questscope’s initial
work with young, at risk males. These programs have necessarily been modified to
provide more appropriate help for young women as their social circumstances are
quite restrictive. Major elements of these mentoring programs are outlined below.

Through the mentoring process the mentor has the opportunity to identify the
child’s concern, problems, ambitions, and needs. The child and the mentor work
together in prioritizing and setting relationship goals. Each plan includes one goal,
which is achieved through four weekly activities. Each activity has a set date, time,
objective, and description of the tools to be used. Both the child and the mentor
work together in implementing activities and in setting new monthly goals.

Throughout the mentoring relationship, the child is assured of access to assis-
tance from a wide variety of service providers or referral organizations. These
institutions also participate in capacity-building with Questscope to help them
better serve at-risk children. At present, referral institutions include the Higher
Council for Youth, the Vocational Training Corporation, University of Jordan
Counseling Department, three charitable associations that specialized in micro
enterprise projects, the Family Protection and Anti-Narcotic Directorates of the
Department of Public Security, three sports clubs, and the Al-Hussein Center for
Performing Arts.

Boys. Activities for these adolescent boys are focused on enabling them to
function and develop as active citizens in the world outside of their homes. Arabic
masculinity symbolizes independence. It is thus acceptable for men to have prob-
lems or make mistakes that may require correction, and/or rehabilitation without
the seriousness of retribution that females face. Male youth require mentors that
may be a few years older than they and a little further ahead in their development
to provide role models for them.

One-to-one activities are central to mentoring with a focus on the needs or
interests of the child. They may simply involve letting the youth decide where to
go for a snack. They may also be more extensive and involved, like agreeing to
spend a week with the youth at a Wilderness Camping Program, a Referral pro-
gram provided by the Jordanian Army Special Forces. Group activities involve
mentors and youth going as a group on recreational outings or engaging in edu-
cational activities, such as going to a soccer game, a nature program, or a picnic.

Supporting activities include a range of functions. The first, Street education,
is the part of the In-Formal Education program which teaches children that learn-
ing to read and write and acquire other relevant skills is enjoyable, valuable, and
possible. Group economic projects include creating or engaging with small group
businesses that can provide a safe working environment in which young people
can earn money while developing skills. Community service projects provide
youth an opportunity to contribute to their communities. They also enable the



community to see the youth as prosocially engaged. Drama activities provide
positive ways for youth to express themselves and understand their own tensions
through writing and acting out their struggles. Children have written and per-
formed plays dramatizing their problems. Some of these plays have been video-
taped and distributed for public education. Sports activities such as forming teams
and playing soccer provide positive activities for self-expression and a chance to
work together while following rules. Group counseling provides a forum for a
trained adult to talk with (not to) groups of children about their problems and the
issues they face in their lives. Their issues range in severity and include concerns
about personal doubts, self-defense, and lack of social skills needed to handle
educational and employment challenges.

Girls. Major programmatic elements of the mentoring program have been
adapted for young women. These changes are sensitive to traditional culture and
include looking to the past for validation and to give meaning to the present
(Giddens, 1990). Arab society is a specific example of a modernizing culture in
which the consensus regarding how to build an environment of trust is changing.
Consequently, those who work with young females must be sensitive to the strong
influence of traditional culture in Arab society.

Traditionally, Arab females also have had a symbolic role; their actions (most
significantly their mistakes and problems) reflect not simply on themselves, but on
their family and tribe as well. Therefore, instead of a girl being seen as having a
problem, she is often considered to be the problem. Females are not granted room
to make mistakes or to have problems so they live under the rule that there is no
problem because there can’t be a problem. The result is individual self-censorship
on the part of young women and social group-censorship by everyone else around
them to avoid violating their symbolic status and bringing about shame.

Young women, especially those with low socioeconomic status, are often
socially isolated within a restrictive environment to protect their honor and that
of the family. This traditional view means that any approach to help them improve
their lives must take place within acceptable limits. Girls and young women,
especially those at risk of abuse or neglect, need activities and experiences that
will help them form a positive self identity and better prosocial skills while also
reducing the social isolation in which they live. Since a female has a very visible
symbolic role in society, changes to be made in her life require the support of the
whole community. In other words, for women’s programs to be acceptable, they
must be considered legitimate by the community.

Questscope accepted this perspective and sought legitimization through reli-
gious leaders before establishing a mentoring program with young women in the
community of Zarqa (a suburb of Amman). Questscope approached the Zakat
Fund within the Ministry of Islamic Charities and asked its director, Dr. Hamdi
Murad, to speak in the local mosque every Friday for one month. Dr. Murad cov-
ered the topic of poverty, with special emphasis on young males and females, to
enforce a social atmosphere characterized by the notion that good Muslims care
about helping boys and girls in poverty. By suggesting that girls could bring ben-
efits to their struggling, low-income families if they were permitted to receive
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some training, Dr. Murad provided the community with a new and reasonable
social context for understanding solutions to the problems facing females.

The success of this effort demonstrated the remarkable potential for improve-
ment of the lives of Arab girls and young women when that improvement is sup-
ported within cultural boundaries. Such changes always have a wider impact than
expected, if brought about with support from legitimizers. That is, if community
and religious groups indicate support for an idea or program and deem it
respectable, parents are likely to follow the trend and give their support, just as
happened in Zarqa.

Respected female religious teachers were the only outsiders for whom it was
culturally acceptable to visit homes in the conservative area of Zarqa. These
teachers from the Ministry of Awqaf volunteered to visit low-income girls along
with female Questscope staff and invite them to join Questscope’s program. Since
the mosque is the only place that many young women are allowed to go outside
of their home, the program earned massive, high profile respectability by holding
all activities there. Once they began coming to the mosque, young women devel-
oped what were often their first meaningful relationships with any females out-
side of their homes. Previously isolated young women were able to discuss their
problems, make friends, and discover and develop their own interests and aspira-
tions. Because the girls’ project at the mosque began with cooking classes, they
were able to develop a skill that enabled them to be more helpful with their fam-
ilies’ responsibilities. Simultaneously, group mentoring took place, so girls also
had the opportunity to converse with and learn from Mentors.

There are additional program elements that were adapted for the young women.
Questscope recruited women who had previously had greater support in their own
lives for taking on more autonomous roles to be mentors and case managers.
Consequently, they were more self-confident and socially engaged and could share
and model those attributes. The mentors who were chosen were adult women who
understood the life passages of young Arab women and were able to be role mod-
els. Unlike male mentors, requirements included that they had to be considerably
older, have raised children, and be in good standing in the community. As older
women, their reputations would not be affected by associating with younger
women who were uneducated and from low-income families. While female
mentors often came from contexts and backgrounds similar to those of the girls,
they also must have had exemplary life outcomes and become established in their
respective communities within culturally respected roles for women. These care-
fully chosen requirements allow Mentors to have a self-directed role and exert
positive influence as change agents. The mentoring experience also promoted the
personal growth of the mentors.

Questscope’s approach has many implications for working with women of a
NCDG status, including that it engenders positive change from within the system
rather than attempting to change the culture from the outside. The approach and
mentality is not to fix problems of society, but to foster growth within society. If
people are allowed to develop and grow as human beings within their society,
they will inevitably bring about positive changes while still maintaining cultural
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distinctiveness. Prosocial changes can then be incorporated as the culture devel-
ops resilience as a key to cultural survival. Cultures can be remarkably flexible,
especially when there is no threat to their integrity.

The women’s activities and projects parallel those of the boys. They were,
as noted, adapted to the girls’ distinctive needs and the restrictions on their lives.
For example, their educational activities include learning about personal hygiene,
reproductive health, and more general topics such as the benefits of a healthy
diet and regular exercise. Their Group Economic Projects include working with
small businesses that could provide a safe working environment in which young
women earn money while developing skills. For example, newly created busi-
nesses for young women have included livestock trading, marketing mobile
phone accessories, and becoming beauty consultants. Some of their activities
have even provided them with socially sanctioned interactions with boys. In one
program, girls and boys formed a “shadow government” for their city. In Drama
Activities, girls are provided positive ways to express themselves and their unique
problems, often together with boys. Such program activities allow young women
to deal with issues of social interaction, friendships, solving conflicts, their
emerging creativity, and other topics they might not otherwise have the opportu-
nity to face or discuss.

Education as a central aspect of mentoring. Early on, Questscope began using
educational interventions as a component and extension of its Mentoring activi-
ties. It implemented The Earn and Learn Program based on the observation that
many young boys were working and not attending school. If they did not bring in
certain amounts of income for the family each day, they often faced serious
consequences such as not being allowed to eat or sleep inside. Mentoring created
a kind of apprenticeship program for children in which they worked and earned
money for half a day, learning more about their job and developing additional
skills with the guidance provided by economic mentors. The other half day was
devoted to teaching the children to read and write, with the eventual option to
return to the educational mainstream. The Earn and Learn Program was eventu-
ally expanded to a Street Education program. Currently, it has been developed
further as a Non-Formal Education program, in which participating children
begin with street education and progress to a certificate from the national Formal
Education system.

Street Education and In-Formal Education programs are characterized as
“Short Cycle” Learning. Children are taught something abstract, and then it is
immediately made concrete to create a permanent connection and recognition.
For example, children could tell you exactly where they go in the city at night by
making a simple sketch, but they could not relate their sketched map to the actual
map of the city. Questscope developed a liaison with the Civil Aviation Authority
to fly children over the city so they can see that the paper map is simply a different
representation of how the city was laid out. Another example is from the literacy
component. To help themselves learn to read, children wrote their own readers or
texts based on their own life stories (as opposed to reading a generic Dick and
Jane story to which they could not relate).
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Questscope’s goal in street or in-formal education is to make learning fun and
get children excited enough about it that they become interested in returning to a
formal educational process. Street children have little or no concept of delayed
gratification because they live in a world where, when they find an opportunity,
they must take advantage of it immediately or someone else will. As a result,
when it comes to education (which requires delayed gratification), they have no
incentive to wait for a benefit delayed into the future. Therefore, by making In-
Formal Education fun, children learn that long term benefits will come even while
they also enjoy an immediate benefit, i.e., fun while learning.

In-Formal Education classes require at least one trained facilitator who may be
a volunteer and is not necessarily a teacher. In fact, this “street educator” may
even be a street kid who is simply further along in the learning cycle. The keys to
instruction in this program are face-to-face interaction and dialogue between
the facilitators and the children, so that children can become the leaders of the
learning process.

The methodology practiced by In-Formal Education has been codified as
Participatory Educational Methodology (PEM). As a teaching methodology, it
can be incorporated in teacher training and improvement. An informal “certificate”
recognizes the child’s achievements at this “entry” level and encourages the child
to continue. It is an important tool for celebrating and rewarding the child’s small
victories, although it has no official status.

Non-Formal Education (NFE). These programs were developed from the expe-
riences gained while working with children in the In-Formal Education program.
The purpose is to work with children who have dropped out of school so that they
may have access to tenth grade certification and further technical and vocational
educational opportunities. In Jordan, if children drop out of formal school for
more than two years, they are not allowed to reenter the formal system. Most do
not have the option of pursuing home study because they must work.

The NFE program is a way for children to continue their education and keep
their jobs. The NFE program is divided into three levels, each eight months long,
each covering a variety of subjects including Arabic language, Islamic culture,
mathematics, social studies, vocational training, and life skills. They attend
classes for two years, for two to three hours in the evenings, five days a week.
Children may begin in either Level One (substitutes for grades one to four) or
Two (grades five to seven), depending on the amount and success of their prior
education. Upon completion of the third level (grades eight to ten), students must
pass standardized tests created by the government especially for this program. If
they are successful, they receive a certificate that is equivalent to completion of
10th grade. The official recognition of his/her achievements allows the child to
continue to progress upward in society as he or she chooses.

Questscope and the Ministry of Education (MoE) recruit certified teachers to
act as facilitators who prepare NFE students for tenth grade graduation. Extensive
training manuals prepare teachers with the proper skills and background for this
PEM approach so that they learn to interact in a new way with students.
Retraining of teachers, many of whom have taught for over 20 years in formal
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schools, impacts not only their NFE students, but also their students in formal
classrooms and their personal lives.

NFE aims not only to impart knowledge to students, but also to develop in them
a critical consciousness that empowers them and allows them to see the reality of
their experiences in a new way. Among other differences, children go from having
a narrow and inflexible view of themselves to seeing themselves within the con-
text of relationships and the social setting. They move away from quick judgments
based on a shallow viewpoint, to being able to suspend immediate personal judg-
ments. They also shift from allowing their personal priorities to drive their actions
and relationships to comprehension of the rights and obligations of others.

The Vocational Training Corporation (VTC) is a government institution that
trains students for certain technical jobs and careers. Children who graduate with
certificates from NFE may attend VTC just as do students from formal schools.
Although specially admitted as NFE students, upon graduation they receive
exactly the same certificate as students who have previously attended formal
schools. At this point, NFE students have been reintegrated with their peers in
terms of formally verified qualifications.

The National Development and Employment Fund (NDEF) has formally agreed
with Questscope to create mechanisms to provide for small business loans to
students who successfully complete the VTC entrepreneurship course and want
to start a business. The successful mainstreaming of street children and the erasing
of the stigma of being an “at-risk street kid” is thus accomplished by graduating from
VTC and obtaining a loan. The availability of these loans ensures that previously
marginalized children are given chances from which they were formerly excluded.

The PRSC model has been applied to all components of Questscope’s educa-
tional programs. At the community level, children are able to learn in a casual
environment and become interested in more education. Local volunteers become
involved by helping with street education of the children. Questscope also
demonstrates to families, community members, and employers the value of hav-
ing these youthful employees resume their educations. At the institutional level,
linkages are maintained with the Ministry of Education whose staff design cur-
ricula, tests, and criteria for certification. Teachers in the formal system imple-
ment NFE classes, a practice which has introduced innovative methodology to the
teaching profession. At the third level of the PRSC model, civic authorities in
government departments become involved as they begin to understand the poten-
tial of educating dropouts and commit themselves to developing legal alternatives
for the education of those students.

7.3.4. Program Implementation

7.3.4.1. The Structure of Program Implementation

Questscope’s primary influence is as an outsider, an agent that brings the potential
for change to each setting as it seeks to understand and address it. But because it
uses a prosocial approach, Questscope must learn how, in each specific instance,
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to become part of the setting rather than remain apart from it. Consequently, even
as Questscope leads and provides new information and structures, it engages in
learning and being led.

The implications of this collaborative process include that the prosocial model
for social change must extend across all of the levels of the social structures,
including the policy making levels, the middle institutional and civic authorities,
and the locality development groups at the bottom levels of the society. In other
words, the Prosocial Community Model must be applied at all three levels to
ensure long-term, sustainable change. Those who begin working with Questscope
in any of its diverse activities are required to first engage in experiences with the
Questscope collaborative prosocial approach. Only after they have demonstrated
their commitment to and capability of interacting professionally and personally
in this fashion are they brought into administrative roles.

7.3.4.2. Levels of Program Implementation

Overall, the direction of each Partnership is carried out by a Questscope Program
Director. Providing guidance to program implementation at the locality development
level includes helping to involve the child’s family and neighbors plus local
businesses and organizations. Their role is to support children and provide new
possibilities for the participating youth through education, jobs, and financial help.
An integral part of each Partnership project is engaging the family and neighbors in
the prosocial process of introducing Mentoring and its related programs into the
community. This process is considered the best way for the Partners to appreciate the
benefits of Questscope’s approach. Finally, local and national organizations serve as
Referral Organizations that provide specialized help (e.g., legal help and health care)
and opportunities (e.g., sports and job training). Most of the resource participants are
themselves volunteers, underscoring the prosocial orientation that is essential for
developing the core characteristic of these programs and their contribution to build-
ing a more prosocially oriented society.

At the Social Action/Social Planning Institutional Level, Questscope has a dual
role as it is both a peer with other institutions and the officers of those institutions,
and it is an external organization bringing new ideas into those institutions in its
effort to build a prosocial community. It must cooperate at the social planning
level along with the other institutions. Questscope cannot create a prosocial com-
munity as an outside director of the process, and it cannot exclude itself from the
process it is trying to build. In that role, it may also arrange for providing relevant
training for the program’s home institution personnel. Trained counselors, social
workers, and advanced psychology students serve as officers who coordinate and
oversee activities that Questscope provides with Partners, including selecting and
training Mentors.

At the 2002 Dead Sea Conference mentioned in an earlier chapter, the attend-
ing representatives had been previously unaware of each other’s mandates and
programs, and there had been no opportunity to show a willingness to cooperate
on behalf of children. Because it was part of this process rather than detached
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from it, Questscope was able to stimulate the same kind of learning and under-
standing at this inter-organizational leadership level that it creates at the commu-
nity level. A result of the conference was that, for instance, the El Hassan Youth
Award (a non-governmental organization) and the Public Security Department
(police) developed new ideas for cooperating in their approaches toward youth.

At the Social Action Level of interacting with civic leaders, Questscope brings
the positive accomplishments to their attention and involves them. Questscope
points out that such changes will, in turn, reflect positively on those civic author-
ities as well, a win-win situation. Questscope establishes prosocial ways of coop-
erating with these authorities without attributing blame or shame to them for
earlier policies of ignoring or resisting prosocial development. This strategy
makes such authorities generally willing to be responsive and cooperative about
taking social actions when community problems need to be addressed.

Examples of civic action impacts stimulated by Questscope’s program activities
include that the Mayor of Amman waived the policy of requiring payment (key
money) for using stalls in local markets so that young street youth entrepreneurs
in Questscope projects can sell their goods there. Also, the Minister of Social
Development terminated employees in a Juvenile Correctional Center when he
was informed of their abuse of inmates. In addition, the Amman Municipality
recently cooperated with Questscope in conducting a Participatory Rapid
Appraisal (see following section) in four targeted areas of Amman. Following that
appraisal, the Municipality made a commitment to provide additional funds to
improve its ability to serve disadvantaged children in those areas. Such responses
are a reflection of the civic authority’s interest in being involved in the success of
Questscope’s prosocial programs.

7.3.4.3. Program Phases

The implementation of complex community programs is a daunting task when the
goal is to improve perceived inequities and injustices. It requires understanding
that specific steps must be taken to reach the goals of justice and equality.
Achieving that objective requires planning the program carefully and working
through a number of phases as outlined below. When an organization asks to form
a Program Partnership, Questscope undertakes the task of determining the institu-
tional capacity of the organization and its ability to sustain a program (mentoring
or NFE, for example) long term.

Participatory Rapid Appraisal (PRA). Questscope uses the methodology of
Participatory Rapid Appraisal (Chambers, 1993) to determine whether an appli-
cant organization (a) has appropriate relationships with the target groups that will
support a prosocial approach, and (b) is amenable to the formation of a
Questscope style partnership to facilitate its ability to meet its defined needs and
goals. Although the Questscope staff who conduct a PRA are doing so at a com-
munity organization’s request, they do not use strict methods and rules with nar-
row-minded and sometimes leading questions to interview people. Instead, they
approach the organization’s members with attitudes and behaviors oriented to
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supporting the free expression of the new members’ opinions, knowledge, and
suggestions about the area. The Questscope interviewers structure this discussion
in an open ended fashion to help the interviewees develop their own ideas about
how to improve on their community’s situation.

PRA involves behavioral innovation because it changes the behavior of both
those conducting the PRA and the community organization’s members. The PRA
also provides community members with tools and skills they can use as they work
with Questscope to structure and prioritize the information collected. One tool used
to accomplish this is called “mind-mapping.” Questscope staff write the various
participants’ ideas on paper to help connect and organize the diverse viewpoints of
a wide variety of individuals in multiple roles. Mind-mapping captures ideas by
brainstorming. It brings out ideas and images about community organization struc-
tures, interconnections, and steps needed to build toward feasible solutions for
improving their situation.

PRA enables both the local organization and the community members to have the
perspective and insight of outsiders so that they can see themselves functioning in
their own system and see the changes they can make. Because they still remain
insiders, they also have the ability to actually bring these new changes into
existence. By making a choice to conduct the PRA, Questscope commits itself to
helping both the local organization and the community with the problems that they
identify. The result is a project, program, or activity designed by community
members, with the help of Questscope as a new member of the community. This
process also fosters prosocial relations between all of the participants.

Logical Framework Approach. This approach is an analytic method used by
Questscope to assess whether planned or existing approaches will accomplish the
Partner’s identified objectives. It builds on the PRA results and serves as the basis
for planning activities that are needed to implement Prosocial Programs for this new
Partner. If it is determined that existing activities will not enable the Partner to reach
its goals, the assessment shifts to determine whether adapting Questscope’s proce-
dures or adding others can effectively complement those already in place.

Cycles of Program Implementation (Illustrated in Application of the Mentoring
Program). The program of each partnership is implemented in a sequential way
to accomplish its immediate objectives. By the time the Partners’ program is actu-
ally initiated, those involved have begun to create among themselves a more
prosocially oriented community to help the target population and also sustain
their prosocial community. Questscope also works toward incorporating the new
Partner into a broader network of such communities who support each other and
participate in extending the network to include even more communities. Thus, at
the broadest level, Questscope activities are interrelated in ways that serve to
change the society in which they are nested. These changed societies are less
likely to create alienating patterns and more likely to continue building prosocial
orientations among their citizens in the ways they organize themselves and use
their resources.

At the specific level of implementation of each Partnership, the newly devel-
oped structures used to accomplish the program’s objectives are incorporated into
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three cyclic stages. These activities take approximately five years. The stages are
described here:

Cycle 1 involves Questscope and the new partner in implementing the chosen
program, in this case a Prosocial Mentoring Program. As explained earlier, this one-
to-one, Mentor-Mentee program is established as the center of a constellation of
activities designed to include disadvantaged children in mainstream society.
Potential Mentors and Mentees are recruited from the larger community, Mentors
are trained, (one-to-one with Questscope staff) and the other support activities
described earlier are developed. The emphasis during this cycle is on implementing
these activities and building the Partner’s capacity to assume future responsibility
for this program. Questscope’s primary task is to model effectiveness and profes-
sional standards to the Partner.

Cycle 2 is focused on capacity building and efficiency. Particular attention is given
to the improvement of the Partner’s management administration, especially in its use
of resources and directing of its staff. The emphasis of Questscope shifts from mod-
eling to overseeing the quality of ongoing activities. This new stance is central to the
PRSC approach because this keeps everyone engaged in building the prosocial
nature of themselves and the program. That engagement grows out of continued par-
ticipation in creating and improving the holistic focus of the ongoing activities.

Cycle 3 ensures that the Partner can function autonomously while maintaining
and building on its PRSC orientation. Questscope shifts to assuming a role as
program facilitator. It may provide interim funds, grant writing assistance, and
additional support staff to assist the Partner in becoming financially self-sufficient
and self-governing. The Partner is kept engaged in the broader task of expanding
its prosocial community focus by assuming representation on Questscope’s
National Steering Committee for at-risk children. That committee, in turn, pro-
vides the Partners with general guidance and support. The Steering Committee
was formed as a continuing Partnership between Questscope and the Ministry of
Social Development.

7.4. Facilitating Prosocial Transformations

Questscope assumed that the best way to address problems related to the rising
numbers of marginalized urban children throughout Jordan was to offer to get
involved in ways that would respond to situations that communities identified as
troubling. They began with activities that involved collaboration with the children
and their neighborhood communities. Questscope’s rationale was that since chil-
dren spend most of their lives in their communities, that is where they begin to
form their approach to adult participation in society. The community teaches
them how to conduct themselves and acquire the competencies to guide their
social participation in ever widening circles. If children are to become significant
contributors to improving their own lives and communities, they presumably need
to learn how to identify their own needs and the types of remediation that will best
serve them. Because the children’s existing skills and competencies, antisocial and
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otherwise, have been acquired in their present context, they know how their
environment needs to be changed to make it possible for them to be included in
prosocial ways.

Questscope developed and uses several measures to evaluate the impact of its
program interventions. It also uses these measures throughout Jordan to assess the
nature of the contexts and situations of vulnerable youth and their families. The
findings from their first major assessment of a Program’s pilot phase were used
to revise and implement additional program interventions. It also led to the
construction of additional evaluation measures whose findings, in turn, were used
to determine the direct effects of the expanded programs on the participants.

Enlisting the support of significant adult interaction was the beginning of the
prosocial mentoring approach in one-to-one relationships with children. It grew from
the idea that prior to the cognitive development and competency that accompanies
later adolescence, children develop their sense of self based on the expectations of
adults. That is, if adults believe in the potential of children, the children around them
will rise to that potential.

In addition, this highly intensive and individually customized program could
only be sustained at the community level with the support and involvement of other
institutions. Civic authorities, including especially those working in the Juvenile
Correctional System, were trained to take on central roles as Questscope Partners.
Their organizations were then defined as mentoring institutions, and they took on
responsibility for management of inter-institutional networks for referrals, delivery
of service to children through volunteer mentors, and support and supervision of the
relationship.

The emphasis throughout the three cycles involved in establishing a mentoring
program with a Partner is on helping the Partner to build a governing and fund-
ing structure. Training within each cycle is approached as the formation of new
perspectives on the basis of knowledge as well as guided practice. At the end of
Cycle Three, the role of Questscope in institutional capacity building is com-
pleted. Completion of all three cycles can take up to five years.

The Central Figures. The Mentees are at-risk youth with backgrounds of
poverty and/or broken families. They often have dropped out of school to work
and help support themselves and their families. Some are in trouble with juvenile
authorities, and some participate in anti-social behaviors such as substance abuse,
violence, and other illegal activities.

Mentors are trained volunteers from the community, often students from uni-
versities. Since the university students are fulfilling community service require-
ments by providing community service, they gain both extrinsic as well as
intrinsic satisfaction from their participation. The relationship is reciprocal and
prosocial. After training, they become part of a pool from which the children
select their personal Mentors. Granting the children the right to choose empha-
sizes their right to their own autonomy and control of their lives. The goal of
mentorship is to establish trusting relationships with the children without adding
any complications or restrictions. As their relationships with their Mentees grow,
Mentors become new role models for how to behave or acquire new life goals.
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The Case Managers are the only paid staff in the Mentoring Program and
are supplied by the mentoring Partner institution. They supervise Mentor-Mentee
relationships so that Mentors do not have unlimited and potentially destructive
unaccountable influence over the children. They sustain the volunteer/mentor
role by providing support to Mentors, and allowing the Mentor to do his/her job
without taking on burdens or commitments that others such as referral organiza-
tions or professionals can manage. Depending on their abilities, each Case
Manager may oversee up to 35 relationships. They talk to the children before the
Mentoring relationship begins in order to learn about each child’s background,
priorities, interests, and goals. This conversation helps the Case Manager under-
stand the child as a whole human being. During the Mentoring relationship, the
Case Manager holds frequent debriefings with both Mentee and Mentor. This
process provides insight to the Case Manager for discussions with the Mentors
who, as volunteers, do not have the experience or mandate to act on many of the
Mentee’s serious issues, for example, medical or legal questions. The responsibility
for taking such actions lies with the Case Manager. Finally, Case Managers
arrange for periodic case conferences (at least one per child) so that all concerned
parties will come together and consider actions that will best benefit the child.
Thus, they also act as the liaisons between child, community, family, referral
organizations and the partner institution.

The Process. The mentoring process begins with an initial evaluation to estab-
lish whether children are mentally ill or severely emotionally damaged. This
assessment identifies the children for whom mentoring is not the appropriate
intervention. Questscope then directs them to the proper organizations for the
help they need.

Before beginning the Mentoring Program, the children are given a pre-test, an
assessment based on questions from many domains, to establish a baseline for the
nature of each child’s situation and capabilities (Rhodes, Mihyar, Al-Bustami, &
Al-Khouli, 2004). Next, the Mentor, Mentee, and Case Manager develop an indi-
vidualized plan for each Mentee with goals and specific activities designed for
reaching those goals. Every activity in every plan is strategically designed and
thought through by the Case Manager and Mentor so that it contributes to the
child’s progress toward every goal.

Goals are directed at social and behavioral changes such as improved social
skills, vocational maturity, realistic self-concept, cognitive abilities, and decision
making. Examples of goal-related activities are getting ice cream, going to a
museum, visiting a library, reading a book, talking about dreams and aspirations,
and hiking and camping (usually a group activity). Prior to the mentoring rela-
tionship, the child may have only been in a store in order to steal. For that reason,
shopping may be a selected activity. With the Mentor present, the child will (it is
hoped) be treated as any other child with money to purchase something. The child
then learns how a normal shopping experience feels. The Mentor has modeled a
new kind of behavior in this situation, helping to create awareness of what it is
like to belong to society. The impact of the experience and the role modeling thus
can increase the child’s desire for integration or reintegration.
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The Mentor and Mentee meet three hours per week for (ideally) 12 months. At the
end of this mentoring relationship, the children are given a post-test. By comparing
the two sets of test results, the Case Manager will have a measure of the child’s
progress and the effectiveness of specific activities for meeting the child’s goals.

Importance of Prosocial Mentoring. Applying the PRSC framework to the
Mentoring Program created increasingly expanding activities and outcomes. At
the community level, as the Mentor models new behaviors, the child begins to
change. The Mentor is also impacted by the relationship, perhaps one of the most
serendipitous and valuable spin offs of the Mentoring Program. This effect has
already created in Jordan a cadre of at least a thousand socially-aware young
people in their twenties who now use positive rather than rejectionist responses to
such social issues as injustice or poverty. Case Managers bring the children’s
changed behaviors to the attention of parents and the greater community, encour-
aging both to provide the type of activities for children that will reinforce their
new, positive behaviors and their positive upward growth spiral.

Such changes also begin to have an impact on the institutions that are involved
with Questscope. The Partner institutions in which Questscope vests its Mentoring
program remain responsible for organizing, sustaining, and supporting their own
programs. They identify children in their catchment populations, recruit financial
support, apply the mentoring process manuals, and maintain ethical and profes-
sional standards. Juvenile Correctional System centers and local NGOs are exposed
to the PRSC framework which potentially influences their approaches. All types of
institutions begin to develop new views of how they can serve the community,
possibly through creating or improving access for the target group and others,
maintaining accountability, and developing collaboration between all parties.

As mentioned earlier, Referral Institutions are those to which Questscope
and/or partner organizations can send children for additional counseling, medical,
dental, and other specialized help and opportunities. These organizations do not
actually mentor the child, but contribute from their specialities to the mentoring
relationship. However, their participation links them to both the individuals they
help and to other participating organizations. For example, several sports clubs
agreed to receive and involve children from the Juvenile Center in various athletic
activities. The Higher Council for Youth, a referral organization, then made an
agreement with the Ministry of Social Development to involve youth from the
Juvenile Center, which it oversees, in the Higher Council’s Youth Leadership
Program. As Questscope Partners, representatives from both organizations
attended The Dead Sea Conference which was a meeting of referral institutions.
Discussions among these attendees led them to better understand the process
and see ways they could improve their help for the children. Consequently, their
participation led them to bring further changes to their own organizations.

Finally, civic authorities (as demonstrated by the Juvenile Correctional
System) have been exposed to Questscope’s alternative approach. Not only do
they participate as Partners, they have adapted the approach for their own institu-
tions. Because of its visible success at the community and organizational level,
Questscope was invited to develop a mentoring program within Amman’s Juvenile
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Correctional System with funds provided by the World Bank. Civic authorities,
especially those in the Juvenile Correctional System, are sometimes part of the
problem, but they are also a necessary part of the means to solutions. These
authorities must be influenced to change aspects of their organizations that are
negative (e.g., fire people who abuse children in Juvenile Correctional facilities)
and create positive new possibilities (e.g., provide rehabilitation options).

By working with the Juvenile Correctional System and police, Questscope is
raising the community’s consciousness that incarceration of children who offend
(either by participating in antisocial or illegal activities) has undeniably negative
effects on their development. Diverting the children from their antisocial behav-
ior must begin at the point of police contact. Rehabilitation organizations must
reform or redirect the roles of their present social workers, training them to
become mediators who act on the child’s behalf. Trained staff with roles similar
to probation officers can provide rehabilitation and address the meaning behind
the children’s antisocial behavior. The goal is for children to be incarcerated only
in exceptional cases of serious crimes.

In the near future, Questscope will train Amman Municipality’s 100 staff
members in such rehabilitation approaches, a result of the Municipality’s involve-
ment in PRAs in four areas of Amman. Questscope is also working with juvenile
justice legal reform, currently under way in Jordan. The Ministry of Social
Development has an agreement with Questscope to allocate a portion of its
budget to the continuation of its Mentoring Programs. A manual of procedures for
Juvenile Correctional Facilities was published in July, 2006, for application of the
prosocial mentoring approach in all juvenile centers. Changes at this level of civic
authority are what has made the long-term development of the Mentoring
Program possible (Al Khouli, et al., 2006).

Mentoring figures based on the primary example of the Juvenile Correctional
System provide an overall picture of the potential impact of this approach.
Questscope’s target group is approximately 12,000 children. Of these, 6,000 have
characteristics of juvenile delinquency but have not yet been arrested, and 6,000
have experience in the juvenile system. Currently, the beneficiary group is approx-
imately 3,000 children within the Juvenile System, including those in correctional/
reform institutions and abandoned children (wards of the State).

Establishing Mentoring in Partner Programs. As described earlier, three cycles
are involved in establishing a mentoring program in a Partner. Upon completion of
Cycle Three, Questscope can withdraw from direct program involvement. In other
words, training is not simply imparting knowledge and information to the Partner. It
is also focused on guiding the Partner to becoming a self-sustaining prosocial com-
munity and a participant in a community of such programs. Questscope’s emphasis
in Cycle Three is on helping the Partner to build a governing and funding structure.
For example, the goal for the Juvenile Correctional System is to have the Mentoring
Program incorporated into its government budget and imbedded in its structure as a
government organization. The goal would be the same for an NGO, but NGOs
require assistance to build their funding base as Jordan, like most governments, does
not currently provide funding options to NGOs for such programs.
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As increasing numbers of organizations throughout Jordan become interested in
implementing the mentoring program, Questscope will not have enough staff to
conduct the mentoring cycles in its customary way. Thus Questscope and
participating organizations will have to begin a cycle of change. For example, organ-
izations wishing to incorporate the official Questscope Mentoring Program by using
Questscope material and obtaining Questscope support will have to fulfill certain
criteria. For example, they will need to have staff members available who are capa-
ble of carrying out the Case Manager role. Since the overall process of initiating new
Mentoring programs is ongoing and progressive, accreditation of such programs is a
future goal. Once that goal is reached, new Partner organizations will be expected to
pass certain milestones to earn and maintain their accreditation. A team of individu-
als and groups will continue monitoring the progress of the new Partner organiza-
tions. Reproduction of the Mentoring Program in new Partner organizations will
become a collaborative process incorporating a variety of formative training tools.
Partner organizations will, for example, study the twelve Questscope manuals, watch
Questscope DVDs, visit Partner organizations that are already conducting the men-
toring program, and learn from referral organizations.

Mentoring Clubs. Mentoring Clubs already provide a network of resources,
support, and activities so that experienced Mentors can continue to improve and
remain ready for and interested in mentoring. These clubs study the latest films
and books related to mentoring, listen to talks from former Mentors, and receive
visits from former Mentees. They also serve as places for Questscope to train new
Mentors and also teach trainers. These clubs are vested in universities throughout
Jordan with university professors providing additional training and instruction
on general volunteering and social work. Questscope has trained thousands of
mentors, 400–600 of whom remain active. Because of the Mentoring Clubs, these
volunteers stay ready to mentor thousands of young people. An added bonus is
that the impact of Questscope’s training program values remains with the
Mentors, even if they do not continue in the program.

Prior to beginning the mentors’ clubs, volunteers struggled with not having
access to professional guidance and advice. The Ministry of Social Development
(MoSD) also suffered without a link with the Mentors. For instance, in the juve-
nile detention centers, Saturdays were reserved for families to visit their children.
However, Mentors would often create a conflict by also showing up to see the
children on Saturday. In September, 2005, a Mentor’s Camp at Ajloun Nature
Reserve was held to address such issues; attending representatives were from the
MoSD Mentors, and from a variety of different clubs. The goal of the camp’s
activities was to foster open communication and cooperation between the different
mentors’ clubs and between the clubs and the MoSD. Outcomes of the camp
included three agreements: the MoSD agreed to provide the clubs with direct
financial support and access to other funding agencies; the clubs made a commitment
to continue training new volunteers and to develop partnerships and coordinate
activities with local civic groups and the MoSD; and the Mentors clubs agreed
to exchange studies and information regarding the program. The mentor clubs
and these interagency agreements are additional examples of the intermingling
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prosocially oriented networks that have formed within this broader prosocial con-
text. For example, the mentoring club members grow and develop within their
local club, and the clubs get together on a regional basis to stimulate additional
growth and development for each other.

7.4.1. Impact of Mentoring

When Prosocial Mentoring was initiated in 1998 with funding from the European
Union and other European donors, a database of dependent and independent
variables was established to provide for ongoing evaluation of the program’s efforts.
Questscope developed its mentoring as part of a prosocial community approach by
creating project designs and implementations for emerging programs and in
response to the inputs of children, volunteers, and partner organizations. In 2002, the
World Bank Japan Social Development Fund underwrote the expansion of Prosocial
Mentoring in the Juvenile Correctional System in order to better respond to the iden-
tified problems of disadvantaged children. Those problems included dropping out of
school, underage employment, being in juvenile custody, and experiences of violence
and abuse. The low income levels of the families were an underlying constraint that
kept the parents and these children impoverished. Consequently, the identification of
an effective holistic approach was required to reverse their social alienation and
support their reintegration into mainstream social and economic opportunities.

Questscope’s programmatic response was to build and evaluate a holistic
community approach centered on a professionally guided mentoring relationship
between the child and his/her mentor, where each one gets to know the other and
identifies common interests, hobbies, and abilities. Steps in the development of
Questscope’s programs were evaluated periodically and modified to build on that
feedback. In 2006 a comprehensive evaluation was completed (Al-Khouli, All-
Zou’bi, Mihyar, & Rhodes, 2006). Questscope analyzed data from 310 children
who had completed one month or more in a mentoring relationship (drawn from
968 children who participated in a wide variety of referral activities during
2000–2005). The purpose was to identify the effect of the mentoring program
(jointly undertaken by Questscope and the Ministry of Social Development in
Jordan) on personal competency and social integration among disadvantaged
children. The children were 7 to 18 years old; 90% of them were between 13 and
18 years old. Ninety percent of the children were in juvenile correctional centers
and the rest in care facilities for abandoned children who were wards of the State.

The assessment scales used in this evaluation included the Dean Scale (Dean,
1961), Heppner and Petersen’s Problem Solving Scale (1982), The Al-Kilani and
Abbas Self-Concept Scale (1980), and the Crites and Savickas Vocational Maturity
Scale (1995). They were adapted to use with Arab children, and used to measure
changes in four domains: social alienation/reintegration, problem-solving skills,
self-concept, and vocational maturity. The variables in each scale are as follows:

The Dean Scale (1961) was used to measure social alienation. The scale represents
measures in three dimensions: (a) feelings of inadequacy, (b) absence of values,
and (c) social isolation.
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Heppner and Petersen’s Problem Solving Scale (1982), as adapted by Abdel Kader
in 1983, was used for assessment in three dimensions: (a) self-confidence in
solving and facing problems and making the right decisions, (b) ability to gather
information and set forth effective solutions, and (c) self-control and the ability
to manage one’s emotional responses to problems.

The Al-Kilani and Abbas (1980) Self-Concept Scale was used with children ages
7 to 16 to measure self-concept in eight different dimensions: social value, self-
confidence, mental ability, physical ability, general health, emotional stability,
activity, and aggression.

Crites and Svickas Vocational Maturity Scale (1995) was used to assess voca-
tional maturity. This scale measures two essential dimensions: children’s ten-
dency towards work and children’s efficiency in making vocational decisions.

Each child was assessed twice: a pre-test at the beginning and a post-test at the
conclusion of the mentoring relationship (Al-Khouli, et al., 2006). The relation-
ship was initiated when a child chose his mentor, and weekly meetings between
them were held for up to one year. Information used to prepare each monthly plan
(four weekly activities) for the mentor and child came from a number of sources,
including: A personal interview by a case manager, a case conference with the
mentor, child and case manager, and the pre-test results. The study sample was
divided into two groups: 150 children who implemented less than three monthly
plans and 160 children who implemented three or more monthly plans.

Differences were found in all four domains between pre- and post-test results
between the two groups. Multiple regression analysis also found that the number
of monthly plans completed by each child and mentor had the greatest impact on
all dependent variables in the study, including social alienation/reintegration,
self-concept, vocational maturity, and problem-solving. Results from children
who completed less than three monthly plans were significantly different from
those who had completed three or more monthly plans (Al-Khouli, et al., 2006).

The results of this study are consistent with the conclusions that Grossman
and Rhodes (2002) reached in that the impact of the mentoring relationship
becomes stronger with time. They are also slightly different with regard to the
length of time needed for the mentoring relationship to achieve the desired
results. While Grossman and Rhodes concluded that the mentoring relationship
might need a year or more to show change in various aspects of a child’s per-
sonal development, the current study confirms the effectiveness of this relation-
ship in a much shorter time frame, i.e., three months. This study also supports
the conclusions of Tierney, Grossman, and Resch (2000), who evaluated the Big
Brother/Big Sister Program in the USA. They found that an individual mentor-
ing relationship between a child and an adult enhances the child’s self-concept.
In addition to the one-to-one relationship, activities with groups of children and
mentors (street education, sports, arts, excursion trips, and camping) were vital
supports to their growth.

The role of referral organizations (those institutions that provide specialist
services and access to a wide variety of opportunities available to children in
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mainstream society) can not be emphasized enough. A single intervention, such
as a one-to-one relationship, is unlikely to bring about major changes or impacts
on the life of an at-risk child or youth. They need a series of interventions and
positive experiences to continually reinforce their worth, value, and potential for
change. The variety of relationships which the program created took into consid-
eration that children respond best to relationships that are not imposed on them.
Whether for that reason or others, the variety of relationships greatly contributed
to achieving change in the lives of these children.

The study’s results indicate that other independent variables had only a limited
effect in predicting the overall impact of the Mentoring Program. The child’s age
had an effect on both the problem solving and vocational maturity variables. This
finding is believed to be related to the fact that both sets of variables require the
child to use cognitive abilities that enable him/her to find alternatives, assess sit-
uations, and make appropriate decisions. Statistically significant differences in
cognitive and mental variables were found between the mean of 12th graders’
performances and those of 11th graders on the problem-solving scale. Differences
favored the older children.

Length of incarceration periods had a significant effect only on vocational
maturity. One explanation for this is that children who are more antisocial in their
orientation and behavior or who learn to become more antisocial due to the expe-
rience of incarceration are usually the ones who are serving longer sentences.
These children also have less interest in developing vocational skills and almost
categorically have negative views about their futures. This finding was also
reflected in gains in scores for self-concept. Children in care facilities (i.e., aban-
doned but not incarcerated for antisocial acts) had higher scores, those detained
for sentencing had lower scores, and the lowest scores were observed in those
serving court-mandated sentences.

These findings support the conclusion that the Mentoring Program assists chil-
dren in adopting a positive self-concept, decreases the level of their social alien-
ation, improves their problem-solving skills, and increases their vocational
maturity. Such results contribute to re-integrating these children into society and
in helping them avoid repeating behaviors that are associated with risk or viola-
tions. Foster (2001) stressed that programs which depend on building relation-
ships between children and adults contribute considerably to lowering crime rates
by assisting at-risk children in forming a new life. These early Questscope study
results strongly support Foster’s emphasis.

It is remarkable that significant changes in children can be fostered in such a
short period of time, i.e., after the completion of a minimum of three monthly
plans. Factors that made change possible included the multiple supportive
relationships that were created around each child (pro-social communities) and
the upward mobility that rewarded the full participation of each child (develop-
ment of competency). This robust effect supports that prosocial mentoring offers
a powerful, effective and efficient model for using their society’s limited
resources to make an unlimited difference in possibilities for such children and
their families.
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7.5. The Broader Prosocial Community: Prosocially Oriented
Programs and Institutions

Questscope, like any voluntary, non-governmental, socially-oriented organiza-
tion, could function as a self-contained entrepreneurial program competing for
resources and dominance in its chosen area of activity. However, doing so would
not be consistent with its commitment to a prosocial community model. Rather,
Questscope chose to approach other relevant individuals and groups, formal and
informal, in a way consistent with a PRSC approach. It also proceeded, despite
exceedingly difficult circumstances, to develop itself as a prosocial community.
The belief within Questscope has been that this is the only way it can fulfill its
commitment to enhance the prosocial aspects of its community and society.
Questscope has achieved substantial success in a number of ways.

At the specific program level, Questscope’s Mentoring Programs have been
established and are functioning in five of the Juvenile Correctional System
Centers throughout Jordan. These sites have progressed to the point that
Questscope staff no longer work directly on site. A recently implemented street
education program has begun at a juvenile detention center for girls. There are
currently ten Non-Formal Education Programs throughout Jordan, one of which
is for women. In the south of Jordan, Questscope has recently begun an informal
street education program for mothers at a women’s center. Questscope currently
has Volunteer Clubs in universities in four cities in Jordan. In cooperation with
the Amman Municipality, Questscope will soon implement additional street edu-
cation programs in four areas of Amman.

Questscope’s Partnership arrangements incorporate a commitment by each part-
ner organization to continue beyond its five years of training and collaboration by
becoming part of an overarching group. That group provides ongoing oversight of
new Partners’ programs as they are begun. Reciprocally, the new member then
participates by beginning to assist in overseeing other Partners’ programs and
expanding the prosocial community approach to other areas in its milieu.

Questscope is leading an effort to form a prosocial community of like-minded
organizations, institutions, programs, and community leaders active in Jordan.
One manifestation of that initiative was its 2002 Dead Sea Conference whose par-
ticipants, as mentioned earlier, were directors and/or representatives of major
community service agencies and programs throughout Jordan. The agenda
included the participants sharing accounts of their projects and plans. Those
exchanges highlighted their common emphases on prevention and rehabilitation
approaches and highlighted their collective, growing interest and involvement in
turning to collaborative and other prosocial community oriented approaches.

Questscope’s agenda also includes the creation of a community of policy lead-
ers with a commitment to making constructive prosocial changes in Jordan. The
initial meeting led to a tentative agreement among the participants to proceed
with the formation of such a community. The one exception was the UNICEF
regional director who said his agency is turning away from supporting this and
other such pioneering pilot efforts to focus only on funding large-scale projects.
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Unfortunately, despite their demonstrated worth, until and unless such agencies
can be persuaded of the value of building on empirically grounded and community
based approaches like Questscope and the earlier described Residential Youth
Program, the growth of such programs faces very substantial obstacles.

Questscope is an organization that seeks to impart its demonstrated ability to
other disadvantaged communities for the benefit of all in society. Its goals include:
(1) innovation in fields that are currently not responsive to new paradigms for
enacting change; (2) innovation in creating roles for action where roles were not
envisioned before; (3) assisting people and communities to get some of what they
want (key to sustainability); and (4) introducing and applying the three main
components of prosocial communities. Establishing this paradigm as the default
type of social structure instead of allowing antisocial communities to serve that
function would have a profound constructive prosocial effect in communities and,
even more broadly, in societies.

This chapter has provided an illustration of an ongoing, comprehensive prosocial
community program being successfully implemented and developed. It gives evi-
dence of interrelated accomplishments at the crucial three levels of locality devel-
opment, social planning, and social action. Further, it shows how these activities
have been incorporated as an intrinsic part of Questscope’s prosocial community
orientation and mode of functioning. It has demonstrated the efficacy of initiating
its programs by listening to all of the people involved and cooperating with them at
an on-site level to address the problems of their marginalized segments of society.
It has combined cooperation and involvement with support of individuals and their
formal and informal groups, and interweaving government and non-government
funds. The ongoing evolution of these activities and relationships is the crux of
prosocial communities, and it needs to be nourished. These bottom-up relationships
between individuals and groups are crucial to overcoming the limits of a detached,
top-down approach in which experts dismiss grassroots approaches in favor of
diagnosing and prescribing solutions from afar, ideologically if not geographically.
For example, because they listened to the residents of two neighborhoods in
Amman, Questscope’s staff was able to learn how different those neighborhoods
were and then respond to their specific concerns. Abstract theory and top-down
diagnosis could not have identified that information. It was also by direct involve-
ment that Questscope was able to identify the crucial importance of the personal,
holistic nature of the Mentoring activities to the overall success of the interlocked
facets of locality development, social planning, and social action.

Questscope’s development illustrates that the vitality of communities and
societies requires the continuing renewal and support of existing programs and
the continuing evolution of larger, prosocial community endeavors. When we
accept a “we can stop here” mentality, it means that we will continue to consign
our projects and programs to their eventual demise. There will always be
competing priorities in any community and programs will stagnate without the
continuing renewal that those such as Questscope require. We are all faced with
deciding whether we want the kinds of benefits that come from a prosocial
community orientation.
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Finally, Questscope provides a model of how to address particular problem
areas or segments of the population by relating them to the overall well-being of
the community and society. Its approach emphasizes the benefits, possibly the
necessity, of placing the organization’s efforts in a prosocial community context.
Its results underscore the importance of interrelating formal and non-formal proj-
ects and programs as well as governmental and non-governmental organizations in
such endeavors. They have shown that informal and formal bureaucratic structures
can cooperate in ways that are productive, efficient, and consistent with the
integrity of their respective organizations and surpass those which work in isola-
tion. Overall, the broad comprehensive nature of Questscope’s outcomes provides
a solid basis for encouraging other agencies, institutions, and groups to consider
adopting this approach to improve everyone’s lives and their communities, not
just marginalized groups. That is, by building on the conception of prosocial
communities as part of a nested framework, including the interrelated concepts of
prosocial competence and transcultural ethnic validity, we have an empirically
grounded approach for improving the quality of people’s lives across a wide range
of cultural circumstances.
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